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Q. 
A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF 

THOMAS R SULLIVAN 

Introduction and Purpose of Rebuttal Testimonv. 

Mr. Sullivan, did you file direct testimony in this proceeding? 

Yes, I did. 

What was the purpose of your direct testimony? 

The purpose of my direct testimony was to address Progress Energy Florida, Inc.’s 

(“PEF’s” or the “Company’s”) capital structure and its requirements to ensure that it 

maintains continuous access to capital markets to obtain capital at a reasonable cost 

when that capital is needed to meet OUT customers’ energy needs. 

Have any of the intervenor witnesses addressed PEF’s capital structure or other 

issues that would impact the Company’s ability to maintain continuous access to 

the capital markets at reasonable costs? 

Yes, they have. Dr. Woolridge, Mr. Lawton and Mr. Schultz, on behalf of the Office 

of Public Counsel (“OPC”), and Mr. Pollack, on behalf of the Florida Industrial 
L-l 
e 6  

Power Users Group (“FIPUG’), have all filed testimony related to either capital 5 
114 c 

structure or other issues, such as return on equity or cost of debt, that impact the Z Z 

r C  
Company’s financial position and its ability to maintain access to the capital markets c 
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i c  at reasonable costs. - .  
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Have you read their testimony? 

Yes, I have. 

What is your understanding of the intervenors’ recommendations regarding 

PEF’s capital structure and cost of capital, as well as their assessment of the 

impact of those recommendations on the Company’s credit rating and fmancial 

health? 

Dr. Woolridge and Mr. Pollack disagree with the Company’s capital structure, 

recommending a common equity ratio of 50%. Dr. Woolridge also recommends a 

cost of equity of 9.75%, a short-term debt cost rate of 3.06% and a long-term debt 

cost rate of 6.05%. All of the intervenors believe that their recommendations, 

including the pre-tax cash flow impact of the $149 million adjustment to the 

depreciation reserve and the total $35 million reduction in base rates, would not 

negatively impact the Company’s credit rating or its ability to access the capital 

markets at reasonable costs. 

Did any intervenors question the positions in your direct testimony regarding 

the importance of the Company strengthening its financial profile or achieving a 

consistent target credit rating of mid-single A? 

No, they did not. 
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Q. 

A. 

Do you agree with the intervenors’ recommended adjustments to PEF’s 

proposed return on equity, capital structure and cost of debt, and the associated 

impact of those adjustments on PEF’s credit rating and financial health? 

No, I do not. In the testimony that follows, I will describe why I disagree with the 

intervenors’ recommended adjustments to PEF’s cash flow, return on equity 

(“ROE”), capital structure and cost of debt. Most importantly, I will discuss how the 

adjustments would negatively impact the Company’s ability to maintain and improve 

its financial strength. This, in turn, would limit the Company’s ability to access 

capital in order to provide reliable energy for its customers at a reasonable cost. The 

intervenors’ recommended changes would represent a material change from the 

historically constructive regulatory environment in Florida, and would be viewed 

negatively by the financial markets. It is critical for PEF to maintain a strong 

financial position while meeting the growing needs of its customer base and increased 

environmental compliance, including the reduction of carbon emissions with the 

planned construction of nuclear generation. I believe the successful implementation 

of PEF’s plans to achieve these goals will require the return on equity and cost of debt 

capital we originally requested, along with a strong capital structure. Without these, 

both the Company and its customers will be adversely impacted. 

How is your testimony organized? 

First, I will address the cost of equity recommendation of Dr. Woolridge and its 

potential impact on the Company if adopted. I will then address the overall 

implications of the intervenors’ combined recommendations on cash flow, and how 

15578699.2 3 
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they would hurt the financial position of the Company and negatively impact 

customers. I will then address the intervenors’ recommendations regarding capital 

structure, their assertions regarding PPAs, and their recommendations for the cost of 

short-term and long-term debt. 

Q. 

A. 

Do you have any exhibits to your rebuttal testimony? 

Yes. I have the following exhibits to my rebuttal testimony: 

15578699.2 

Exhibit No. -(TRS-13), Moody’s Report “Industry Outlook: U.S. Investor- 

Owned Electric Utilities,” January 2009; 

Exhibit No. -(TRS-14), Fitch’s Report “U.S. Utilities, Power and Gas 2009 

Outlook,” December 2008; 

Exhibit No. -(TRS-15), Moody’s Report “Rating Methodology: Regulated 

Electric and Gas Utilities,” August 2009; 

Exhibit No. -(TRS-16), Fitch‘s Report “EEI 2008 Wrap-up: Cost of Capital 

Rising,” November 2008; 

Exhibit No. -(TRS-17), Standard &Poor’s (“S&P”) Report “Credit FAQ: 

Top 10 Investor Questions for the U S .  Electric Utility Sector in 2009,” 

January 2009; 

Exhibit No. - (TRS-18), Moody’s Credit Opinion: Progress Energy Florida, 

Inc., June 2009; 

Exhibit No. - (TRS-19), PEF 2010 Adjusted Credit Metrics Chart; 

Exhibit Yo. -(TRS-20), “The A Rating,” by Steven M. Fetter, Electric 

Perspectives, May/June 2009; 

4 
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11. 

Q. 

A. 

a 

a 

Cost of Equity. 

Do you believe Dr. Woolridge’s recommended ROE of 9.75% is appropriate for 

a 

a 

a 

Exhibit No. -(TRS-21), Moody’s Report “Special Comment: New Nuclear 

Generation: Ratings Pressure Increasing,” June 2009; 

Exhibit No. -(TRS-22), Fitch’s Report “U.S. Electric and Gas Financial Peer 

Study,” June 2009; 

Exhbit No. -(TRS-23), S&P’s Report “Request for Comments: Imputing 

Debt To Purchased Power Obligations,” November 2006; 

Exhibit No. - (TRS-24), S&P Ratings Direct - Florida Power Corp. d/b/a 

Progress Energy Florida, Inc. credit report, June 2009; 

Exhibit No. - (TRS-25), S&P Ratings Direct ~ Florida Power COT. dlbia 

Progress Energy ‘Florida, Inc. credit report, May 2008; and 

Exhibit No. - (TRS-26), Composite Exhbit of Forward 3-month London 

Interbank Offered Rate (“LIBOR”) and 10-year and 30-year Treasury Note 

and Bond Forecasts. 

These exhibits were either prepared by me or at my direction or they are industry 

information that I regularly obtain and review as part of my responsibilities as the 

Treasurer for PEF. They are true and correct. 

PEF? 

No, I do not. The Company hired a well regarded witness, Dr. James A. Vander 

Weide, to recommend the appropriate return on equity for PEF. I have read and 

support Dr. Vander Weide’s recommendation of a 12.54% ROE and believe it sh 

15578699.2 5 
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A. 

be adopted by the Commission. Dr. Vander Weide will address the more technical 

aspects of Dr. Woolridge’s recommendation, but I will address the overall 

reasonableness of the recommendation and its potential impact on the Company. 

Is Dr. Woolridge’s recommended ROE consistent with other utilities in the 

southeast? 

No, it is not. Tampa Electric was recently awarded a return on equity of 11 2 5 %  in 

2009 by the Commission. When compared to Tampa Electric, PEF has additional 

risk factors including a much larger generating fleet that includes nuclear operating 

risk with our Crystal River Unit 3 (“CR3”) nuclear power plant. In addition, PEF is 

moving forward with the construction of new nuclear power plants, and other large 

capital expenditure projects which significantly increase PEF’s risk profile over 

Tampa Electric’s and nearly every other electric utility’s risk profile within the state. 

These additional risk factors translate into a hgher cost of capital, which supports 

PEF’s request for a higher return on equity than that awarded to Tampa Electric. In 

their June 2009 credit opinion for PEF, Moody’s stated that the FPSC’s decision in 

Tampa Electric’s rate case “affirmed Moody’s view that the regulatory environment 

for electric utilities in Florida has remained relatively supportive” (Exhibit No. 

- (TRS-18) to my rebuttal testimony). Providing PEF a lower return on equity than 

that awarded to Tampa Electric would be viewed as inconsistent and negative by the 

rating agencies and financial community and begin to raise doubts as to the regulatory 

climate in the state of Florida. 
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Q. 

A. 

Dr. Woolridge’s recommended ROE is also below other authorized ROES for 

utilities in the southeastern United States, including Alabama Power (13.75%), 

Georgia Power (1 1.25%), Gulf Power (12.0%) and Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 

(12.75%). In addition, the Commission issued an order last year recognizing a 11% 

ROE for Florida Public Utility Company, which is a distribution only utility. These 

are all companies that compete with PEF for investor dollars needed to provide 

reliable electric service and fund capital expenditure plans at reasonable costs. 

What would be the implications to PEF if Dr. Woolridge’s recommended ROE 

of 9.75% were adopted? 

The ROE recommended by Dr. Woolridge would be a significant change from the 

historically supportive regulatory environment in Florida. The financial markets view 

t b s  supportive regulatory environment as a critical element of the relationship 

between utilities, regulators and customers. In their January 2009 report titled 

“Industry Outlook: U S .  Investor-Owned Electric Utilities,” Moody’s states the 

following: 

“We continue to incorporate a view that individual state regulatory authorities 

will provide reasonably timely recovery of prudently incurred costs and 

investments. Moreover, we continue to believe that regulators prefer to 

otherwise regulate financially healthy companies. This relationship often 

creates a virtuous cycle, where financially healthy utilities have the balance 

sheet strength and liquidity to assure investment, maintain high levels of 

15578699.2 7 
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reliability and attract economic development. In turn, this tends to facilitate 

contentment among consumers, legislators and regulators.” 

See Exhibit No. - (TRS-13) to my rebuttal testimony. Dr. Woolridge’s proposed 

cost of equity would put PEF at a significant disadvantage in its competition for 

capital with other companies with similar risk profiles and would not be adequate to 

maintain access to capital markets at reasonable prices. When competing for capital 

with the Southeastern utilities with higher allowed ROES referenced above, PEF 

would be viewed as a less attractive investment. Investors would not invest in a 

company earning a lower ROE when they could invest in other companies of similar 

risk and earn a hgher ROE. 

PEF’s operating cash flow would also be reduced, hurting investor confidence 

and likely resulting in a credit rating downgrade. The Company’s ability to raise the 

capital necessary to meet customer needs would be hurt, and the cost of that capital 

would be higher. This position was summarized by Fitch in their December 2008 

report titled “US. Utilities, Power and Gas 2009 Outlook” (Exhibit No. -(TRS-14) 

to my rebuttal testimony): 

“All else equal, utilities operating in more balanced regulatory jurisdictions 

providing high-quality customer service are more likely to earn reasonable 

returns on investment and achieve higher creditworthiness. Conversely, 

utilities with suboptimal regulatory outcomes are more likely to experience 

lower relative returns, higher financing costs and relatively anemic credit 

profiles.” 

15578699.2 8 
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Q. 

A. 

Lower credit ratings would also jeopardize the Company’s ability to reduce 

fuel cost volatility through hedging, as the Company might not meet minimum credit 

standards required by counterparties. Access to capital required for immediate 

service restoration following storms could also be impacted by lower credit ratings. 

All of these negative ramifications from adopting the recommended ROE would 

severely impact the Company’s ability to serve its customers effectively and would 

ultimately result in higher rates. 

Why do you believe the adoption of Dr. Woolridge’s recommended ROE would 

likely result in lower credit ratings? 

The regulatory framework and fmancial performance of a company are critical to the 

assessment of a utility’s credit quality by the rating agencies. In their ratings 

assessment process, Moody’s, for example, focuses on four key rating factors that are 

central to the assignment of ratings for companies in the regulated electric and gas 

utilities sector: (1) regulatory framework; (2) ability to recover costs and e m  

returns; (3) diversification; and (4) financial strength, liquidity and key financial 

metrics. The process is outlined in the Moody’s report “Rating Methodology: 

Regulated Electric and Gas Utilities” issued in August 2009. See Exhibit No. 

-(TRS-15) to my rebuttal testimony. The adoption of Dr. Woolridge’s 

recommended ROE would hurt PEF’s position in the first, second and fourth criteria 

listed above. 

Fitch also places emphasis on the regulatory framework in determining credit 

quality. In their November 2008 report titled “EEI 2008 Wrap-up: Cost of Capital 
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Rising” (Exhibit No. -. (TRS-16) to my rebuttal testimony), Fitch states the 

following: 

“Jurisdictional regulatory practices promise to be a key element in 

determining the ultimate impact on issuer creditworthiness given the sharp 

increase in the cost of capital as a result of the ongoing financial crisis. 

Utilities in states that have authorized reasonable returns on equity and 

adopted balanced regulatory mechanisms, including forward test years and 

automatic fuel and other tariff adjustment mechanisms are more likely to 

come through this period of stress without undue deterioration to current 

creditworthiness.” 

Fitch further emphasized this position in their December 2008 report titled “U.S. 

Utilities, Power and Gas 2009 Outlook” (Exhibit No. __ (TRS-14) to my rebuttal 

testimony), stating: 

“Average authorized returns on equity (ROE) for the regulated utility sector 

are currently in the 10.25% to 10.5% range, with some jurisdictions 

approaching 9%. Fitch is concerned that absent a meaningful up-tick in 

authorized ROE, the industry may have difficulty attracting adequate capital 

to fund new reliability, infrastructure and renewable energy projects in light of 

the significant change in capital market conditions and investor 

expectations.. .[The] ratings of utilities operating in states with relatively low 

authorized ROES and significant regulatory lag are more likely to suffer credit 

deterioration.” 

15578699.2 10 
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111. 

Q. 

A. 

%le each rating agency uses a different methodology, they would all view the 

adoption of Dr. Woolridge’s recommended ROE as very unsupportive to the overall 

financial health of PEF and would likely result in a rating downgrade. 

Importance of Cash Flow to PEF’s Financial Health. 

Mr. Lawton identifies the net impact from his adjustment to the depreciation 

reserve as a reduction of the Company’s p re t ax  cash flow of about $149 million 

per year for four years. He maintains that PEF will maintain its “financial 

integrity” after correcting for the excess depreciation reserve. Do you agree 

with his assertion? 

No, I do not. Mr. Lawton clearly states that his adjustment will result in lower cash 

from operations for the Company, a key component of the credit rating evaluation 

process. Cash flow is emphasized by S&P in their January 2009 report titled “Top 10 

Investor Questions For The U.S. Electric Utilities Sector In 2009” (Exhibit No. 

-(TRS-17) to my rebuttal testimony), where they state that “[those] companies that 

fare poorly in the regulatory arena and experience significant deterioration in cash 

flow metrics and creeping debt leverage are most vulnerable to downward actions.” 

Mr. Lawton then goes on to state that “the Company’s cash flow ratios decline 

slightly, but remain well above industry averages,” and that PEF “maintains financial 

integrity after correcting for the excess depreciation.” (Lawton Test., p. 19). 

I have several concerns with Mr. Lawton’s conclusions. First, Mr. Lawton 

references the financial ratio medians by bond rating category in his Exhibit DJL-5, p. 

2 of 2. Since no source is provided for this data, I cannot be sure if the financial 

15578699.2 11 
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ratios are provided on an unadjusted basis, or if they include adjustments made by the 

credit rating agencies. In any event, a comparison to industry medians is not the best 

comparison, as the rating agencies give specific guidance and target metric ranges 

that will more directly determine PEF’s credit rating. 

Mr. Lawton then references the ratios calculated in Exhibit DJL-5, p. 1 of 2, 

as evidence of PEF maintaining financial integrity after correcting for the excess 

depreciation. I have several issues with the ratios he calculates in this exhibit. First, 

the ratios are calculated based on the capital structure supplied by the Company on 

MFR Schedule D-la, p. .l of 3. This capital structure is the jurisdictional capital 

structure used for ratemaking purposes. The credit rating agencies calculate their 

metrics starting with the book capital structure for the entire company. Second, he 

includes only long-term debt in the metrics, while the rating agencies look at total 

debt (long-term and short-term). Third, the calculations are not made using the 

methodology or adjustments of the credit rating agencies for items such as capital 

leases, operating leases, PPAs, and pension liabilities. As such, the metrics are not 

comparable to the target ranges shown in his column C. Finally, Mr. Lawton states 

that financial ratios such as “debt ratio” are unaEected by the correction of the excess 

reserve. This is not possible, as his recommended correction to the excess reserve 

would result in lower cash from operations and thus higher financing needs. Finally, 

the interest expense of $189 million used in MI. Lawton’s calculation is grossly 

understated. S&P used adjusted interest expense of $295.7 million in its PEF credit 

metric calculations for 2008, and interest expense will be higher in 2010. 
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Q. 

A. 

In addition to these calculation errors, Mr. Lawton states on page 20 that his 

“analysis focuses solely on the excess depreciation reserve impact and demonstrates 

that the cash flow reduction allows Progress to maintain solid financial metrics.” 

This analysis is incorrect, as one must look at the total of aN the adjustments proposed 

by the intervenors and those adjustments’ impact on cash flow metrics, not individual 

adjustments in isolation. In short, neither the metric calculations nor comparisons 

referenced by Mr. Lawton allow any conclusions to be drawn regarding the financial 

integnty of PEF. 

The testimony of Mr. Schultz indicates that rates should be reduced by at least 

$35.038 million. This rate reduction, as calculated on Schedule A-1 of his 

testimony, uses the capital structure, return on equity and cost of debt 

recommended by Dr. Woolridge. Does Mr. Lawton capture all of the 

consequences the adoption of the proposed rate reduction would bring about? 

No, he does not. His calculations incorrectly assume that there would be no negative 

consequences to the cost of capital for the Company if the rate decrease were 

adopted. As discussed above, Moody’s specifically focuses on four key rating factors 

that are central to the assignment of ratings for utilities in their credit assessment 

process: (1) regulatory framework; (2) ability to recover costs and earn returns; (3) 

diversification; and (4) financial strength, liquidity and key financial metrics. The 

process is outlined in the Moody’s report “Rating Methodology: Regulated Electric 

and Gas Utilities” issued in August 2009 (Exhibit No. --(TRS-15) to my rebuttal 

15578699.2 13 



testimony). The primary financial metrics utilized by Moody’s, along with guidelines 

for an “A” rating, are as follows: 

7 Metric Guidelines for ‘&A’’ Rating 

(CFO‘” pre-WC + Interest) / 

Interest 

CFO pre-WC / Debt 

(CFO pre-WC -Dividends) / Debt 

14 

4.5x - 6.Ox 

22% - 30% 

17% - 25% 
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using both S&P’s and Moody’s methodologies. The metrics are provided based on 

PEF’s proposed rate increase and Mr. Schultz’s proposed rate decrease. The 

calculations clearly show that PEF does not meet the standards specifically set forth 

by Moody’s in their credit opinion for the Company if Mr. Schultz’s 

recommendations were adopted. Thus, my conclusion is that PEF’s credit rating 

would likely be downgraded. The metrics based on PEF’s proposed rate increase are 

in line with the ranges for an A rating. As discussed above, no intervenor questioned 

the importance of PEF strengthening its financial profile or achieving a consistent 

target credit rating of mid-single A, and yet their recommendations would likely 

result in a credit rating downgrade. This would result in a hlgher cost of capital, 

which would ultimately increase rates for customers. 

The importance of a strong credit rating was summarized by Steve Fetter, 

president of Regulation 1Jn-Fettered, former chairman of the Michigan PSC, and 

former head of the global power group at Fitch Ratings in his MayiJune 2009 article 

titled “The A Rating” (Exhibit No. - (TRS-20) to my rebuttal testimony): 

“Perhaps we have returned to a time when it would be in the interest of both 

companies and regulators to work in concert to support credit profiles for 

regulated electric utilities (optimally in the A category), for the good of both 

consumers and investors. ..The bottom line is that electric utilities must collect 

sufficient cash flow through rates to maintain strong credit ratings. This is 

especially true for companies needing to proceed with major generation 

construction, notwithstanding the negative economic environment. S&P has 

highlighted cash flow as the single most critical aspect of all credit rating 

15 15578699.2 
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Q. 

A. 

decisions. And liquidity is the lifeblood of day-to-day utility management 

flexibility.” 

The intervenors’ rate reduction proposal would accomplish just the opposite: reduced 

cash flows, weaker credit ratings, and a weaker balance sheet; all during one of the 

strictest capital markets and at a time when the Company is embarking upon one of 

the largest capital programs in its history and needs access to the lowest possible cost 

of capital. 

Do you believe the overall recommendation of the $35 million rate decrease, 

which includes the adoption of Dr. Woolridge’s recommended ROE, could 

impact PEF’s plans to construct new nuclear plants’? 

Yes, I do. In their June 2009 report titled “New Nuclear Generation: Ratings 

Pressure Increasing,” Moody’s states the following: 

“From a credit perspective, companies that pursue new nuclear generation will 

take on a higher business and operating risk profile, pressuring credit ratings 

over the intermediate- to long-term. Even so, we also believe companies will 

ultimately revise their corporate-finance policies to begin materially 

strengthening balance sheets and bolstering available liquidity capacity at the 

start of the construction cycle.. . . ..In general, we believe a company should 

prepare for the higher risk associated with construction by maintaining, if not 

strengthening, its balance sheet, and by maintaining robust levels of liquidity 

capacity.” 

16 15578699.2 
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Iv. 

Q. 

A. 

See Exhibit No. - (TRS-21) to my rebuttal testimony. Clearly, the recommendation 

of a $35 million rate reduction does not help PEF strengthen its financial position. 

Given that the rating agencies and the financial community require sound financial 

management and a strong financial position before entering the construction cycle for 

new nuclear plants, our plans could certainly be in jeopardy if the recommendation 1s 

adopted. 

Capital Structure. 

Dr. Woolridge asserts that the Company’s capital structure with a common 

equity ratio of 53.9% is high relative to (1) the Company’s actual historic capital 

structure and (2) the capital structures of other electric utilities (page 5). Do you 

agree with these assertions? 

No, I do not. Dr. Woolridge’s comparisons are not correct, as he is comparing an 

adjusted equity ratio to book equity ratios. In addition, PEF’s 2008 book equity ratio 

was low due to timing di.fferences associated with fuel cost recovery and fuel 

hedging, leading to higher debt at PEF before those costs are recovered from 

customers. In the comparison to the capital structure of other utilities, Dr. Woolridge 

chose a peer group of other electric utilities that represents both operating companies 

and parent companies, leading to unfair comparisons. The June 2009 Fitch report 

entitled “U.S. Electric and Gas Financial Peer Study” stated that “the business risk 

profiles of utility parent companies remain widely disparate, which ofien accounts for 

the rating discrepancy among companies with similar ratios” (Exhibit No. ~ 

17 15578699.2 
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

(TRS-22) to my rebuttal testimony). Neither comparison made by Dr. Woolndge 

supports his assertion that PEF’s requested capital structure is high. 

On page 18 of his direcl: testimony, Dr. Woolridge references the capitalization 

ratios for Progress Energy over the past three years and states that ‘‘these ratios 

also show that Progress Energy finances its other businesses and operations with 

more debt than PEF.” Do you agree with this conclusion? 

No, I do not. Progress Energy has divested of all of its material non-regulated 

operations, leaving Progress Energy Carolinas (PEC) and Progress Energy, Inc. (the 

holding company) as the key remaining entities other than PEF. PEC ended 2008 

with a book c o m m o n  equity ratio (GAAP) of over 54% and has thus been funded 

with less debt than PEF. As described above, the primary reason for Progress 

Energy’s common equity ratio being lower than PEF’s is the debt at the parent 

(Progress Energy, Inc.) that remains from the acquisition of Florida Progress 

Corporation. 

Do you agree with Dr. Woolridge’s recommended capital structure, with a 

common equity ratio of 50%? 

No, I do not. PEF’s credit ratings are determined based a capital structure with 

imputed debt, which Dr. Woolridge ignores. A strong balance sheet is critical for 

PEF. S&P stated the importance of balance sheet strength in its January 2009 report 

“Credit FAQ: Top 10 Investor Questions For The US .  Electric Utility Sector in 

2009,” saying: 

18 15578699.2 
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Q. 

A. 

“The electric utility industry is asset-intensive and relies heavily on debt. 

Balance-sheet strength is a distinguishing factor when Standard & Poor’s 

assesses financial risk and determines credit quality. Our analysis attempts to 

portray the economic reality of the financial conditions and considers several 

items, including purchase power obligations, capital leases, hybrid equity 

instruments, pension liabilities, and regulatory assets.” 

See Exhibit No. -(TRS- 17) to my rebuttal testimony. As this quote demonstrates, 

looking at PEF’s capital structure on an adjusted basis is critical. 

To correct one point, on page 21 of his testimony, Dr. Woolridge states that 

PEF’s “real” recommended common equity ratio, on a jurisdictional basis, is 47.5 1% 

based on investor provided capital. His calculation of this “real” recommended 

common equity ratio does not properly account for the 75.95% jurisdictional factor of 

the equity adjustment for PPAs. The correct ratio should be 49.2% on a jurisdictional 

basis, not 47.51%. 

Do you agree with Mr. Pollack’s assertion that a 50% common equity ratio is 

sufficient to maintain PEF’s current bond rating? 

No, I do not. In order to determine the impact on PEF’s bond rating, the adjustments 

made by the credit rating agencies (such as imputed debt for PPAs) are a financial 

reality for PEF and must be considered. In addition, a number of factors are used to 

determine PEF’s credit rating, not just its capital structure. As described above, all of 

the intervenors’ recommendations should be considered together to determine the 

impact on PEF’s credit rating. In this case, the recommendations do not allow PEF to 
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

maintain sufficient credii: metrics to support its current rating and would likely result 

in a credit rating downgrade. 

Financial Impact of PPAs. 

How do the rating agencies treat long-term power supply contracts and what is 

the impact of their treatment of the PPAs on the Company? 

As I explained in my direct testimony, whle there are differences in methods, each 

rating agency views PPAs, with their long-term obligations, as essentially debt-like in 

nature. The main effect of the impact of this treatment of PPAs on PEF’s financial 

structure is that the Company is considered to have more leverage than if you 

calculated its leverage ratio based only on the debt recorded on its balance sheet. 

Dr. Woolridge identified S&P’s lack of guidance on the risk factor (page 60) as a 

flaw in the PPA equity adjustment. Similarly, Mr. Pollack states that S&P does 

not provide an objective standard for determining the appropriate risk factor 

for PPAs. Should there be any question regarding the risk factor S&P applies to 

PEF’s PPAs? 

No, there should be no question regarding the risk factor S&P applies to PEF’s PPAs. 

In their November 2006 article entitled “Request For Comments: Imputing Debt To 

Purchased Power Obligations” (Exhibit No. - (TRS-23) to my rebuttal testimony), 

S&P states the following: 

“In those instances where recovery of PPA-related capacity costs is 

guaranteed by a legislative mechanism, the level of the risk factor will be 
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determined by the timeliness provided by the legislative true-up mechanism. 

The strength of the mechanism can result in risk factors as low as 0% because 

legislatively prescribed recovery mechanisms are viewed as providing utilities 

with a greater level of protection than that provided by regulatory orders.” 

PEF’s recovery of PPAs is not prescribed by legislation. Therefore, S&P does not 

use a 0% risk factor when imputing debt for PEF’s PPAs. S&P’s report goes on to 

say: 

“To date, where PPA capacity costs were recovered through a fuel adjustment 

clause (FAC), as (compared with base rate recovery, a risk factor of 30% has 

generally been used.. .Based on the effectiveness of FAC mechanisms, we 

will adjust modestly the risk factor of 30% down to 25%.” 

Based on our discussions with S&P, a 25% risk factor is used for PEF’s PPA 

adjustment. 

Table 3 on Page ti of the S&P credit opinion for PEF dated June 15, 2009 

shows that PEF’s book debt for 2008 was increased by $696.3 million for PPAs. See 

Exhibit No. - (TRS-24) to my rebuttal testimony. Similarly, for 2007, S&P made a 

debt adjustment of $780..3 million for PPAs. See Exhibit No. - (TRS-25) to my 

rebuttal testimony. The 2!007 and 2008 adjustments are in line with the $71 1 million 

adjustment shown by the Company for 2010. Dr. Woolridge and Mr. Pollack 

reference general guidance published by S&P, but it cannot be disputed that S&P 

makes a significant debt ;adjustment at PEF for PPAs. 
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A. 

Q. 

A. 

Dr. Woolridge also points out that S&P’s adjustments for PPAs are not GAAP 

accounting, and that PYA payments are unlike debt from a regulatory 

perspective (page 61). Do you agree with these points, and should they impact 

the imputed equity adjustment you have requested? 

While I agree that S&P’s adjustments for PPAs are not GAAP accounting, I do not 

agree that this impacts the Company’s request for the imputed equity adjustment. 

The treatment of PPAs as debt by the rating agencies has a material impact on PEF’s 

credit profile and potentially its cost of capital. For 2008, S&P increased PEF’s book 

debt by $696.3 million and interest expense by $40.0 million for the effect of PPAs. 

The effect of off-balance sheet obligations like PPAs on a utility’s capital structure 

has also been recognized by the Florida Public Service Commission, as outlined on 

pages 20 and 21 of my direct testimony. The points raised by Dr. Woolridge should 

have no impact on the imputed equity adjustment. 

Mr. Pollack states that “it seems unlikely that the debt [associated with PPAs] 

will be imputed [by Moody’s] to PEF based on the cost recovery mechanisms 

applicable to purchased power capacity costs.” Is this true? 

No, this is not true. While Moody’s does not make an explicit adjustment for PPAs 

like S&P, they do make adjustments for capital and operating leases. Many PPAs are 

classified as capital or operating leases under GAAP. Thus, Moody’s does impute 

debt for PEF’s PPAs that are classified as capital or operating leases. For example, in 

2008 Moody’s did not make a direct PPA adjustment, but did adjust 2008 book debt 

by $245 million for operating leases. Likewise, S&P made an operating lease 
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A. 

VI. 

Q. 

A. 

adjustment of $28.7 million for PEF in 2008. This was in addition to the $696.3 

million adjustment for PPAs. The higher operating lease adjustment by Moody’s 

compared to S&P was driven by PPAs treated as operating leases by the Company. 

The operating lease adjustment by S&P specifically excludes PPAs treated as 

operating leases, as the debt is imputed through the PPA adjustment. Thus, both 

rating agencies adjusted PEF’s book debt for PPAs, although their methodologies ar 

different. 

Do you agree that the PPA adjustment should be removed? 

No, I do not. All three rating agencies consider off-balance sheet obligations when 

assessing a company’s credit quality. While each has different methodologies for the 

treatment of PPAs, each rating agency looks at PPAs when assessing PEF’s credit 

quality. It is important for PEF to obtain a consistent target credit rating fiom all 

three rating agencies. As such, we focus on the most restrictive methodology for PPA 

treatment, which is S&P’s. 

Cost of Debt. 

Has your view in interest rates changed since you prepared the forecast 

supporting PEF’s rate request? 

The financial markets and interest rates continue to be extremely volatile. While 

government intervention has led to recent historically low rates, the general consensus 

is that the cost of capital .will increase in the future. S&P stated in its January 2009 

report “Credit FAQ: Top 10 Investor Questions For The US .  Electric Utility Sector 
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A. 

In 2009,” that “regulators’ willingness to recognize the higher cost of capital through 

overall returns is important for credit quality.” See Exhibit No. - (TRS-17) to my 

rebuttal testimony. 

Our methodology for forecasting interest rates is based on observing market 

forward curves for LIBOR and U.S. Treasuries and expected credit spreads. Whlle 

the mix of these elements has changed over the past year, we believe that the rates 

included in our rate request are still reasonable for 2010. 

Do you agree with Dr. Woolridge’s recommended short-term debt cost rate of 

3.06%? 

No, I do not. Dr. Woolridge bases his short-term debt cost rate on spreads above the 

average three-month LIBOR rate for 2009 of 1 .O%. Although this average is more 

than double the current three-month LIBOR rate, it does not properly capture future 

expectations for increases in three-month LIBOR. As shown in Exhibit No. -(TRS- 

26) to my rebuttal testimony, three-month LIBOR is expected to be approxlmately 

1.25% by the middle of 2010 and over 2.0% in December of 2010. 

In addition, Dr. Woolridge’s recommended short-term debt cost rate of 3.06% 

includes 0.21% for fees associated with the Company’s credit facility. These fees are 

fixed for 2010 as long as PEF’s senior unsecured credit rating is not downgraded. 

The 0.21% fee used by Dr. Woolndge is incorrectly based on 2009 amounts, as 

reflected on page 2 ofMFR Scheduie D-2. For the 2010 test year, the correct fee 

adjustment is 0.75%, as reflected on page 1 of MFR Schedule D-2. Thus, Dr. 

Woolridge’s recommendr:d short-term debt cost rate is understated by 0.54% for the 
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Q. 

A. 

credit facility cost, as well as the understatement based on market expectations for 

increases in three-month LIBOR in 2010. 

Do you agree with Dr. Woolridge’s recommended long-term debt cost rate of 

6.05%? 

No, I do not. The relevant long-term debt cost rate for this discussion is the long-term 

debt cost rate for 2010, the test year. Dr. Woolridge has chosen to use the overall 

embedded long-term debt cost rate for 2009 as the long-term debt cost rate for 2010, 

which does not properly !reflect the long-term debt activity that will take place in 

2010. PEF currently has a $300 million f i s t  mortgage bond outstanding with an 

interest rate of 4.50% that matures on June 1, 2010. In order for the 2010 long-term 

debt cost rate to remain at the 2009 embedded level of 6.OS%, the $750 million new 

bond required in 2010 would have to be issued at a rate of 4.30%, assuming all other 

assumptions are held constant. This rate is well below the current yields Dr. 

Woolridge references for 10-year, A and BBB+ rated utility bonds of 5.19% and 

5.60%, respectively (page 24). 

In addition, Dr. Woolridge states that “a projected yield of 6.98% [PEF’s 

assumed rate on the new $750 million bond on page 1 of MFR Schedule D-4a] is not 

reflective of current marklet interest rates” (page 24). PEF’s projected yield is a 

reflection of expectedfuture market interest rates, not current interest rates. His 

statement does not consider the fact that the yields on ten-year and thirty-year U.S. 

Treasury noteshonds are expected to increase in the future, to well over 4.0% and 
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5.0%, respectively, in 2010. Please see Exhibit No. -(TRS-26) to my rebuttal 

testimony. 

In addition, PEF has historically issued a mix of 10- and 30-year bonds. The 

assumed interest rate for the new 2010 issuance was intended to reflect the potential 

for a blend of 10-year notes and 30-year bonds. The 30-year bond would have a 

higher interest rate than the 10-year bond. Using only today’s 10-year rates as a 

proxy for rates in the hture leads to unrealistically low new debt issuance cost 

assumptions for 2010. 

Have you addressed the principle arguments raised by the intervenors that 

challenge the Company’s proposed capital structure and the impact of their 

recommended return on equity and cost of debt on the Company’s financial 

health? 

Yes, I believe that I have. To the extent that I have not addressed some further 

argument to the contrary, however, the Company does not agree with it but rejects it 

for all the reasons that I have provided in my direct and rebuttal testimony. 

In conclusion, could you please summarize your conclusions regarding the 

impact of the intervenors’ recommendations on the Company’s financial health 

and credit rating? 

As I stated in my original direct testimony, it is important for PEF to strengthen its 

credit profile and achieve a consistent target credit rating of mid-single A. No 

intervenor witness disputed these positions. Their recommendations regarding the 
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cost of capital and capital structure, however, would not allow PEF to achieve these 

goals. If their recommendations were adopted, the change in the tone of the Florida 

regulatory environment and the resulting implications on the Company’s cash flow 

and credit metrics would likely result in a credit rating downgrade, which in turn 

would jeopardize the Company’s ability to serve its customers effectively and would 

ultimately result in higher rates. 

Q. 

A. Yes,  it does. 

Does this conclude your testimony? 
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U.S. Investor-Owned 
Electric Utilities 

The outlook forthe U.S. invest 
outlook expresses Moody's eqlectations for the fundamental credit conditions 
in the industry over Lhe next 12 to 18 months. 

ed electtic utility sector is stable. This 

m Fundamentals expected to remain intact near-term, hut concerns over 
tising business and operaling risks may Stress credit profile longer term. 

m State regulators continue lo grant timely recovery of prudenlly incurred 
operaling costs and capital expenditures with a reasonable rate of return. 

m Key financial credit metria likely to deteriorate modestly over next 12 to 
18 months - not a big concern today. Companies have adequate time to 
begin financial strengthening program to fortify positinn within qiven 
rating category 

Key challenges that need lo be addressed include: 

Potential for significant environmental legislation. including 
carbon emissions. represents a material Wld card'due to 
uncertain wsls, framework and implementation timeframe. 

Sizeable infrastructure investment plans indude all facets ofthe 
traditional, vertically-integrated rate base. Deferrals and delays are 
temporary solutions. 

Regulatory overhang concerns over !he pace and amount of 
financial relief could agitate consumer tolerance lo absorb steadily 
increasing rates. especially in a prolradedlsevere recession. 

Protracted economic pressures may innease inlensity of 
business and operating nsks. 

m Near-term liquidity profiles appear adequate at lhis time, but maintaining 
unfeltered access to capital markets will be critical. 

m Credil facility expirations loam. posing a significant and matenal concern 
if markets do not improve. 

, 

~ 

I 

, Major financial institutions exiling commodity markets 
represen! an intermediate-term nsk, as mnlrad expirations occur 
amid higher capital cosls and managing hedging activity becomes 
mnre challenging. 

m Issuers'different approaches lo future Uncertainties Vnll be set by "tone at 
the lop" - missed opportunities to issue equity over last several years 
may prove to be unexpectedly costly for some. 
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U.S. Investor-Owned Electric Utilities 

Overview 
The U.S. investor-owned eledric utility sector enjoys solid credit mettics and the fundamental credit outlook 
remains stable. In general, state regulators continue to let the utilities recover prudently incurred operating 
costs and capital expenditures relatively quickly, and with reasonable rates of return. Moreover. we believe 
state regulators would othewise prefer to regulate finamally healthy companies. 

The sector is also wdI positioned relative to many other corpOratelinduSttial sectors, primarily due to the 
fundamental business plan: providing monopolistic eledric Service within a designated Service lertitory in 
exchange for oversighl and limitations on profitability. However, we are increasingb concerned with business 
and operating risks. which are not new but appear lo be acceleraling faster than previously understood. These 
business and operating risks include potential environmenlal legislation from the Obama Adminlstratian; the 
continued capital investment needs for refurbishing aging infrastructure; and a potentially more contentious 
regulatory relationship amid a protracted or severe recession. 

Although liquidity appears to be reasonable today, the sector's substantial negalive free cash Row generation 
creates a need for unfettered access to the capital markets. This represents a fuundamental weakness to the 
sector's business plan. 

Our concerns are cleiarly growing, but we believe utililies have adequate lime to adjust and revise their 
corporate finance policies and strengthen balance sheets, thereby improving their ability lo manage volatility 
and address uncertainty. Individual issuers Can strengthen their balance Sheets through vatious means. but 
we continue to belieue that the most effective and efficient method is a large infusion of new common equity. 
To date, we have seen only a modest amount of pmadlve new equity issuances. but the industry has begun 
shovvlng a noticeable: openness toward issuing new equity 

Table 1: Selected industry sector cornoarison' 

SeCtor Averaeer 

w e a r  
average 

LTM (2003- 
2w7 3008 mn7) 

US Investor Owned Utility 
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North American 
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nrn 

0.9 
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The individual companies that comp6Je the industry senor peers groups can be found in their respective Raling Methodology reports. 
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We begin our demolistration with an assumption that the global economy is entering a prolracted penod of 
"healing" rvlth a focus on decreasing leverage. This lranslales Into a slow economic recovery, pernaps 
sometime in 2010.1 We Project that the sector's volumes wll decline by 3% in 2009, remaln flat in 2010 and 
then increase by 1% in 2011 and 2012 and 2% in 2013 

We assume annual late increases of 5% overthe next five years. We also assume 5% annual increases in 
operating and maintl?nance (OBM) expenses as well as fuel. purchased Power and all tracker expenses~ Our 
model uses a dividend policy of 65% of prior year's net inwme and assumes that negative free cash Rows are 
financed 80% with di?bt (at an 8% coupon) and 20% new equity (incremental to any retained earnings). 

For our analysis, OpCo's CFO averages 18% of Its revenues in 2009 and 2010 and 1 :I% thereafter - a decline 
that reflects histotical Wends'. We also set OpCo's capllal expenditures at 200% Of prlor year's depreciation 
expense in 2009; 175% in 2010; 200% in 2011: 225% in 2012; and 250% in 2013. 

Table 3: Summary of illustrative projection scenarios 

B a r e  A 65% 80% 5% 1 O X  ROE tarzet 1 2 . 5  1 7 :  l0.0Z 

Wild B 65% 80% 10% S%lyear 12.2 18% (0.4%) 

20% 1n.n% Wild C 65% 80% in% 10% ROE tarset 13.9 

20% 6.7% Mitigant 0 0% 100% t o 1  7%/year 13.4 

Under the Base Case scenario, OpCo maintains relatively steady financial credit metris, where cash flaw 
from operations (CFO) as a percentage of total debt declines modestly from 20% in 2008 to 17% in 2013; CFO 
interest caverage dedines from 4 . 7 ~  in 2008 to 3 . 7 ~  in 201 3. and; debt to capitalization increases from 52% in 
2008 to 55% in 2013. Gross margins and EBITDA margins remain relatively steady at approximately 50% and 
30%. respective+ and rates increase from 9~6 cents per kwh to 12.2 cents in 2013. The issue, as we see it. is 
the ROE (net incomelequity) falls to roughly 7% over the nexf few years before improving to almost 9% by 
2013. 

Our Base A scenario keeps all of these assumptions except that it fadors an annual rate increase necessary 
to achieve an annual 10% ROE. Again. the resulting financial profile is not overly alamling from a credit 
perspecwe. as the ratio of CFO to debt still falls modestly to 17% and the CFO interest coverage ratio falls to 
3.7~. The ratio afdebt to capitalization increases Io almosl 54%. not a material increase. while total rates Per 
kWh increase modes:lly to 12.5 cents (versus 12.2 cents per kWh tn the Base Case). We observe that the 
Base A scenario requires larger rate increases in the front years (9% in 2009 versus 5% 111 the Base Case) 
and lower increases in the later years (3% versus 5% in the Base Case). 

Several wild cards are floating in the deck 

I 

One of our"rvl1d card scenarios W l d  B) differs from the Base Case in one respect: it assumes OpCo Sees 
annual 10% tises in bel, purchased power and tracker expenses. rather than 5% increases. While the key 
financial credit metrics would not dedine meaningfully in this scenatio as compared to the Base Case'. the 
ROE wuld fall almost to zero by 2012, and would be negative in 2013--a material issue associated with bolh 
our assumptions and the mechanics of our model. 

L 
i ' Moody's Global Financial Risk Parrpecliver (Dcrember 2008). 

CFO is compnssd of net lncomo and depreclation (calculated by the forecast model) and 'other. - which lnClUdeZ deferred &xes and is a plug beween 
CFO. net rncome and depreciation 
I e ,  CFOidebt falls Io 17% and CFO interest mverage falls Io 4x. _ _ ~  ~~ 

__  Januaw 2009 . l"d"SlN OVllaaX . Maxly'SGlobai lnhasVuctuR -" s. l " " e s t w ~ w " ~  Elecfnc Utlllfles -~ 
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Our wild C scenario is set lo produce rate increases that give OpCa an annual ROE of 10% (all other 
assumptions remaining the same as in the Wld 8 scenario). wild C Scenario requires significantly higher rate 
increases lhan the Base Case's 5% per year annual rise: an 11.6% increase in 2009 7.6% in 2010: 6.8% ~n 
201 1: 7.1% in 2012 ;and 6.3% in 2013. From a credit perspective. we would question the likelihood of success 
in achieving these levels of rate increases. especially given wrrent ewnomic candltians. 

In the Mitigant D Scenario, we continue to assume the 10% annual increase in fuel, purchased power and 
tracker expenses of lhe Wld" scenanos. We further assume thal OpCo maintains a steady capltal investment 
policy of 225% of prior years DRA (no delaydm redudions) because of a greater recovery assurance from 
regulalon, resulting In a 7% annual rale increase. every year, Over the next five years (instead of 5% per 
year). In addition, OpCo eliminates its ccmmon stock dividend and finances its negative free cash flawwith 
100% debt. 

Under Mitigant D. OpCo maintains relatively robust financial metrics: CFO debt remains above 20%: CFO 
interest coverage declines to 4 . 3 ~ :  and debt to capitalizalion slays at 52%. Importantly. ROES fall to the 7% 
range - perhaps a refledion of a lower risk profile given the authorized recovery assurances by regulators. 

For charts illustrating these five paths and how they affect OpCa's 2009-201 3 financials, see Appendix A 
(page 10). 

Rate recovery: Regulators have t h e  last word 
We wntinue lo incorporale a view that individual state regulatoly authorities will provide reasonably timely 
recovery of prudently inwrred wsls and investments. Moreover. we wntinue to believe that regulators prefer 
to Otherwise regulate financially healthy companies. This relalionship onen creates a virtuous cyde, where 
financially healthy utilities have the balance sheet strenglh and liquidily IO assure inveslment, maintain high 
levels of reliability and attract economic development. In turn, lhis lends to facilitate contentment among 
wnsumers, legislators and regulators. 

Regulation is political by definition. In a protracted ewnomic downturn, we may see regulators or legisators 
attempt to shield consumers from rate increases more aggressively-possibly lhrough recovery deferrals or 
Some form Of new m,3Ret StNClUre intewenlion. For example, we believe bad debt expense will increase 
significantly over the next 12 lo 18 months, highlighting the need to maintain adequate amounts of liauiditv to 
manage this risk and potentially testing the regulatory timing mechanisms associated 'rvith recovery. 

Regulatory lag can (and oflen will) develop. especially when a utility's cash outflows are materially outpacing 
its authorized revenue requirements (cash inflows). We remain Cautious as lo  the potential "flaring" of 
regulatory risk on the sector and believe it is more likely l o  occur in states that had previously attempled some 
form of legislatively mandated market restructuring. In our opinion, it can take years before stress is fully 
resolved between a iitilitq and its regulatorsllegislators. 

Fundamentally, our primary concern is that as total revenue requirements rise, so does the risk of a consumer 
backlash that could prompt legislative intervention or a more wntentioUS atmosphere between utilities and 
their regulators. 

Riders may not b e  risk-free 
We observe that the Sector is moving deliberately towards a more transparent rewvery format by introducing 
numerous cost "tr8ck:ers" andlor other rate "riders' associated with environmental expenditures. Storm 
rewvely. efficiency programs and other renewable energy mandates. 

Over the near-term, Moody's views rate ridersltrackers as a credit  positive^ Riders assure up-front recovev 
and theoretically provide more transparency lo  the operating wsts and margins (if any) associaled with 
various sacialllegislative initiatives. In addition, riders provide a mechanism for utilities to enter into non- 
ewnomic business d:eciSionS that address certain soctal mandates. and they appear l o  be more palatable for 
managing "headline'risk associated with rate increases (i.e.. lots of Small increases related to numerous riders 
are easier for con~umeps to absorb than the less frequent large base-rate increase). From a credit perspective. 
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because riders may lower the tisk profile of a utility by better assuring near-term recovery it is conceivable that 
higher leverage can be utilized without adversely impacling existing ratings. 

However, it is UnClePr. at this time, as to whether these Cost ridersltrackers may prow lo have hidden 
consequences over the lwg-term horizon. Riders may be viewed by some regulators as matetially lowering 
the over-all risk profile of a “iility, resulting in lower authorized returns on equity andlor rate base. They may 
also conttibute to hi!iher earnings volatility. may pressure future requests for base rate relief, or may lead to 
future disputes with regulalory authotities over the applicalion or administration of the tracker mechanism. 

“Wait and see” is a perilous stance 
Tne ncw Ouama Aam n slnllon IS I ke y to Iahr a more act ve slnnct? lowarn r i l r ! g i ~ l , r  g rncrqy And 
e m  rnmenla pol cy lllan Ihe Rish Admn8sIral nn AlreaOy Ihe CeDama /\om n slral  ads dppo ntmcnts IO !em 
[lie Depaitmeni 01 Energy and Enu8ranmenlal Piolcclm Aqmcy suggesl illat tile e x t n c  .I, rv SCCIO~ m y  sco 
cnangcs more qxk ly  lnan we lnad prev~oirsly expccleo m d  VR are 81 I evaldalmg rmw 1 1 q  mi ~ f l c c f  u ~ r  
rat.n9s ana rat ng o 11800~s We also d w  t me apno ntmcni of a new Cnasrman Inr ine kedt?r3 Enerqy 
Reg.lalory Comm s;!on We cxpecr IO ne n a pns lion tu clanhl cur VIM as dela E dllU polfci  menoar 
emerqs 

We believe solid investmentgrade utilities will not choose a “wait and see” strategy, bot will instead pursue a 
long-term effort to bolster their balance sheets now and try and reduce the risk of future credit rating 
downgrades. While iletails of the new Administration’s priorities and environmental legislation remain unknown 
today, we believe th,wts to credit quality could outweigh potential benefits and opportunities. Yet so (atwe 
see no evidence that utilities are aggressively revising lheir corporate finance policies accordingly~ 

The big whammy: Prospects for COI emission legislation 
The prospect for new environmental legislation-parlicularly concerning carbon dioxide--represents the 
biggest emerqing issue for electric Utilities, given the volume of carbon dioxide emissisins and the unknown 
form and Substance of potential CO, legislation. 

Today we believe the costs associated With any new COX emissions law would be recovered through rates, 
either through existing fuel-clause pass-through mechanisms or other incremental rate ridcrs6. The framework 
behind such legislation IS still being developed. and is subject Io considerable political influence. Numerous 
advocacy groups (including electtic utilities and environmentalists) will have a significant opportunity to 
influence the draflinq of the administrative procedures associated Mth implementation. 

New emission legislation poses a potential near-le- credil negative. Although the wsts are expecled to 
ultimately be bome by end-use consumen. the potential for regulatoffi to limit other base-rate relief may 
increase. At a minimum. uncertainly risk will increase before it is resolved. 

Need to replace aging infrastructure persists 
Despite the numerous recent announcements of capital expenditure reductions, the sector is expected l o  
invest heavily m its rate base and infrastructure over the nexf several years. However, many of the most 
expensive projects are long term in nature. 

Ulilities wntlnue to fmphasize that their commitment to making these investments will depend on some form 
of advanced regulatory support or acknowledgement that the investments will be deemed necessary and 
prudent - all in an effort to mitigate (not eliminate) back end regulatory disallowance risk. 

From a credit perspf:dive. we view pre-approvals and other up-front regulatory supporl as a material credit 
positive. In addition, regulatory assurances associated with rewvely positions a utility to withstand higher 
amounts of leverage (and lower key credit metrics) for a given rating category. Nevertheless. Since maintaining 
reliability is a key CoiiCem with regulators. the need to invest will not go away. 

In many ec~nornic crcle% this 8s known as a (IIX 
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Impact of new nuclear generation capacity asplrationo' 
Over the next few years. Several WmPanieS in the electric utility sector will seriously consider the 
construction of ntiw nuclear generating capacity-a long-term wmmitment that could be very costly. 
The pursuit of ne'# nuclear generation wuld put Significant pressure on the sectof!; overall capital 
investmenl plans Utilities that Pursue these Projects will mast likely take an a hiqher business and 
operating risk profile 

Counterparties depart the commodity trading scene 
We believe 2008 SE:Ned as a wake up call to the industry and lhat many companies will be reassessing 
hedging programs and strategies. From a uedil perspective. companies that are able lo identify and manage 
commodity risks efbctively through dynamic hedging programs generally produce more slable cash Row.  
Assuming Vley maintain adequate sources of liquidity, these companies are %wed more favorably than those 
that do not hedge. 

As a result of recenl developments in the broad financial sector. a number of large financial institutions have 
decided to exit the commodity trading markets. Over the past few years. these banks and financial instilutions 
had acted as impollant markel-makers, providing liquidity, capital and term products to utilities seeking to 
lrade around their assets or hedge components of their electric generation volumes. Given the spate of recent 
counterparty exes, we believe that utilities will have fewer wunterparties with which to Irade: that bid-ask 
spreads will widen r.harply: and that the terms required at the expiration of purchase power wnlracts may 
become more onerous than exist today. Although this Scenario has not yet bemme a major problem for the 
sector, we believe Uiat the challenges loom around the wrner 

Increased pension obligations add to total outstanding debt 
We reviewed the 2007 funded Status' for numerous rated utilities and calculated Ihe estimated under-funding 
for the projected yearend 2008. Eased on our simplified analysis, we estimate that the utility sector will be 
about $40 billion shoTt for meeting its pension obligations as of year-end 2008. As a result. the Sector may be 
required to contribute about $6.5 billion to its pensions during 2009~ This compares to 2007 total cantnbutions. 
required and voluntary, of 162.7 billion. 

From a credit perspsdive. Moody's treats under-funded pension obligations as a debt equivalent that will 
weaken near-term financial uedit metria. Still, recent federal legislation may help Smooth the industry's cash- 
conlribution obligations. On balance, we do not view the impact of the increased debt and pension 
contributions as a material credit event at this time. 

See Appendix B (page 11) for more details of projected pension obligations. both for the industry and for 
selected large utililies. 

Here comes differentiation-driven by tone at the top 
Utility execulives' arid board members' views of corporate finance policies may be changing. Utilities often 
claim lhat protecting and maintaining an investment-grade credit rating is wtical for maximizing long-term 
shareholder value. Yetwith Significant headwinds facing the utility sector. we have bean somewhat perplexed 
that some companies remain reluctant to consider iswing new common equity-en amid historically 
unprecedented market valuation multiples. 

The Opportunity cosl: from declining to issue new equity at such high levels may prove unexpectedly steep. 
Prospectively. we believe utilities will finance their sizeable negative free cash flows wilh a more balanced mix 
of debt and equity. 
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2 0 9  U.S. Public Power Electric Utility Sector Outlook 

Economic pressures and climate policy may affect stable outlook 
The e d i t  outlook for the U.S. public power electric utility sector will remain stable in 2009. But 
recessionary preessures and the prospect for more aggressive environmental regulation related lo climate 
change mate uncertainty in the outlook. Moody's Tales over $100 billion of revenue bond debt from U.S. 
muniupal and government-owned utilities. The sectoIs credit quality wlll also remain (under pressure from 
the unsettled credit markets; uncertainly about fuel-price volatilily; and the increasing cost of new 
generation capacity. 

Power supply del:isions will also be more difficult, wlth possible increases in renewable energy mandates 
Public power reliiil rates have been rising over t3he past two years This has createli additional political risk 
for some utilities that seek to recover hiqher wsts throuqh rate increases as economic pressures cut into 
demand. 

A U.S. recession over the next year wuld reduce electricity demand. Such a reduction, if not managed 
well, could create: rating pressures for public power electric utilities. Lower demand could weaken debt 
service wverage margins or liquidity if rates are not raised to compensate. This weakening af financial 
metricS could lea83 to rating downgrades. The weakening fiscal health of local governments may also lead 
ulilities to increase general-fund transfers10 support a municipalitfs general finances. Doing so could 
weaken a utilitfs balance Sheet and bring negative rating pressure. 

Despite these unmxrtainties and pressurea, the public power sectoIs stable outlook resls on its largely 
monopolistic position as a provider of an essential Sewice. combined with its ability lo rewver WStS 
through a rate-sening process that is no/sdyecf/oegufWbn Additionally. public power utilities have 
shown good abilily to withstand the recent turmoil in credit and fuel markets. 

There have been no public power credit rating downgrades associated with the impact of the unsettled 
credit markets. These utilities have managed their operations well. maintained generally Sound finances. 
and provided reliable service to customers. Strategic efforts to manage changes in environmental 
regulation have also been undertaken. Moody's expects that this business model and performance 
record should be reasonably maintained in 2009. 

Conclusion 
The underlying fundamentals fat the U.S. investor-owned electric utility sector remain intact. We foresee no 
significant changes lo regulatory support of authorized rewvery mechanisms associated with costs and 
investment. 

Even so, the sector today faces material issues, such as the need to replace and refurbish aging 
infrastructure: an aging labarforce and a growing pension burden; and the patential far new C0,emission 
legislation. These challenges might have a significant impact on overall credit quality fot the sector-specially 
if they matenatire more quickly than we are now expecting. 

We still believe the sector has ample time to revise. adjust and amend corporate finance policies and long- 
term corporate strategies ahead of changing market candilions In our opinion, a differentiation may Start to 
emerge based on the wrporate finance poliaes by which utilities address these challenges-the "tone at the 
top: 

The biggest near-tenn challenge facing the 5ector is the need to maintain adequate sources of liquidity. This 
risk will become moo? obvious if some fundamental changes hit the sector sooner than expected 
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Appendix A: Illustrative projections for OpCo, 2009-2013 
OpCo, a hypothetical L1.S. investor..owned electric utility. is a composite based on the financial results of about 
55 companies (see "Projections delnonstrate resiliency of utility business plans,'' page 3). These (charts illustrate 
our projections of OpCo's 2009-20'13 financials, using a base scenario and four others. 

Chart A: CFO/Total Adjusted Debt Chart B: Quality of CFO (NIATC+D&A/CFO) 

I 
Chart E: CFO Interest Coverage 

Chart D: Debt/Capitalizatim 

/""--, 
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Appendix R: Moody's estimated 2009 pension funding 
In U.S. dollars (thousands) knless othewise indicated. Public rated entities o i ly  --. . . ~ .  
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Appendix C: Could the outlook change to negative? 
Although we do not foresee a change in outlook for Ihe inveslor-owned electric utility sector at this time, several 
possibilities-however remote-pose considerable risks for companies that are not adequalely prepared. 

Legislative or regulatory intewention. Policy moves that are designed to revise. amend. adjust or compietely 
restructure the existing elechc utility market framework can oflen have a matenally negative impact far the sector, 
especiaily in those casc?s if implemented unexpectedly quickly. The scale scope and depth af an intervention-as 
well as any unintended consequences--would determine the magnitude of the rating reaction 

Intervention is most likely to occur on an isolated basis-that is. within a particular U S.  slat+and would not have 
significant implications far the sector as a whole. Federal legislation. however. could affect the entire sector. 

Mismanaged liquidity, Maintaining adequate sources of liquidity availability is critical. The sectds working 
capital requirements an? often exposed to enormous swings, which, if not prooeriy managed. could destroy a 
company's credit ratings. We believe Utilities will approach lheir liquidity needs in a reasonably conservative 
manner, in part due to regulato0ly commitments to maintain reliability 

Even so. niismanaging liquidity would pressure the sector's outlook severely. And although we would only expect 
to see mismanaged IiqUdity on an isolated basis. posing no significant impact to the sector. investor-owned 
electric utililies tend to be managed in similarways. Therefore. a sudden federal intervention could conceivably 
expose a widespread lack of adequate liquidity 

Financing capital expsnditurer. OpCo* is set to invest abOul$4.2 billion over Ihe next five years In September 
2008 the company held $6.3 billion of net property. plants and equipment. and $8.7 billion in total assets. This 
level of investment will need to be financed. since the sectordoes not produce enough cash Raw to Cover its 
investment needs (let alone its dividends). 

We believe utilities will begin to finance their needs with a more balanced mix of debt and equity than we have 
seen to dale. An over-reliance on debt as the primary financing source may stretch the Sffctor's finanaal metncs 
and pressure its outlook. Unlike the risks noted above, financing decisions are longer-term risks. We believe mast 
utilities now have time to revise their financing plans before this risk translates into sector-wide downgrades. 

* 

This hypothetical company is detivved from composite mdustw I ~ L U I ~ S  (see page 31 
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Overviiew 
This report explains Fitch Ratings' business outlook for the U.S. Utilities. Power and Gas 
sector fcir 2009 and a longer term that extends through the following three to four 
years, Olutlooks are formulated for industry segments based on fundamental factors. 
However, rating outlooks for individual companies may vary from segment outlooks due 
to factors specific to that entity. Segment credit outlooks are summarized below: 

Negative short- and long-term outlooks for the US.  investor-owned electric utility, 
power generating and retail propane distributor sectors. 

Stable short- and long-term outlooks for natural gas distribution utilities, natural 
gas pipelines and midstream natural gas gatherers. The short-term outlook for 
natural gas processors i s  negative, and the long-term outlook i s  stable. 

The s,hort- and long-term outlook for public power entities i s  stable. 

Fitch's sector outlook for 2009 i s  based on the assumption that the economy will 
continue to contract next year and that credit markets will gradually stabilize. However, 
Fitch expects that higher-cost capital and tight credit availability will persist in 2009 
and perhaps 2010. 

The opcrating and financial environment for all sectors of the US. economy 
deteriorated in  2008, a year that has officially been designated a recession by the 
National Bureau of Economic Research. Deterioration of economic activity accelerated 
in  the final quarter of 2008, and the downturn may prove to be the deepest and most 
prolonge,d since the 1930s. The spreading global economic downturn, accompanied by 
global deleveraging, has resulted in  the collapse, bailout or forced merger of financial 
institutions. The broad credit markets are in shambles and access to  credit i s  restrictive, 
particularly at lower credit ratings. While credit i s  available to investment-grade issuen 
in the utilities, power and gas sectors, it i s  more expeqsive, particularly when viewed 
against tlhe easy money environment which prevailed for most of this decade. 

The utilities segment i s  not immune to  the economic challenges facing corporate 
America, but is relatively well positioned. Providing essential services and largely 
regulated, utilities benefit from investor perceptions as a defenslve group. For the most 
part, electric utilities reduced debt and focused on improving their core business over 
the past four years. Consequently, while many industries and companies have recently 
been shut out of the capital markets, stronger utilities have accessed both secured and 
unsecured markets. However, investor "flight to  quality" i s  selective within the sector, 
favoring companies at higher rating levels, with a marked preference for secured debt 
and lending at the operating, rather than parent, company. 

The challlenging macroeconomic environment i s  a key component of the negative 
out lwk for the competitive generators. In the face of collapsing commodity and lower 
wholesabe power prices, this largely non-investment-grade sector has seen margin 
erosion, more restrictive credit availability and significant declines in the market value 
of their equity. Master limited partnerships (MLPs) lost their cost-of-capital advantages, 
which underpinned expansionary acquisition and capital expenditure strategies. 
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Fitch exlpects the utility parent, regulated gas and electric utilities and pipeline 
companies to be fairly resilient to macroeconomic pressures. Nonetheless, individual 
companies that are confidence sensitive or have large financing needs due to  capital 
expenditiure budgets, exposure to short-term debt, upcoming debt maturities andlor 
variablerate debt may face downward pressure on outlwks or ratings. The “Credit 
Outlook ‘summary by Segment” table on page 4 of this report delineates each sector’s 
outlook and median rating with supporting bullet points. 

I<cy Uirivers of the 2ooo Outlook 

Positives 

The positive and negative factors driving Fitch’s outlook in  2W9 include: 

Continued capital market access in a difficult financing environment, particularly 
for hlgher-rated regulated utilities and pipelines. 

The decline in commodity prices from record peak levels wil l ease cost pressures for 
materials and labor. 

Lower market prices for natural gas and electric power will be neutral to beneficial 
to electric and gas distribution utilities, and in many cases wi l l  reduce working 
capital needs and cash collateral postings on hedging activities. 

Nqativ(2.s - Higher marginal cost of debt. - Depressed equity valuations. 

- 

Liquidity and market access to remain fragile. 

Administration change creates uncertainty about national environmental and tax 
and dividend policies. 

More stringent implementation of environmental regulations. 

Redutced electricity and gas consumption. 

Lower prices for natural gas and wholesale power, resulting in  reduced spark 
spreads and dark spreads for un-hedged competitive power generators. 

Investor-owned and public power utilities may face resistance from regulators and 
consumers to rate increases in  a recessionary environment. 

Rising Weighted Average Cost of Capital 
Several iinvestment-grade issuers, mostly ‘666’ to ‘A’ rated operating companies, have 
issued senior unsecured debt with financing costs clustered in a range approximating 
250 to 4150 basis points above the 5% to  6% range of just 12 months ago, and spreads 
have wiclened 7M)-lOW basis points for speculativegrade companies. However, the 
negative effects of higher capital costs i s  expected to be muted for most issuers in  the 
sector since only a relatively small portion of debt will re-price in  any given year. Thus, 
Fitch believes the anticipated erosion to interest coverage measures will not result in  
near-tenn negative rating or Outlook changes. Conversely, a much smaller group of 
issuers with large debt maturities or heavy financing needs for new capital expenditures 
may experience downward pressure on ratings and/or Outlooks. 

Electric utility holding company stocks have declined 32% on a year-to-date basis 
compared to a 35%-40% decline for the broad equity indices. Price declines were 
greater s t i l l  for the MLP and competitive generator equities a t  50% and 80%, 
respectively. Equity valuations for most utilities are now a t  a slight premium t o  book 
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value, while the equity prices of competitive generators and MLPs are well below their 
book values, The sharp increase in the cost of equity capital i s  a negative credit 
development, especially in view of the industry’s large projected capital expenditure 
requirements (see the “Capital Spending” section below for more detail) in 2009-2010 
and resul.ting funding needs. Moreover, the expiration of current favorable income tax 
treatment of common dividends i s  likely to bring further pressure on equity valuations. 

Average authorized returns on equity (ROE) for the regulated utility sector are 
currently in the 10.25% to 10.5% range, with some jurisdictions approaching 9%. Fitch i s  
concerned that absent a meaningful up-tick in authorized ROE, the industry may have 
difficulty attracting adequate capital to fund new reliability, infrastructure and 
renewab1.e energy projects in  light of the significant change in  capital market 
conditioris and investor expectations. The materially higher cost of capital for 
competitive energy generators and energy merchants will rule out all but the most 
essential investment projects for such companies. Similarly, for MLPs, most growth 
capital expenditure projects or acquisition of existing properties are no longer possible 
given the substantial diminution in equity valuations. 

Electric transmission projects that benefit from favorable Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commissiion (FERC) jurisdictional tariffs that produce steady cash flow and higher ROEs 
will be at a decided advantage in raising new debt and equity capital, along with 
utilities in  states that allow higher ROEs, effective pass-through tariff mechanisms and 
recovery of a cash return on capital investments prior to completion. 

Interest Rates 
US.  Treasury interest rates have declined to historic lows while credit spreads have 
widened significantly. Assuming that crisis conditions ease and credit markets stabilize 
in  2009, base US. Treasury rates could rise and credit spreads contract somewhat, 
resulting in approximately f la t  all-in rates on corporate debt. Fitch’s outlook i s  based 
on the assumption that higher corporate interest rates are likely to prevail through 
2009 and into the foreseeable future. 

Inflation and Commodity Prices 
Fossil fuel prices (coal, natural gas, oil) are well below the highs reached in mid 2008. 
Given the weak economic environment and accordingly weak outlook for reduced 
energy consumption, continued pressure on fossil fuel and wholesale power market 
prices i s  likely to persist at least through 2009. Materials and labor, previously in  short 
supply, and under rapid price escalation, have also come down from peak prices. While 
key material costs, such as fuel, s t e e l  and cement, have declined substantially from 
their earlly 2006 peak, costs s t i l l  remain fairly high relative to long-term trends and are 
comparable to  2007 levels. Further price erosion i s  possible, however, as the global 
recession deepens. 

Access to Capital and Credit Markets 
The power and gas sector for the most part has retained access to the credit markets 
despite the very restrictive broad credit market in  2008. Fitch expects the sector will 
continue to be able to access to the credit markets, although individual companies - 
including non-investment-grade issuers, competitive generators and those with large 
unregulated, economically sensitive businesses or those that have confidence sensitive 
Operations with large collateral needs - may experience a very restrictive financing 
environment. Fitch i s  monitoring expiring bank credit facilities and the pricing, 
covenants and terms of new and replacement facilities. Despite the sharp repricing of 
and aversion to risk in  the investment community, Fitch believes the sector’s relatively 
predictable cash flows offer relative attraction to fixed income investors. 

-___ .. ~~ 
__ 
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Credit Outlook Summary by Segment 
The 12-month segment Credit outimkl in the left columll reflect fundamental aMIyIis of facton influencing developments in the Segment, Mt the aggregate 
Rating Outimks of the entities in the segment. Median r,itings indicated are bared on the issuer default ratings IIDRI of entities rated by Fitch Ratings, with the 
exception of the public pawer utility segment, which is  Ihred on reniw instrument ratingr. Public power utiiitier are Mt  assigned IDRs. 

Segment 
Utilities 
Utlilty Parent Companies 
Median IDR: BBB 
Credit Outlook 
Negative realizations and margins. 

Drivers in Credit Outlooks fw 1009 

. Dividends from utility subsidiaries are limited by substantial capital programs. . Dividends from wholesale generation subridiariq particularly owners of coal and nuclear 

- 

generation, are expected to weaken from last year's robust levels, reflecting lower power price 

Significantly elevated Cost of capital and tight credit markets will challenge merchant and utility 
subsidiaries that have substantial external capital requirements. . Less pressure on fuel, labor and matenal costs compared to prior years. 

Electric Utilities, Invertor-Owned 
Median IDR Integrated Electric: BBB 
Median IDR Electric Distribution: BBB+ 
Credit Outlook 
Negative 

Conservative corporate strategies focused on rrrk reductmn. - Regulatory environment remains a key driver of credit quaiity. - External funding needs due to significant capital Investment in tranrmwwn, environmental 

* interest rater likely to remain at recent elevated levels. 
* Relatively little bareload cmrtrwtion. 
* Fuel and purchased power Cost volatility due to growing reliance on natural gar-fueled generating - Pwkets of regulatory or political resistance, particularly in restructured stater. - Robust gar storage heading into the 2009 winter rearon. 
* Consistent regulatory treatment and manageable capital spending and external funding 

* Concerns include the negative effect of conservation on unit volumes and rising bad debt expense. 

projects and gar~fired capacity additions. 

capacity. 

Gar Distributors, Invertor-Owned 
Median IDR: A- 
Credit Outlook requirements. 
Stable 

Competitive Generation Companies 
Generating Companies and Energy Trading - Challenging credit markets for speculative ismem: tighter liquidity. 

* Strong arret valuer driven by shrinking capacity reserve margins, and hgher market heat rater. - Movement away from competitive markets in Certain stater and potentially nring environmental 

* Self funding of capital spending plans due to cut backs of major capital 

Lower Operating cash flows, albeit from relatively high levels. 

Median iDR 88- 

Credit Outlook 
Negative 

Colts are IOUrCeP Of concern for investors. 

commitments in the face of tight credit. 

Natural Gas Midstream Companies 
Midstream and Pipeline Companies 
Median IDR: 888- 
Credit Outlook (Pipelines) 
Stable 
Credit Outlook (Midstream) 
Stable for Natural Gar Gatherers 
Negative for Natural Gar Processom 
Credit Outlook (Propane) 
Negative 

Adequate near-term liquidity, helped by recently expanded bank facilities. 
* Aggressive natural gar pipline budgets, increased construction costs and unfavorable capital 

markets could result in maderate near-term weakening in credit measures. - The 2W9 Outlook for Midstream Services companier is  mixed. Gar gatherers should continue to 
benefit from ongoing domestic pradwtion increaser. Procerrorr. however, face the probabiiity of 
material, commodity-driven margin prerrure in 2009 and a negative outlwk. - The negative Outlook for Retail Propane Distributors continuer in ZOW, reflecting the anticipated 
negative effect of customer conwvation on unit voiumer. 

Public Power Utilities 
Municipal, State and Federal 
Agencies and Cooperatives 
Median Rating (Retail Systems): A+ 
Median Rating (Wholeraie Systems: A 
Credit Outlook 
Stable 

* Local control over rate-retting without Itate commirrion overrtqht arid continued wlllin~nerr to - A cost advantage compared to neighbonng invertor-owned utilitier. 
* Benefits associated with predominantly residential and commercial customer barer 

recover Costs in rater an a timely basis. 

Source: Fitch. 

Near-term prerrurer assmiated with capital market access and effects of a prolonged economic 

. Need for additional bareload generation, taqether with devetopins environmental policies and the 
downturn. 

associated capital cost impact on individual systems. 
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Other ]Key Drivers 
In addition to the macroeconomic drivers already cited, companies within the utilities, 
power arid gas sector are sensitive to a number of sector-specific variables. These 
drivers can have varied effects on different types of entities within the sector. For 
example, adverse conditions for a producer or generator may be beneficial for a 
d0wnstre.m distributor. 

Natural 'Gas Price Environment 
From their September 2007 low of $5.29, spot natural gas prices as reported at Henry 
Hub rose 150% to $13.31 in early July 2008 and declined 57% to $5.68 per million British 
thermal unit (mmBtu) on Dec. 10, 2008. The sharp run-up and subsequent collapse of 
natural !gas prices in 2008 i s  emblematic of the extreme price volatility that 
characteiizes the commodity and i s  likely to  persist in the future. Fitch believes natural 
gas prices will continue to  experience an upward price bias in the longer term, 
punctuated by bouts of volatility not unlike the September ZW7-December 2008 
experience. 

MMBtu ~ Million Btitirh thermal wits.  
Source: B l t d e r g ,  Fitch 

Early in  2008, high natural gas prices relative to historical norms, combined with 
exploitation of new North America shale reserves, resulted in a new market perception 
that unconventional sources such as shale formations may be more prolific in the near 
to intermediate term than previously supposed. A t  the same time, market participants 
began to expect reduced demand as a global recession became more likely over the 
course of the year. Natural gas will enter 2009 approximately 60%-70% below i t s  
52-week high. 

Low gas prices form an adverse environment for owners of oil, gas or coal reserves and 
unregulated electric generation fueled by coal or uranium. On the other hand, low gas 
prices am generally favorable for consumers of gas and electricity and integrated 
electric (utility companies. Interstate gas pipelines are relatively insensitive to changes 
in gas prices. For most electric utilities, commodity costs are a pass-through to 
ratepayers and neutral to their bottom lines, but lower natural gas prices have the 
beneficial effect of ameliorating upward pressure on consumer rates. 

~ . .  -~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 
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In Fitch’s view, current low natural gas prices are unlikely to prevail in  the long term, 
since proijucers are not likely to bring to market new gas production from more costly 
unconventional sources if current, or lower, market prices for natural gas persist. Other 
factors thlat are likely to increase prices in  the next up-cycle are higher demand for gas 
for power generation, as few new coal generating units will be built over the next five 
years, dwindling deliverability of conventional gas sources and the higher cost of 
producing gas from unconventional sources. Fitch’s outlook assumes the price of natural 
gas i s  likely to approximate the 56-58 per rnmBtu range, consistent with the current 
forward price curve for natural gas at Henry Hub, La. A return to a tighter 
supplyldemand balance as world economies work their way out of recession would set 
the stage for a resumption of volatility similar to past episodes of supply interruption. 

Power and Gas Demand Reduction 
After adjusting for mild weather, demand growth for both electricity and natural gas 
appears to have softened in  2008, and opinions vary as to  whether the primary cause 
was voluritaly consumer reaction to higher prices and pressures on household budgets, 
recessionary impacts affecting commercial and industrial demand, reduced housing 
occupancy rates as lenders foreclosed on residences in some hard-hit regions, or the 
spread a’f policy-driven programs that encourage energy efficiency and demand 
reductioni. Most likely, a l l  of these played some role in dampening demand. The outlook 
i s  for weak demand to continue in 2009, as the recession will continue to reduce 
consumer disposable income and affect industrial and commercial loads. 

There has been a trend in  recent years of lower natural gas demand due to shrinking 
consumption by industrial users, offset by higher usage for power generation. 
Continuinq increases in  penetration of power generation by natural gas i s  expected to 
offset shiinkage in primary demand for gas as a fuel for residential, commercial and 
industrial. applications, as natural gas i s  likely to  be the fuel of choice for new power 
plant construction for the next few years. 

Per capita electricity demand growth i s  likely to be flat over the next three to four 
years due to increased political support for and public adoption of energy efficiency 
and electric load management programs. Programs take a wide variety of forms, 
including new investment programs to replace customer meters, higher efficiency 
standards for new residential or commercial construction and new types of tariffs that 
encourage energy efficiency and conservation. Fitch believes these programs may 
receive ii significant boost at the national level with the anticipated change in the 
presidenl.ial administration in  early 2009, a larger Democratic majority in  the U.S. 
Congress and change in  Congressional leadership. In the long term, it remains to be 
seen whether electric-powered vehicles or other new applications of electric power will 
spur new consumption patterns in 20152025.  The Department of Energy (DOE) loan 
guarantee program to encourage the commercial deployment of clean energy 
technolq~y could also expand significantly under the Obama administration. 

For distribution utilities and integrated utilities, the effect of slower growth or declines 
in  sales of power and gas wil l have differing effects on operating cash flow for utilities 
in different jurisdictions. Some utilities can adjust their tariffs frequently to offset 
volume variances. Special tariff mechanisms that make utility cash flows insensitive to 
volume variations are common but not universal for gas distribution utilities and are 
rarer for electric utilities. For companies without such “tariff decoupling,” slower 
growth or actual decline in sales makes it more difficult for utilities to recover their 
fixed co:jts. As state and federal policies increasinqly favor energy efficiency and 
demand-reduction programs, electric utilities are likely to press for tariff decoupling 
mechanisms to replicate those now in effect for some natural gas distributors. 
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Electric Power Capacity 
Electric power reserve capacity margins on average have been declining for the past 
several years, since even small increases in  power consumption exceed the minimal net 
additions to North American power generating capacity. Recent additions to electric 
power capacity in the US. have been predominantly natural gas and wind generation. 
With rece!ision and reduced consumer purchasing power dampening consumption trends, 
the expected growth in  US. power demand during 2009 i s  likely to  fall below Fitch’s 
long-run forecast rate of 1.6% on average and could fall to zero or even a slight 
decrease. 

This slowing of demand will temporarily delay the perceived need for new electric 
power generation, but the lead time for building new baseload capacity i s  anywhere 
from four to 10 years, and the need for additional baseload capacity wil l become 
especially evident in  2011-2013. Over the next several years, Fitch expects natural gas 
to be the de facto fuel of choice for new build generation given the political 
uncertainty and long lead time to develop new coal or nuclear qenerating facilities. 

Capital Spending 
Capital investment budgets at utility holding companies grew at a 14% compound 
annual rate during 2003-2007 and are expected to remain at elevated levels in 2008 
and beyond. Factors underlying the higher capital investment trend include the need 
for continued infrastructure reliability spending, investment in renewable energy 
projects and environmental remediation. Factors expected to offset growth in  capital 
budgets include slowing unit power sales in the near term (due to weak economic 
conditions) and commodity cost deflation, as well as management efforts to minimize 
external fiunding requirements. 

Pension I’unding 
Pension funding i s  unlikely to become a crucial economic issue for companies in the 
utility, power and gas sector, for the followinq reasons: . Most r,egulated utilities have one or more defined benefit plans that had been either 

adequ,ately funded or over-funded prior to the current decline in equity and debt 
valuations. Regulated utilities are able to recover their pension costs as a 
component of the base tariff, a factor that helps the companies offset the cost in  
the long run, but does not exempt them from having to comply with the funding 
rules under the US. Pension Protection Act of 2006. As a capital-intensive sector, 
employment levels and labor costs are not material to current operating results and 
future pension funding. 

By and large, energy merchants, midstream gas companies and competitive 
generation companies tend to be younger companies with more modern defined- 
contribution pension plans. If such companies have any under-funded defined 
benefit plans, these tend to cover a minority of their employees, and the 
obligations are relatively small. 

However, the precipitous drop in  the values of pension assets in 2008 may render many 
defined benefit plans under-funded. 

Under the Pension Protection Act of 2006, employers must contribute enough money to 
their plans each year so that liabilities wil l be fully funded after seven years. Under the 
2006 law, a 100% target will be phased in so that in  2008, employers only had to  hit a 
92% fundiing target, while in 2009, the funding target wil l be 94%. In December 2008, 
Congress passed a bil l  (the Worker, Retiree, and Employer Recovery Act of 2008, H.R. 
7327) that modifies the funding requirements of the 2006 law. Among other things, the 

~ ~ ...~. ~ ~~~~ 
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2008 law ,wil l relieve employers of the requirement to bring their pension funding up to  
100% if their funding level is below the 2009 target of 94% and requires them only to 
restore their 2009 assets to the target level. The law also permits companies to assume 
higher re1:urns on their pension assets than would otherwise have been the case. The 
result will reduce but not eliminate the need for companies to top-up depleted defined 
benefit pension plans to  the 94% level. As of Oct. 31, 2008, the Milliman Index of 
100 larges,t US. pension plans had declined 23% from the value at the end of 2007, and 
the index.funded ratio for the index had declined from 102.7% to 91.7%. 

State Political and Rqulatory Risk 
The typical operating utility’s regulatorylpolitical environment i s  central to the credit 
rating prccess. The current restrictive credit environment, combined with elevated 
capital budgets, is expected to  put upward pressure on rates over the coming five-year 
period, notwithstanding the recent pull-back in commodity prices from record high 
levels. Regulatory risk remains a recurring theme for this year’s outlook, as the 
pressure of a weak economic backdrop could result in political push-back to  rate 
increase riiquests. 

All else equal, utilities operating in more balanced regulatory jurisdictions providing 
high-quality customer service are more LikeLy to earn reasonable returns on investment 
and achieve higher creditworthiness. Conversely, utilities with suboptimal regulatory 
outcomes are more likely to experience lower relative returns, higher financing costs 
and relatively anemic credit profiles. In evaluating a utility’s ability to  earn a 
reasonable return on investment, Fitch considers the degree of regulatory lag and 
utilization of automatic recovery mechanisms. The vast majority of states have 
irnplernen1,ed tariffs designed to recover fuel and purchase power costs on a 
standardized basis, and many have applied such tariffs to the recovery of other costs, 
such as FEIRC-approved transmission andlor environmental costs. 

Utilities operating under transition plans that include multi-year rate freeze or cap 
provisions are particularly vulnerable to event risk associated with state regulatory and 
political reaction to rate increase requests to recover higher commodity, capital and 
operating costs. While only a relatively small number of utilities operate under such 
provisions, potential trouble spots exist in Pennsylvania and Ohio, where utilities are 
coming to the end of multi-year restructuring transition plans. Jurisdictions such as 
California and Utah, and states in the Southeastern US. have adopted procedures that 
facilitate reasonable authorized returns, timely rate changes, utilizing forward test 
years, balancing accounts and cost-recovery mechanisms. 

U.S. Natioml Energy Policy 
Profound c:hanges in energy policies and environmental regulations are likely to result 
from the upcoming change of presidential administration, changes in Democratic 
leadership in  the House of Representatives and a wide Democratic legislative majority. 
Accelerating politicat support for carbon emissions reductions to combat global climate 
change i s  expected to result in  enactment of carbon legislation to dramatically reduce 
emissions ILate next year or in 2010, but the structure, timing and implementation i s  
s t i l l  uncertain. 

The incoming head of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Lisa Jackson i s  
expected to take a more vigorous approach to enforcing the Clean Air  Act, perhaps in  
the following areas: replacing the Clean Air Interstate Rule and Clean Air Mercury Rule: 
defining carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gases as pollutants subject to regulation 
under the Clean Ai r  Act: undoing regulations put in place during the Bush 
administra:tion, including any “midnight regulations” implemented in the final days. 

~~ . . ~  . ~~ ~~ 
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Recent Obama-administration selections for various energy posts include the 
nomination of research scientist Steven Chu for secretary of energy and former Clinton 
administration EPA chief Carol Browner for the newly created position of the 
administration’s top coordinator of energy policy (“energy czar”) indicate strong 
support for green initiatives. 

The vote by House Democrats to replace Rep. John Dingell as head of the House Energy 
Committee with Rep. Henry Waxman of California presages mounting support in the 
House to pass a stringent law to control greenhouse gases. Fitch notes that Speaker of 
the House Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) strongly supports energy conservation and renewable 
resources, opposes the use of fossil fuels to generate power and drilling for oil and gas 
in wilderness areas. Significant Senate committees that wil\ be involved in a renewed 
effort to  pass laws to control carbon dioxide are: Committee on Environment h Public 
Works, under the leadership of Sen. Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.) and the Committee on 
Energy h INatural Resources chaired by Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D.N.M.). These leadership 
positions and the solid Democratic majority increase the likelihood that Congress wil l 
pass legislation restricting carbon emissions that will ultimately be signed into law by 
President-elect Obama in  2009 or 2010. 

In Fitch’s view, Congressional leadership is likely to  press for a national renewable 
energy portfolio standard, energy efficiency and conservation initiatives and i s  unlikely 
to support new nuclear power initiatives, development of cleaner coal technologies and 
carbon capture and storage. However, opposition could emerge from Congressional 
Democrats concerned about the impact of carbon restrictions on jobs and industrial 
competitiveness. Meanwhite, the steep cost associated with government programs to 
rescue the US. financial system, ongoing recession and the incremental expense 
associated with the implementation of green programs could affect the shape and 
timing of any new programs. In addition, the general appeal of a cap-and.trade 
mechanism may have been tarnished by the public’s growing disenchantment with 
“deregulat.ed” markets and concerns regarding potential for manipulation by traders in 
a new market for emissions allowances. 

Bankruptcy and Restructuring 
Valuations of power and gas assets have declined from their peak in  2007, but even at 
the lower levels that result from tight credit conditions and a higher cost of capital, 
asset values are s t i l l  meaningful. As a consequence, companies in the sector have some 
ability to negotiate with creditors, pledge assets or restructure debt, even under 
stressful circumstances. 

The bankruptcy petition of SemGroup and its major wholly owned subsidiaries in the US. 
on July 22, 2008, was the sole notable bankruptcy filing in the power and gas sector in 
2008. Sem’Group i s  a privately held midstream energy partnership focused primarily on 
providing !Lathering, transportation, processing and marketing services for crude oil and 
refined products in the US. Midcontinent region and Canada. SemGroup experienced 
severe liquidity straim following a spike in CN& oil prices. The company will likely sell 
same assets or businesses and is attempting to form a plan of reorganization. 

Utility Parent Companies 
2009 Outlook - Nesative 
Longer-Term Outlook - Negative 

The 2009 and longer-term operating and financial outlook for the utility parent 
companies reflects the increasingly challenging operating environment for the group’s 
regulated iand unregulated businesses and difficulty in accessing capital at a reasonable 
cost. Please refer to the individual sections of this report regarding the electric utility, 

.. ~ .~~ __ ~~~~ -. . ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~ . ~, ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~~ , 
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gas distribution and competitive generation companies and their respective operatinq 
and credit outlooks. 

The credi8t environment for utility parent and holding companies (UPCs) turned 
significantly more challenging during the second half of 2008 as capital market 
conditions deteriorated and major world economies, including the US., entered 
cyclical dt3wnturns. Continued access to  capital at reasonable rates in 2009 remains 
uncertain at a time when many utility holding groups have historically high capital 
investment programs and wil l require ongoing access to reasonably priced capital in  
order to  fund new investment and refinance maturing debt. Despite these challenges, 
the essential nature of UPC services, regulated franchises and greater comparative 
earnings rlnd cash flow predictability position the industry favorably relative to other 
industries, in Fitch’s opinion. 

While UPlCs have considerable flexibility to reduce unregulated capital investment 
projects, Fitch believes the vast majority of planned utility investment, primarily 
earmarked for reliability, environmental and renewable energy projects, i s  largely non- 
discretionary and likely to remain at historically high levels for the foreseeabte future. 
Challenge!s associated with significantly higher utility holding group capital 
requirements are compounded by the dramatically altered capital markets compared 
with last year’s more benign conditions. 

Year to  date, utility stocks, as measured by the Philadelphia Utility Index, have 
declined 32%. Nonetheless, high comparative dividend yields, manageable payout ratios, 
comparatively stable earnings and cash flow and less dramatic stock price declines 
relative to  broader stock indices should enable UPCs to attract equity capital, albeit at 
considerably higher cost compared to year-ago levels. 

Bond spreads have widened meaningfully for UPCs at the lower end of the investment- 
grade spectrum andlor with below-investment-grade credit ratings. Such entities face 
Significant financing risk as the result of restrictive credit markets. Access to credit at 
the parent level i s  unavailable for all but the most creditworthy UPC issuers. In 
November 2008, Dominion Resources, Inc. (D, rated ‘EBB+’ with a Stable Rating 
Outlook) issued 5600 million of 8.875% senior notes due 2019 and Sempra Energy (SRE, 
‘A’lStable) issued $750 million of senior unsecured debt in November 2008, comprised 
of $250 million of 8.9% notes due 2013 and 5500 million of 9.8% notes due 2019. 

Notwithst;mding adverse capital market conditions and other challenges, ratings in the 
UPC sectcr were generally stable in  2008, reflecting the sector’s relative earnings and 
cash flow stability. The UPC’s median ‘BBB’ issuer default and senior unsecured debt 
ratings, respectively, are the same as a year ago. In 2008, there were four downgrades, 
compared with three upgrades in the sector. Approximately 77% (37 of 48 observed 
companie:j) of Fitch’s UPC issuers have Stable Rating Outlooks, and 10% (five of 48) 
have Negative Outlooks or are on Negative Watch. 

Sector downgrades reflected unfavorable regulatory outcomes and deteriorating 
coverage ratios in  the case of Consolidated Edison (ED, BBB+/Stable) and PNM 
Resources (PNM, ‘BB’lStable). Rqulators in  New Mexico and New York authorized 
9.1% returns on equity for ED and PNM, respectively, in the companies’ last general 
rate case:;. These allowed returns on equity are among the lowest in  the industry and 
are more than 100 basis points below the industry average, presenting a significant 
challenge to the ability of ED and PNM to attract needed capital in  a competitive 
marketplace. PNM’s creditworthiness was also harmed by losses incurred at i t s  
unregulataed energy supply business. 
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Fitch also lowered Constellation Energy Group Inc.’s (CEG, ‘BBB’/Rating Watch 
Evolving) credit ratings earlier this year due to energy trading risk management and 
liquidity uncertainty. On a more positive note, TECO Energy (TE, ‘BBtL‘/Stable) and 
CILCORP (CIL, ‘BBE’/Stable) were upgraded in 2008, reflecting reduced parent 
company debt and a constructive rate order, respectively. 

Mergers, Acquisitions and Divestitures 
The case .for industry consolidation i s  supported in  the longer term by the fragmented 
nature of the industry, relatively predictable utility cash flows and greater flexibility 
provided llnder the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 2005), which eliminated certain 
domestic !<eographic restrictions and roadblocks to foreign ownership. 

However, significantly higher interest costs, lower equity valuations, tight credit 
markets, global recession and a stronger dollar are among the key factors that argue 
against accelerating merger and acquisition ( M A )  activity in the near-to-intermediate 
term, in Fitch’s view. The thirst of infrastructure and private equity funds for utility 
and poweir assets seems to have evaporated along with positive returns as a result of 
the ongoing credit crisis. Nonetheless, Fitch believes strategic MltA wi l l  continue, as 
evidenced by recent competing bids to  acquire CEG or a portion of its assets from 
MidAmeric:an Energy Holdings Company (MEHC, ‘BBB+’/Stable) and Electricite de France 
(EDF, ‘A&’/ Rating Watch Negative) and Exelon’s (EXC, ‘BBB+’/Rating Watch Negative) 
hostile bid for NRG Energy (NRG, ‘B’IRating Watch Evolving). 

Last week, CEG’s board of directors terminated i t s  merger agreement with MEHC and 
accepted ,a transaction with EDF, in  which EDF will acquire a 49.99% ownership interest 
in  the nuclear generation business of CEG. With the early December 2008 EDF bid, Fitch 
placed the ratings of CEG on Rating Watch Evolving, reflecting uncertainty associated 
with the EDF bid. Please refer to the Dec. 17, 2008, press release “Fitch Comments on 
Constellation Energy Transactions” for further information. No rating action was taken 
by Fitch with regard to MEHC’s credit ratings, which were affirmed in September 2008, 
following lthe announcement of the proposed agreement to acquire CEG. 

On Nov. 11, 2008, EXC launched a hostile bid for NRG, following rejection by NRG of its 
56.2 billiamn friendly bid, initially proposed on Oct. 19, 2008, to  acquire all of NRG’s 
outstanding common stock in  a fixed-stock transaction. Fitch Ratings placed EXC on 
Rating Watch Negative on Oct. 20, 2008 and continued NRG on Rating Watch Evolving. 
The ratin!fi actions in the case of EXC reflect concern regarding the assumption of 
58 billion of NRG debt under the proposed transaction. The NRG rating action considers 
the constructive effect of the bid by more highly’rated EXC, while recognizing the 
unresolved nature of the offer and the potential emergence of another suitor or other 
corporate actions that could derail EXC’s proposed acquisition of NRG. The tender offer 
expires Jan. 6,  2009. Fitch initially placed NRG on Rating Watch evolving in May 2008 
when the company announced i t s  unsolicited bid to acquire Calpine Corp. (CPN) in an 
all-stock transaction. CPN subsequently rejected NRG’s offer. 

Other pending deals include the proposed sale of PNM Resources’ (PNMR, ‘BB’IStable) 
natural ga,s distribution business in  New Mexico to Continental Energy Systems, which 
was announced Jan. 15, 2008. PNM Resources and major intervenors reached a 
settlement regarding the proposed sale that was approved by New Mexico regulators on 
Dec. 11, 2008. The sale of PNMR‘s natural gas distribution business i s  expected to close 
in January 2009. For further information, please refer to Fitch’s Public Service 
Company of New Mexico reports dated April 24, 2008, and Nov. 3 ,  2008. 

. ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~ . 
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Parties ta' state regulatory proceedings to approve the sale of Puget Energy to 
Macquarie have reached a settlement that i s  pending a final Washington Utilities and 
Telecommunication Commission ruling, which i s  expected before year-end. 

Transactions completed in 2008 include the sale of Energy East (€AS, 'BBB'1Stable) to 
Iberdrola !;.A. in September and the sale of Aquila electric and gas assets to Black Hills 
and Great Plains Energy in  July. In addition, a 20% interest in Oncor Electric Delivery 
Company, a subsidiary of Energy Future Holdings Corp., to an investment group led by 
Borealis Infrastructure Management. Great Plains also closed the sale of an unregulated 
subsidiary to Centrica, PLC. 

Electric: Utilities 
2009 Outlook - Negative 
Longer-Term Outlook - Negative 

In Fitch's view, the business climate for the electric utility sector i s  negative in  both 
2009 and Ithe longer term. A deepening global recession, ongoing financial crisis and a 
meaningful increase in  the cost of capital compound an already difficult operating 
environment characterized by large projected capital expenditures and commodity cost 
volatility. Despite the challenges, utilities have relatively stable cash flows vis-a-vis 
other industries and should benefit in  relative terms as investon seek safer investments 
in  a difficult macroeconomic environment. Electric utilities have demonstrated 
continued access to commercial paper and term debt markets throughout the recent 
market turmoil, albeit at higher cost. In addition, most companies in the sector are 
relatively well capitalized with simplified business strategies, which should alleviate 
pressure on credit ratings. 

Jurisdictional regulatory practices wil l be a key of creditworthiness in the sector. 
Utilities operating in  states with regulatory mechanisms in  place that facilitate timely 
recovery of costs and a reasonable return on investment in  rates are more likely to  
come through this period of stress with limited deterioration of credit quality. 
Conversely, the ratings of utilities operating in states with relatively low authorized 
ROES and significant regulatory lag are more likely to suffer credit deterioration. In 
general, states with well-defined regulatory practices that facilitate timely general 
rate case decisions and utilize special tariffs and balancing accounts to adjust rates 
outside of a general rate case proceeding will, a l l  else equal, support a higher level of 
relative creditworthiness. Fitch i s  concerned that the recent rapid escalation in  the 
cost of capital will not be reflected on a timely basis in  utility rates. 

The regulatory compact i s  especially important in view of the sector's need for capital 
to  support its projected, large post-2008, mostly non-discretionary capital spending 
programs. Recent changes in the political landscape articulated above enhance the 
prospects of higher environmental spending, including carbon controls. Moreover, Fitch 
i s  concerned that exclusive reliance on renewable energy and natural gas-fired 
generating, resources will lead to sharp increases in the cost of power to consumers. 

Liquidity stands out as a bright spot in  an otherwise dreary outlook. The majority of 
utilities h,ave adequate credit facilities with long-dated maturities and reasonable 
credit terms that could not be replicated under current market conditions. Debt 
maturities tend to be well laddered, minimizing the need for substantial refinancing at 
today's higher rates. Moreover, throughout the credit market turmoil electric utilities 
have been able to access capital markets, albeit at higher cost. Recent issuance by 
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Pacific Gas 8 Electric Co. (PGBE), Virginia Electric and Power Co. (VEPCO), Duke 
Energy Carolinas (DEC) and Alabama Power Co. (APC) priced well-above similar bonds 
issued a year ago. 

PGkE and DEC issued 10-year bonds that were 280 basis points and 175 basis points 
higher than their respective 10-year bonds issued in  November 2007; VEPCO issued 
30-year debt that was 250 basis points higher than a similar issue a year ago; and APC 
issued five-year debt at 95 basis points above a year ago. Moreover, there i s  a back log 
of issuance that i s  likely to continue to  place upward pressure on funding costs. If 
funding costs remain at these levels, significantly higher requlated returns will be 
required tO continue to  attract capital on reasonable terms for needed investments. 

Natural Gas Distributors 
2009 Outlook - Stable 
Longer-Term Outlook - Stable 

Fitch's 20119 outlook for local gas distribution companies (LDCs) IS stable. LDCs enter 
the 200E4009 heating season positioned similarly to last year. Operating, regulatory 
and financial fundamentals remain stable. Storage levels, while slightly below last 
year's levi?ls, are higher than the five-year average. Natural gas prices have moderated, 
falling from their mid-year 2008 peak, but LDCs that built inventories during the 
summer will likely be passing higher average costs on to ratepayers this winter season. 
The current capital market turmoil has highlighted the importance of access to liquidity 
across all sectors. However, with relatively low maintenance capital expenditure 
requirements and external financing needs, Fitch believes that there i s  adeauate 
company financial liquidity across the LDC space. 

Weekly Lower 48 States Natural Gas Working Underground Storage 

(Bil. <.ubir Feet) 

Given the regulated nature of the LDC business and generally beneficial rate design, 
earnings and cash flow generated by LDCs are expected to remain steady for 2009. 
State reguilatory relations, despite the long-term increase in gas supply costs, continue 
to be con!itructive for gas LDCs. Capital expenditures by LDCs, for system maintenance 
and expansion. have remained fairly steady in prior years, and while ongoing capital 
expendituires are increasing at a moderate rate, it i s  expected that LDCs will keep a 
closer eye on discretionary capital expenditures and scale back appropriately given 
current financial market conditions. Additionally, gas LDC growth projects tend to have 
a short dusration and a relatively small scale and thus generally avoid rate shock. LDCs 
appear to have adequate liquidity despite restrictive credit market conditions. 
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With gas prices spiking in mid-2008, several LDCs took the precaution of expanding 
existing credit facilities or adding new short-term credit facilities to meet additional 
liquidity needs ahead of the winter heating season, albeit at higher rates. When gas 
prices fell. from mid-year highs, these precautionary steps appeared less necessary, but 
wil l provide a liquidity buffer should gas prices move unexpectedly higher this winter. 
Commercial paper markets, which many LDCs typically rely on to  fund supply purchases, 
have become more costly and limited, and as a result many LDCs have been utilizing 
their revolvers to fund supply purchases. 

Potential concerns for the 2009 outlook relate to bad debt expense and the impact of 
customer conservation, Bad debt expense has been creeping higher in recent quarters, 
but remains within historical ranges for LDCs. However. pass-through of higher gas 
prices to ratepayers, due to historically high priced summer inventory purchases, 
coupled vvith a recessionary economy could lead to higher than expected bad debt 
expense. The Energy Information Administration (EIA) i s  currently projecting a 3.6% 
average increase in heating bills for residential customers in  the winter of 2008-2009, 
well belolN i t s  18% average increase projection from October 2008. While actual bills 
could be exacerbated by a colder-than-expected winter, Fitch believes bad debt 
expense c:oncerns should not have significant near-term financial effects. Natural gas 
prices have moderated, LDCs have taken proactive steps to  more aggressively manage 
collections and in several cases have requested higher bad debt allowances from 
regulators, and the federal government has increased funding to  the Low Income Home 
Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP), all of which wil l help LDCs contain bad debt 
expense growth. 

Conservation, meanwhile, continues to be an industry-wide concern, and rate design 
mechanisms crafted to address usage concerns remain on the forefront of several 
regulatory jurisdictions. Currently, 13 states have approved the implementation of full 
revenue decoupling, which helps prevent margin erosion stemming from declines in 
customer usage due to conservation or energyefficiency increases. Additionally, more 
than hatf of US. states have some form of either full decoupling or weather 
normalization, which helps stabilize revenue from the effects of weather. These rate 
designs help insulate the utility’s cash flow from changes in volume of sales, providing 
earnings ;and cash flow consistency and stability. From a credit perspective, Fitch 
continues to view the implementation of rate mechanisms that reduce cash flow 
volatility favorably; more predictable cash flow translates to lower business risk for 
LDCs. Decoupling mechanisms can also serve to more closely align an LDC’s interests 
with the gowing political groundswell for conservation. 

Competitive Generation Conipanies 
2009 Outlook - Negative 
Longer-Term Outlook - Stable 

Fitch’s 2009 outlook for competitive generators i s  negative, with more stressful 
conditions, facing the independent generators. Based on the different strategies, 
financial structures, debt leverage and credit ratings of the companies, Fitch typically 
views thls segment in two subgroups: the affiliated generators and independent 
generators. Affiliate generators are subsidiaries of either large utility holding 
companie!; or financial institutions and, with few exceptions, have investment-grade 
IDRs rangiing from ‘BBE ‘  to ‘BBB+’. Ratings reflect well-capitalized balance sheets, 
relatively favorable capital market access and adequate liquidity. Independent 
generator; are standalone companies that generally have speculative-grade lDRs 
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ranging from ’6’ to  ‘66’. Ratings reflect weaker balance sheets, lower capital market 
access and limited liquidity. 

The year 2008 proved to be a more challenging operating environment for the power 
generatimg companies than anticipated. Heading into the year, Fitch was positive on i t s  
outlook for the sector for 2008 and for the longer term, for independent generators in  
particular. Fitch‘s expectation that the operating performance improvements and 
robust free cash flow at independent generators would result in positive ratings 
implications never materialized. Moreover, while asset valuations remain strong, 
liquidity concerns, declining power prices and a recessionary economy a l l  weighed on 
performance at the independent generators throughout the second half of the year, 
and earnings and cash flow look to  be less robust than originally anticipated. 

Fitch expects 2009 to be a much more challenging environment for power generating 
companies. Capital market constraints, declining power prices, a recessionary economy, 
governmeintlenvironmental regulation uncertainty, counterparty exposure and liquidity 
concerns al l  will continue to weigh on power generating companies throughout the year 
and could have modest negative implications on current ratings. Over the longer term, 
Fitch’s believes a stable outlook i s  more appropriate for power generating companies, 
and industry fundamentals should favor the generators, as limited amounts of new 
generation comes online over the next five years and the continued narrowing of 
reserve margins results in widening spark and dark spreads. While the recessionary 
economy will likely stifle demand growth, a difficult financing environment and 
uncertain1.y about future state and national energy policylcarbon rules remain 
significant. deterrents to new generation. 

The predominantly non-investment-grade independent competitive generators face a 
more host.ile financing environment in 2009 than the affiliated generators, as market 
de-leveraging results in a significant re-pricing of risk. Over the near term, liquidity 
strains stemming from the reduced risk appetites of financial institutions and other 
prominent. counterparties in the merchant energy market could pressure the 
competitive generators. Over the longer term, accessing capital for these generators 
wil l be significantly more expensive, reflecting higher financing costs and weak equity 
valuations. 

Power gerierators will cut back discretionary capital spending materially for 2009-2010. 
Several companies have already announced reductions to discretionary capital 
expenditures in  their competitive businesses for 2009, including Ameren, FPL Energy, 
PPL Energy and Public Service Enterprise Group. Additionally, some generators plan to 
delay air-quality-control investments to the extent that they were driven by Clean Air 
Interstate Rule (CAIR) requirements that have been remanded to the EPA by the 
appellate court, while other companies said that they must continue their 
environmental spending to meet state standards that remain in force. 

Debt maturities in  2009 appear to  be manageable, as most issuers do not face any 
significant. refinancing. Longer term, several independent competitive generators wil l 
face maturities of debt in the term loan B market. Typical B loans have terms of five to 
seven yeain at the longest, with l itt le repayment prior to bullet maturity. While most of 
the outstanding B loan maturities are s t i l l  several years away, a prolonged credit 
market downturn will make it more difficult andlor more expensive for generators to 
refinance this debt, a source of tonger-term concern. Any needs for covenant relief 
could accelerate re-pricing of risk or refinancing needs. 

Asset valuations for all of the power generators are strong relative to outstanding 
indebtedness. Consequently, while modest downside rating pressure may exist for the 
lower-rated competitive generators, strong asset valuations would lead to  strong 

~~ ~ ~~. ~ . . ~~ .- ~~~~~~~~~ 
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recoveries across the capital structure in  case of default. With equity prices not 
necessari1.y reflecting the value of underlying assets, Fitch believes there i s  an 
increased probability for consolidation and acquisition within this group in 2009, as 
evidenced already by competing offers for Constellation Energy and Exelon’s hostile bid 
for NRG Energy. Fitch views consolidation as neutral for this segment overall; however, 
changes in financial leverage and strategic position could have adverse, neutral or 
favorable consequences foc credit quality and would be dependent on the specific 
terms of the transaction. 

Public Power Utilities 
2009 Outlook - Stable 
Longer-Term Outlook - Stable 

Fitch conltinues to maintain i t s  stable outlook for the municipal and cooperative sectors 
(public power) for 2009. Overall, the sector continues to maintain solid credit 
fundamentals, including: local control over rate-setting without state commission 
oversight, a cost advantage compared to neighboring investor-owned utitities and 
benefits ,associated with predominantly residential and commercial customer bases. 
However, in  the event that current pressures such as limited capital market access, 
together ,with increasing economic stress persist long into 2009, a revision in the public 
power oultlook to negative may be warranted. Fitch expects that the average ratings for 
wholesale and retail utility systems will continue to be ‘A’ and ‘At ’ ,  respectively. Fitch 
has 184 long-term public power ratings, out of which there were 22 positive rating 
actions and one negative rating action reported for the calendar year of 2008. 

Fitch’s outlook takes into account increasing negative credit pressures affecting the US. 
public power and cooperative sectors. With the magnitude of industry and market 
changes irealized over the last year, including the housing market decline, credit 
deterioration of municipal bond insurers, reduced capital market access and increased 
interest Costs, as well as the potential for a prolonged economic downturn, near-term 
credit pressures have increased for public power utilities. These current issues are in 
addition to ongoing credit drivers such as volatile fuel costs, the increasing costs 
associated with building new baseload generation and uncertainties regarding future 
costs associated with changing “green-based” environmental regulations. Utilities, 
whether idirectly mandated by the state (i.e., IOUs) or governed by locally established 
standards (public power), must now assess how to meet long-term load growth within 
an evolving environmental and in some ways more restrictive and costlier regulatory 
framework. While the recent decline in natural gas, oil, coal and other commodity 
prices art! helping to relieve some cost pressures, volatility in  these costs s t i l l  persists, 
and the Long-term trend continues to indicate progressively rising prices. 

While Fitich believes that the public power business model wi l l  continue to allow these 
utilities to perform well in  2009 and provide investors with a generally stable credit 
sector, inscreasingly negative market and industry factors could adversely impact some 
systems more than others. The utilities with the greatest credit exposure are those that 
have large capital improvement needs, relatively high leverage and below-average 
financial and rate flexibility (for their rating category), as well as a heavy reliance on 
fossil fuel generation. Conversely, systems that show stable-to-improving financial 
rnetrics. ILimited new capital needs and a greener generation portfolio are expected to 
maintain stable outlooks, and in  some cases may realize improved credit profiles. 
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Pipeline, Terminal and Mitlstrcam Sector 
The short- and long-term outlook i s  stable for the natural gas and products pipelines in 
2009, although a continuation of unfavorable capital market conditions, aggressive 
capital investment and recession could result in a moderate weakening of credit 
metria. 

The short- and long-term outlook for the natural gas gatherers i s  stable as well, 
reflecting; the group’s relatively predictable, primarily fee-based revenue stream, 
strong underlying demand growth and discretionary capital expenditures. Meanwhile, a 
weak economy and low energy commodity prices result in  a negative short-term outlook 
for the nstural gas processors; however, the stable long-term outlook i s  supported by 
manageable debt leverage, discretionary capital expenditures and expectations that 
NGL pricing will remain within historic norms experienced in 2005-2006. 

The outlook for retail propane distributors remains negative as the result of declining 
volumes and the uncertain impact of consumer conservation in  a lower natural gas price 
environmsent. 

For furth’er information, please refer to the “PipelinelMidstreamlMLP 2 0 9  Outlook 
Time for (Companies to Play Defense” report, dated Nov. 20, 2008. 

~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ .... .. .. 
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Appendix: Ratings and Rating Outlooks by Segment 

Utility Parent Companies 

Senior 
Company Name IDR Rating Outlook Unsecured Rating 
Above Segment Median Rating 
Laciede G r w ~ .  Inc.iThe1 A+ 
WGL Holding;. b c .  
FPL Group, IIIC. 
NlCOR Inc. 
OGE Energy Corp. 
Sempra Enerily 
Southern Company 
Southwest Power Pool 
ACL Rewxlrcer, Inc. 
KeySpan Corimration 
MDU Rerwrcer Group. Inc. 
National Fuel Gar Company 
NSTIUl 
KANA COrpDration 
Wixonsin Energy Corporation 
Ameren Corporation 
Consolidated Ediron, Inc. 
Dominion Re:iourcer, Inc. 
DPL Inc. 
Exelon Corporation 
Midmencan Energy Holdingr Co. 
Public Service Enterpnre Group Inc 
Xcel Energy Inc. 

At Sqment  Median Rating 
American EIPcIRc Power Company 
Black Hills Corp. 
Conrtellatiori Energy Group, Inc. 
DTE Enerqy Company 
Energy East ICorporation 
FirstEne9y Corp. 
IDACOW. Inc. 
NiSource Inc. 
Northeast Uli l i t ier 
PEPCO Holdings 
PPL Corporarim 
Progrerr Energy, Inc 

Below Segment Median Rating 
AUegheny Ersergy, In<. 
Centerpoint Energy Inc. 
CILCORP, In<:. 
Edison Inleniational 
Entergy Corp. 
IPALCO Enterpriser, Inc. 
Pinnacle wei r  Capital CarDoratio" 
TECO Energy, inc. 
Aviita Cwporation 
CMS Enemy i:orporation 
PNM Reroun:er 
NV Energy, Inc. 
Enerqy Future Holdings Cow. 

A* 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
BBE+ 
EBB* 
BBBt 
BBBI  
EBB. 
EBB+ 
BBB* 
EBB* 

BBB 
BBB 
BBB 
BBB 
880 
880 
088 
EBB 
BBB 
BBB 
800 
BBB 

EBB- 
EBB- 
BBB- 
BBB- 
BBB- 
EBB- 
BBB- 
BBB- 
801 
BB+ 
80 
BB- 
B 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stabie 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Negative 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
POIitlW 
RWN 
Stable 
Stabie 
Stable 

Stable 
Stable 
RWE 
Negative 
Stable 
Stable 
Negative 
Stable 
Stable 
Stabie 
Stable 
Stable 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Evolving 
PDIitiVe 
Negative 
Stable 
Positive 
Stable 
Stable 
Positive 
Stable 

NR - Not r3tt.d. RWN - Rating Watch Negetwe. RWE - Ratulg Watch Evalnng. 
Source: Rtch. 

A- 
A t  
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A- 
A- 
A 
A- 
A 
A- 
A- 
NR 
BBB+ 
EBB+ 
EBB+ 
BBBI  
EBB* 
8881 
EBB* 

BBB 
EBB 
BBB 
800 
BBB 
880 
NR 
BBB 
BBB 
BBB 
BBB 
EBB 

NR 
BBB- 
BBB- 
NR 
NR 
BBB- 
BBB- 
B B L  
B B L  
BB+ 
BB 
88- 
B+ 
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Electric Distribution Companies 

Se"l0, 
Company Name IDR Ratins Outlook Unsecured R a f i n ~  
Above Semien t  Median Ratine 

____ 
NSTAR Eiegtric co. 
Sa" Diego Gar, 6 Electrrc Co. 
American Triinrmirrion Company 
Central Hudson Gar h E l e c t c  Corp. 
Orange 6 Rockland Utilities. Iw. 
Rxkland Electric Co, 

At Segment Median Fating 
Baltimore t i i s  and Electric Compdoy 
Conrolidated Ediron Co. of New York, Inc. 
Delmarva Power & Light Company 
PECO Energy Co. 
Potomac EiRrtRc Power Co. 
Public SeNIce Eiecwc 6 Gar Co. 

Below Segment Median Rating 
Atlantic City Electric Company 
Centerpoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC 
Connecticut Llght and Power Co. 
Jersey Central Power h Light Co. 
New York State Eiectnc 6 Gar Corp. 
PPL Electric Utilities Corpration 
Western Mssachusett i  Electric Co. 
Central lllintdr Public Service Company 
Illinois Power Co. 
Metropolitan Ediron Company 
O ~ o r  Electric Delivery Cwnpany 
Pennsylvania! Electric Company 
Pennsyhanizl Power Company 
Rochester Gar h Electric Cwpra t i on  
west Pen" Power co. 
Commonwealth Ediwn Company 
Pot0ma.c Ediron Co. 
T ~ x B P - N ~ w  hkXiCO Power Company 

- 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

RWE 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

Stable 
StaMe 
Stable 
Stable 
Negatwe 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
stable 
Negative 
Stable 

NR - Not rated RWE - Rating Watch Evolving Note Boid indicdter Senior Secured 
Source RtCh 

~~ 

AA 
AA- 
A+ 
A 
A 
NR 

A- 
A- 
A- 
A 
A- 
A 

EBB* 
BBB 
EBB* 
EBB* 
EBB+ 
A- 
BBBt 
EBB 
000 
BBB 
BBB- 
EBB 
EBB+ 
BBB 
BBB- 
0 0 5  
BBB- 
888- 
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Integrated Utility Companies 

Senla 
Company Name IDR Rating Outlmh Unsecured Rating 
Above Seqment Median Ratin?, 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Poritive 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Neg.3ll"e 
Stable 
NegatlW 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

Stable 
NeSatiVe 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Negative 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

Stable 
Stable 
Negative 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
PMltlW 
SLablc 
SUbk 
Stable 
PMIt ,W 
PMlIWe 
Stable 
Stable 
Pmlllve 
P M i t l W  
poritiue 
Stable 
P M l f i E  
Stable 

P M l l l V ~  
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Company Nitme 
Above Segment Median Rating 
Southern Cal.ifornia Gas Co. 
Washington (Gar Light Co. 
Brwklyn Union Gal Co. 
NiCOr Gar Company 
Wisconsin Gar Company, LLC 

At  Segment Median Rating 
Atlanta Gar Light Co. 
Cascade Natural Gar Corporation 
KeySpan Gal East Corp. 
Laclede Gar Company 
NSTAR Gas 
Public Servi<eCa. of North Carolina 
UCI Utilitier Inc. 

Below Segment Median Ratlng 
Berkshire Gar Company 
Central Maine P w e r  Co. 
Connectimt Natural Gas Corp. 
Southern Coiinenicut Gar Co. 

Moun&er Gar Company 

Note Bold 10d1caLeI Senior Secured 
Source Fifrh 
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A* 
A+ 
A 
A 
A 

A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 

888+ 
8881 
888. 
888* 
888 
888 
888- 
80- 

Rating Outlook 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Negative 
Stable 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

Seniw 
Unsecured Rating 

M- 
M- 
A+ 
A* 
A. 

A 
A 
A 
A+ 
A 
A 
A 

A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
BBB* 
888 
8884 
88 
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E'itchRatings 
KNOW YOUR RISK Corporates 

Pipeline, Midstream and Retail Propane Companies 

Senior 
Company Name IDR Rating Outlook Unsecured Rating 
Above Segm,ent Median Rating 
Northern Naturai Gar Comoanv . ,  
Centennial Energy Holdings. Inc 
LOOP LLC 
DCP Midstream LLC 
Texas Eastern Tranrmisian, LP 
Texas Gas Tr,anrmirrion LLC 
Boardwalk Pipelines, LLC 
Centerpoint linergy Resources Corp. 
Enoqex Inc. 
Kinder m q a n  Energy Partners, LP 
Northwest Pipeline Corp. 
Panhandle Eiistern Pipe Line Co. 
Rockier Exprerr Pipeline LLC 
Tranwontinental Gar Pipe Line Corp. 

At Segment Median Rating 
Colorado Interstate Gar Co. 
El  Paw Natural Gar Lo. 
Energy Transfer Partners, L.P. 
Enterpose Products Operating, L.P. 
Kaneb pipe Line Operating Partnerrhio. L.P. 
NGPL Pipeco LLC 
Nustar Logistics Operations LP 
Swthern Natural Gar Co. 
Southern Union Co. 
Tenner- Giir Pipeline Co. 
1eppc.a Partners, L.P. 
William Companies, hc. 

Below Segmlent Median Ratlng 
AmeriGar Partnerr, L.P. 
E l  Paso Cop. 
E l  Faso Explcration B Production Co 
Knight Inc. 
Williams Partners. LP 
Energy Transfer Equity, L.P 
EnterpHre GI' Holdings L.P. 
star Gas Parmerr L.P. 

n 
n- 
A- 
EBB. 
EBB+ 
EBB* 
BBB 
EBB 
BBB 
888 
EBB 
EBB 
BBB 
BBB 

EBB- 
EBB- 
EBB- 
BBB- 
EBB- 
BBB- 
BBB- 
888- 
BBB- 
BBB- 

8 6 5  
B B a  

BB+ 
BB+ 
881 
BE* 
BB* 
BB- 
BB- 
B 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stabie 
Stable 
RWN 
Stable 
RWE 
Negative 
Stable 
RWE 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
NegatlW 
Stable 
N q E t l W  
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
RWE 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

A 
A 
A- 
BBE. 
8BB* 
EBB+ 
BBB 
BBB 
EBB 
888 
BBB 
EBB 
BBB 
888 

EBB- 
BBB- 
EBB- 
BBB- 
EBB- 
BBB- 
888- 
BBB- 
BBB- 
888- 
BBB- 
EBB- 

BE+ 
BE+ 
BB 
BB+ 
BB+ 
BB 
BB 
8. 

NR- Not raterl. RWN ~ RaUng Watch Negative. RWE - RaLlng Watch Evolving. Note: Bold indlcaIe5 Senlor Secured 
Source: Filch. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 

. ~ . ~~~~~~~~~ ~. .. . . .. . ~ ~ 
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Corporates 

Competit ive Generation Companies 

Black Hills Power 
PPL Energy SlPPl,. LLC 
Allegnen, E n q y  SJppiy Co , L.C 
Akpl lCny Generating Co. 
Broohlwia Rt nnabce  Power In( 

Senior 
Company Name IDR Rating Outlook Unsecured Rating 
Above Segment Median Rating 
Ameren Energy Generating Ca. BBBI Stable BBB+ 
Exelon Generation co. LLC EBB+ RWN B B B I  
PSEG Pewer I.LC BBB+ Stable BBB+ 
Southern Power Co. EBB+ Stable BBB+ 

BBB Stable BBB+ 
888 Stable EBB+ 
888- Stable 888- 
B B L  Stable BBB- 
888- Stable BBB 

PSEG Energy Holdings LLC BB+ Stable 
Midwert Genm?ration. LLC BB Stable 

At Segment Median Rating 
Ediron Mission Energy 88- Stable 
Mission Energly Hoidinq LO. BB- Stable 

BB 
BBB- 

BB- 
BB- 

Below Segment Median Rat ing 
AES Corporation 
Mirant Americas Generation, LLC 
Mirant Corp. 
Mirant Mid-Alilantic LLC 
Mirant North America. LLC 
Dyneqy Holdings. b c .  
Dynegy Inc. 
NRG Energy, Inc. 
Reliant Energy, IIX. 
Texas Compt i t ive Electric Holdings 

8- 
B+ 
B t  
B+ 
B t  
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

Stable BB 
Stable B 
Stable NR 
Stable 881 
Stable BB- 
Stable B+ 
Stable NR 
RWE B+ 
Negative B t  
Stable 8- 

NR - Not rate,d. RWN - Rating Watch Negative. RWE - Rating Watch Evolving. Note: Bold indicates Senior Secured. 
Source: Filch. 
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FitchRatinps 
KNOW YOUR RiSK Corporates 

Public Power Companies 

Company Name Rating O u t l w k  Senior Ratins 
Retai l  merit -Above Median (A+) 
Chelan Cwnty Public Util i ty MrtriR No. 1 (Wash.) 
Sa" Antonio (Texas) (CPS Energy) 
ChattaMoga - Electric Power Board (Tenn. ) 
Grant County Public Utility District No. 2 (Wash.) - Electnc System 
Lincoln (Neb.)- Electric System 
Memphis (Tenn.) - Memphis Light. Gar h Water 
Narhvllle ITenn.) -Electric System 
Omaha Public Power District (Neb.) 
Orlando Util i tier Commirrion IFla.) 
Springfield ihb.) -City Utilities (Electric) 
S I .  Cloud (Fl&- Util ity System 
Anaheim Public Utilities Department (Calif.) 
Austin Energy (Texas) 
Hydro-Quebec 
Imperial Irrigation District (Calif.) 
JEA ( F h -  Electric 
Lo% bngeles DepaRment of Water and Power (Calif.) 
New Braunfelr Utilities (Texas) 
Pasadena (Calif.) - Water and Power Department 
Pedernsler Electric Cwperative, Inc. (Texas) 
Riverside Public Utilities (Calif.) 
Rochester Public Utilities (Minn.) 
Tallahassee (Fla.) - Energy System 

Retai l  Segment - A t  Median Rating 
Anchorage Municipal Llght h Power (Alarka) 
Bryan. Texas Uti l i t ie i  
California Department of Water Resources 
Dover (Del.) 
Eugene Water and Electric Board (Ore.) 
Farmington (N.M.) Util i ty System 
Garland Pow,er h Light (Texas) 
Glendale (Ca%f.)-Water and Poww 
Kansas City (Kan.) - Board of Public Utilities 
Kerm.lle Public Util i ty b a r d  (Texas) 
Lakeland Energy system (Fla.) 
Modesto irng,atiOn District (Calif.) 
M ~ x a t i ~ e  P w e r  6 Water (Iowa) 
ROsWille Electric System (Calif.) 
Snohomirh Cwnty Public Util i ty DiLnEt NO. 7 (Wash.) 
Tacoma Power (Warh.) 
Turlock Irrigation District (Calif.) 

Retai l  Segmsent -Below Median Rating 
Benton County Public Util i ty District NO. 7 (Wash.) 
Brownrville Public Util i ty Board (Texas) 
Bryan, Rural Elearic 
Florerville Wexar) ~ Electric Light and Power System 
Gallup iN.M.)-Utility System 
Grays Harbor Cwnty Public Wllity District NO. 1 (Wash.) 
Kiuimmee utility Authority (Fla.) 
Overton Power Mrtr ict  No. 5 (NV) 
Sacramento Munidpal Util i ty District (Calif.) 
Silicon Vallr, Power (Calif.) 
Vero Beach IFla.) 
Winter Park (Ra.) 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Pmilive 
Negative 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

Stable 
Stable 
Positive 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

M* 
AA* 
AA 
M 
AA 
AA 
Ab 
Ab 
AA 
AA 
AA 
M- 
M- 
M- 
M- 
M- 
M- 
AA- 
AA- 
AA- 
AA- 
AA- 
Ab- 

A+ 
A+ 
A+ 
A+ 
A+ 
A+ 
A* 
A* 
A+ 
A+ 
A+ 
A+ 
A+ 
A. 
A*  
A. 
A* 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
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Corporates 

Public Power Companies (Continued) 
Company Name 

Retal l  Segment - Below Median Ratinc (Continued) . 
Alameda Power FI Telecom (Calli.) 
Batavr.3 (IIi.) - Electric Util i ty 
00erne Uulity System (Texas) 
Chugach IElectriC Assxiation, Inc. (Aiarha) 
Cowi iu  CO Public Utility Diitrict 
Fort Pierce Utilities (Fla.) 
Long Idaild Power Authority (N.Y.) 
Lor Alamx Caunty (N.M.1-Utility System 
Pend Oreille County M i i c  Util ity Dirtrict No. 1 IWarh.1 
Reedy Cn?& lmptovement Disttict (Fla.) 
Pwrto Rim Electric Power Authority 
Seguin (Texas) 
b i l e  Kuna Irrigation DistriR (ID) 
Leerburg IFla.l-Electric System 
Lodi iCai11.)- Electric Ut i l i ty  
Lubbock IPower 6 Light (Texas) 
Virgin lr l i~ndr Water 6 Power Authority 
Vermont ILlecfric Cooperative Inc 
Guam Power Authonly 

Wholeralle Segment - Above Median (A) 
Tennerrei? Valley Authotity 
Asmiated Electric Cooperative 1%. (Mo) 
Grant Calnty Public Util i ty District NO. 2 (Wash.) - Hydro Projects 
New York Power Authority 
Platte River Power Authority (Coio.) 
South Carolina Public Service Authority (Santee Cooper) 
Basin Electtic Power Cooperative 
Energy HiRhwert (Wash) - Bonnwii le Power Agency 
lotermau~ltain Power Agency (Utah) 
Western I f l n ~ l o t a  Municipal Power Agency 
Arhanm Electric Cooperative Corp. 
8ockeye Power, Inc. (Ohio) 
Connecticut Municipal Electric Energy Cooperative 
Florida Municipal Power Authority - All Requirements Project 
Florida Mimidpal Power Authotity - Stanton I 
Florida Mlmcipal Power Authority - Stanton I1 
Florida hhiniCiPa1 Power Authonty - Tn-City Project 
lilinoil Minitipal Electric Agency 
Indiana Municipal Power Agency 
Lower Colorado River Authority (Texas) 
M-S-R PUtdiC Power Agency (Calif.) 
Municipal Electric Authority at Georgia (CCICT Proj) 
Municipal E k t r i c  Authority of Gwrqia (General Res) 
Municipal Electric Authority of Geoqia iProject One) 
Municipal Electric Authority bf Georqia (Telecom) 
Nebraska Public Power District 
Walnut E r e w  Center A u t h d t y  (Calif.) 
Wliconrin Public Power 1%. 

Wholesale Segment - A t  Median Rating 
American Municipal Power-OH Underlying Rating 
American Municipal Power-lnc. - Joint Venture NO. 5 
MIP-Ohio's Prairie State Prqect 
Bralor Eltcttic Power Cooperative, IK. (Texas) 
Florida Minicipal Power Authority - S I .  LUCW Prqect 
Grand River Darn Authority (Ohla.) 

Rating O u t l w k  Senior Rating 

Stabte 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Negative 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Positive 
Stable 
Stable 
Slabie 
PUI l l iW 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Positive 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Slabie 
Stabie 
Stabie 
Stabie 
Stabie 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

Note: Public pmrer entitier are not airlgned issuer default ratings. Confinued on next pose. 
Source: Fivh. 

A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
000- 
880+ 
00B* 
008* 
880 
808- 
00. 

A M  
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M- 
M- 
M- 
M- 
A+ 
A+ 
A+ 
A* 
A. 
A* 
A* 
A* 
A+ 
A. 
A. 
A+ 
A+ 
A* 
A t  
A+ 
A* 
A+ 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
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Corporates FitchRatines 
KWOW YOUR RISK CI 

Public Power Companies (Continued) 
Company Niime 

Whoierale ‘Segment- A t  Median Rating (Continued) 
Masachuieth Municipal Wholesale Elec ( 0 .  (Nuclear Mix NO. 1 )  
Marrachureth Municipal Wholesale Eiec Co. (Project 3) 
Marrschwetts Municipal Wholesale Elec Co. (Project 4) 
M a i s a c h w t h  Municipal Wholesale Elec Co. (Project 5) 
Massachusetts Municipal Whalerale Eiec Ca. (Project 6)  
Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Elec Co. (Stoney Brook Intermediate) 
Massachuielh Municipal Wholesale Elec Co. (Wyman) 
Mirraui  Joint Municipal Electric Util i ty Commission (latan 2 Project) 
Municipal Erergy Agency of Nebraska 
North Card im Muoicipal Power Agency No. 1 
Northern California Power Authority - Geothermal Project 
Northern California Power Authority ~ Hydrwlectric Project 
@lethome IPower Co. IGa.) 
Wethorp I’ower Co. (Ga.) - Scherer Facilities 
Old Emminion Electric C w p r a t i v e  (Va.) 
Texas Municipal Power Agency 
Td-State Generation h Tranrmir$ion eirraiation, Inc. (Colo.) 

Whoierale Leegment - Below Median Rating 
American Mimicipal Power-lnc. - Joiot Venture NO. 2 
Central lowit Power Cooperative 
Delaware Mmit ipal Electric Cooperative 
Energy NoRI~west (Wash.) - Wind Project 
Golden Spread Electric Cooperative. Inc. (Texas) 
Great River Energy (Minn.) 
Mirrouri Joint Municipal Electric Util i ty Commission (Plum Point Project) 
Misyxmri Joint Municipal Ekc tdc  Util i ty Commission (Prairie State Project) 
Northern Illinois Municipal Power Agency 
South Texas Electric Cooprative 
Western Farmers Electric Cooperative (Ohla.) 
Central Valky Financing Authority (Calif.) 
North Carolina Eastern Municipal Power Agency 
Piedmont Minicipai Power Agency (S.C.) 
PowerSouth Energy Cwperative, ioc. ( f i h l a  Alabama Elec Coop1 
Sacramento Cogeneration Authority 1Calll.J ~ PhG Project 
Sacramento Power Authority (Calif.) -Campbell Project 
Sacramento Municipal Uti l i ty DEtnct Financing Authority 

Sam Rayburin Municipal Power Agency (Texas) 

Combined EleEfriC and Water  Ut i l i t y  Systems 
Coiorado Springs Ut i  I ier 
Austin Combined Util ity System (Texas) 
Concord (N.C.) Utilities System 
Greer (S.C.) -Canmission of Public Works 
Jacksonville Beach (Ra.) - Combined Util i ty System 
&ala In?‘.) 
Other  
Florida Gas Utility 
JEA (Fla.)--Water h Sewer 
Omaha Metropolitan Utilities District (Neb.) 
Springfield ,IMo.J-City Utilities (Water) 
American Municipal Power-Ohio. In<. Purchase Rev5 
Austin Water and Wastewater System (Texas) 
Central Mains Enwgy Project (Neb.), Project NO. 1 
Georgia Transmission Corporation 
lndiam Bond Bank Special Proqram 
Main Sweet Natural Gar, Inc. (Ga.) (Series 2W6A) 

(Calif.)--Corumwr Project 

Rating Outlooh Senior Rating 

Stabie 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stabie 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stabie 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

POIltlW 
Stable 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
RWN 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
A- 
BBBt 
BBB+ 
BEB- 
BBB- 
BBE* 
BBBr 

BBB 
BBE- 

AA 
M- 
Ab- 
A+ 
A* 
A+ 

M 
M 
AA 
AA 
M- 
AA- 
AA- 
AA- 
AA- 
M- 

RWN - Rating Watch Negative. Nole: Public mer entitier are mt assigned issuer default ratings. Cont inwdm next wge. 
Soyme: Fitcli. 
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FitchRatings 
KNOW YOUR RISK Corporates 

Public Power Companies (Continued) 
Rating O u t i w k  Senior Rating Company Name 

Other (Continued) 
Municipd Enf?rgy Acquisition Agency Corp. (TN) Stable M- 
Richmond (Vi+.) Stable M- 
SA Energy Acqurit ion Public Facility C o m a t i o n  Stable A,- 
Southern California Public Power Authority (SCPPA) Mead Adelanto P r o j K t  
Southern California Public Power Authority (KPPA) Mead PhDenix Project 
Tennessee Energy Acquirition Corpwation (Series 2W6A) Stable M- 
Tennerree Energy Acquisition Copca t ion  ISerier 2006C) Stable A,- 
Lonq Beach Band Finance Authority Prepay RWE A* 
Long Beach Gar Util ity (Calif.) PDIlt lVP A* 
Lower Coiorado River Authority (Texas) ~ Tianrrnlrrion Servi~es Corp. Stable A. 
Main street r iaturd car. IOL. i ~ a . )  (sener 2 0 ~ 0 1  RWE A* 
Main Street Ilaturai Gar, 1°C. (Ga.) (Series ZOO7A) RWE A* 
Main Street Platuriti Gar. Inc. (Ga.) (Series 2W8A) Negative A. 
Municipal Gas Authority of Georqia (Agency) Stable A* 
Municipal Gas Authority of Georgia (Gas Portfolio) Stable A+ 
Public Authoiity for Colorado Energy (CSU Prepay) RWE A+ 
Public Gar Piutnwr (GA) P w l 2  Stable A+ 
Rosevilie Natural Gar Finance Authority (Calif.) RWE A+ 
Tranrmirrion Agency of  Northern California Stable A+ 
lndianapolir'rhermal Energy system (Ind.) Stable A 
National Ruriil Utilities C w p r a t i v e  Finance Corp. IVa.) Positive A 
Natural Gar Acquisition Corp. (Clarksvilie. TN) RWE A 
Northern California Gas Authority No. 1 Stable A 
Public Gas PiiRnerr (GA) P w i  3 Stable A 
Swthern California Public Power Authority - Natural Gar Project Stable A 
Southmost Regional Water Authority (Brownsvilie, Texar) Stable A 
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Gar Works Stable BBB 

Stable 
Stable 

M- 
M- 

RWE ~ Rating Watch Evolvhg. Note: Public p w e r  entities are not a3signed l r~uer  default ratings. Continued on nexI p q e .  
Source: Fifch. 
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Regulated Electric and Gas 
Uti I i t ies 
Summary 
This rating methodology provides guidance on Moody’s approach to assigning 
credit ratings lo electric and gas utility companies worldwide whose credit profile is 
influenced to a large degree by the presence of regulation. It replaces the Global 
Regulated Electric Utilities methodology published in March 2005 and the North 
American Regulated Gas Distribution Industry (Local Distribution Companies) 
methodology published in October 2006. While reflecting similar core principles as 
these previous methodologies, this updated framewok incorporates refinements 
that bener reflect the changing dynamics ofthe regulated electric and gas industry 
and the way Moody’s applies its industry methodologies. 

The goal of this rating methodology is to assist investors. issuers. and other 
interested parties in understanding how Moody’s arives at company-specific 
ratings, what factors we consider most important for this sector, and how these 
factors map lo specific rating outcomes. Our objective is for users of this 
methodology to be able lo  estimate a company’s ratings (senior unsecured ratings 
for investment-grade issuers and Corporate Family Ratings for speculative-grade 
issuers) within two alpha-numeric rating notches. 

Regulated electric and gas companies are a diverse universe in terms of business 
model (ranging from vertically integrated lo  unbundled generation. transmission 
andlor distribution entities) and regulatory environment (ranging from stable and 
predictable regulatory regimes to those that are less developed or undergoing 
signiflcant change). In seeking lo differentiate credit risk among the companies in 
this sector, Moody’s analysis focuses on four key rating factors that are central to 
the assignment of ratings for companies in the Sector. The four key rating factors 
encompass nine specific elements (or sub-factors), each of which map lo specific 
letter ralings (see Appendix A) The four factors are as foliows 

1. Regulatory Framework 
2. Ability to Recover Costs and Earn Returns 
3. Diversification 
4. Financial Strength and liquidity 

Infrastructure Finance 
(Continued on backpage) 

Moody‘s Investors Service 
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Regulated Electric and Gas iltilities 

This methodology pertains to regulated electric and gas utilities and excludes regulated electrlc and gas 
networks (companies Primarily engaged in the transmission andlor distribution of electricity andlor natural gas 
that do not serve retail customers) and unregulated utilities and power companies. which are covered by 
separate rating methodologies. Municipal utilities and electric cooperatives are also excluded and covered by 
separate rating methodologies. 

In Appendix A of this methodology. we have included a detailed rating grid for the companies covered by the 
methodology. For each company. the grid maps each of these key rating factors and shows an indicated 
alpha-numeric rating based oln the results from the overall combination of the factors (see Appendix 8).  We 
note, however, that many companies will not match each dimension of the analytical framework laid out in the 
rating grid exactly and that fromm time to time a company's performance on a particular rating factor may fall 
outside the expected range far a company at its rating level. These companies are categorized as "outliers" 
for that rating factor. We discuss some of the reasons for these outliers in this methodologv as well as in 
published credit opinions and other company-specific analysis. 

The purpose of the rating grid is to provide a reference tool that can be used to approximate credit profiles 
within the regulated electric and gas Utility sector. The grid provides summarized guidance on the factors that 
are generally most important in assigning ratings to the sector. While the factors and sub-factors within the 
grid are designed to capture the fundamental rating drivers for the sector. this grid does not include every 
rating consideration and does not fit every business model equally. Therefore, we ouUine additional 
considerations that may be appropriate to apply in addilion to the four rating factors. Moody's also assesses 
other rating factors that are common across all industries, such as event risk, off-balance sheet risk, legal 
structure. corporate governance, and management experience and credibility. Furthermore, most of our sub- 
factor mapping uses historical financial results to illustrate the grid while our ratings also consider forward 
looking expectations. As sucli. the grid-indicated rating is not expected to always match the actual rating of 
each company. The text of thle rating meIhodology provides insights on the key rating considerations that are 
not represented in the grid, as well as the circumstances in which the rating eflect for a factor might be 
significantly different from the weight indicated in the grid. 

Readers should a h  note that this methodology does not attempt to provide an exhaustive list of every factor 
that can be relevant to a utility's ratings. For example, our analysis covers factors that are common across all 
industries (such as coverage lmetrics. debt leverage, and liquidity) as well as factors that can be meaningful on 
a company or industry specific basis (such as regulation, capital expenditure needs, or carbon exposure). 

This publication includes the following sections: - About the Rated Uniiverse: An overview of the regulated electric and gas industries 

About the Rating Methodology: A description of our rating methodology, including a detailed 
explanation of each of the key factors that drive ratings 

Assumptions and Limitations: Comments on the rating methodology's assumptions and limitations. 
including a discussion of other rating considerations that are not included in the grid 

m 

In the appendices, we also pmvide tables that illustrate the application of the methodology grid to 30 
representative electric and gas utility companies with explanatory comments on some of the more significant 
differences between the grid-implied rating and our actual rating (Appendix C). We also provide definitions of 
key ratios (Appendix D). an industry overview (Appendix E) and a discussion of the key issues facing the 
industry over the intermediate term (Appendix F) and regional considerations (Appendix G). 

About the Rated Universe 
The rating methodology covers investor-owned and commercially oriented government owned companies 
worldwide that are engaged in the production, transmission, distribution andlor sale of electricity andlor natural 
gas. It covers a wide variety of companies active in the sector, including vertically integrated utilities, 
transmission and distribution Immpanies. some US. transmission-only companies. and local gas distribution 
companies (LDCs). For the LDCs. we note that this methodology is concerned principally with operating 
utilities regulated by their local jurisdictions and not with gas companies that have significant "on-utility 
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businesses'. In addition. this, methodology includes both holding companies as well as operating companies. 
For holding companies, actusil ratings may be lower than methodology grid-implied ratings due to the structural 
subordination of the holding wmpany debt to the operating company debt. In order for a utility lo be covered 
by this methodology, the company must be an investor-owned or commercially oriented government owned 
entity and be subject to some degree of government regulation or oversight. This methodology excludes 
regulated electric and gas ne'borks, electric generating companies' and independent power producers 
operating predominantly in uriregulated power markets, municipally owned utilities. electric cooperative 
utilities, and power projects, which are covered in separate rating methodologies. 

The rated universe includes approximately 250 entities that are either utility operatmg companies or a parent 
holding cmpany with one M more utility wmpany subsidiaries that operate predominantly in the electric and gas 
utility business. They acwunt for about US5650 billion of tdal outstanding long-term debt instruments. In 
general, ratings used in this methodology are the Senior Unsecured ('Sv') rating for investment grade 
companies. the Corporate Family Rating ('CFR") for non-investment grade companies. and the Baseline Credit 
Assessment ("BCA") for Government Related Issuers (GRI). A subset of 30 of these entities is included in the 
methodology, representing a sampling of the universe to which this methodology applies. 

Geographically, this methodology covers companies in the Americas. Europe, Middle East, Africa, Japan, and 
the AsidPacific region. The ratings spectrum for the Sector ranges from Aaa to 83, with h e  actual rating 
distribution of the issuers incliJded (both holding companies and operating companies) shown on the following 
table: 

Electric Utilities' Senior Unsecured Ratings Distribution 
60 

Although all of these companies are affected to some degree by government regulation or oversight, country- 
by-country regulatory differences and cultural and economic characteristics are also important credit 
considerations. There is little consistency in the approach and application of regulatory frameworks around 
the world. Some regulatwy Brameworks are highly supportive of the Utilities in their jurisdictions, in some 
cases offering implied sovereign support to ensure reliability of electric supply. Other regulatory frameworks 
are less supportive. more unpredictable or affected by political influence that can increase uncertainty and 
negatively affect overall credit quality. 

I 
! 

~ 

! 
! 

I 

i 
! 
i 
j 

i 
I 

i i 
1 

' These companies are assessed under the rating memodology "North American Diversified Natural Gas Transmission and Dlslrtbution companies". I 
March 2007. 
The six Korean generation cwnpanies are included in lhis methodology as they are subject to regulation and MWdy'S views them and their 100% parent 
and sole off-laker KEPCO on a mnsolidaled basis. The Brazilian generation cmpanies are included as they are also $Ubi& to requialow interyention. I 
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About this Rating Methodology 
Moody's approach IO rating companies in the regulated electric and gas utility sector. as aulined in this iating 
methodology. incorporates ths? following steps: 

1. Identification of the Key Rating Factors 

In general, Moody's rating wnimittees for the regulated elecbic and gas utility sector focus on a number of key 
rating factors which we identify and quantify in this methodology. A change in one or more of these factors. 
depending on its weighting. is likely to influence a utility's overall business and financial risk. We have identified 
the following four key rating factors and nine sub-factors when assigning ratings to regulated electric and gas 
utility issuers: 

Rating Factor / Sub-Factor Weighting - Regulated Utilities 

2 5 '  

25% 

Diversification 10% Market Position SY 
Generation and Fuel Diversity 5%" 

Financial Strength, 40% Liquidity 10% 

CFO pre-WC + Interest/ Interest 7.5% 

CFO pre-WC / Debt 7.5% 

CFO pre-WC ~ Dividends / Debt 

DebtlCapitalization or Debt I Requlated Asset Value 

Liquidity and Key 
Financial Metncs 

7.5% 

7.5% 

These factors are critical to the analysis of regulated electric and gas utilities and, cn most cases. can be 
benchmarked across the industry. The discussion begins with a review of each factor and an explanation of 
its importance to the rating. 

2. Measurement of the Key Rating Factors 

We next explain the elements we consider and the metrics we use to measure relative performance on each of 
the four factors. Some of these measures are quantitative in nature and can be specifically defined. However. 
for other factors, qualitative judgment or observation is necessary to determine the appropriate rating category. 

Moody's ratings are forward looking and attempt to rate through the industry's characteristic volatility, which 
can be caused by weather variations. fuel or commodity price changes. cost deferrals. or reasonable delays in 
regulatory recovery. The ratiiig process also makes extensive use of historic financial statements. Historic 
results help us understand the pattern of a utility's financial and operating performance and how a utility 
Compares to its peers. While rating committees and the rating process use both historical and projected 
financial results. this document makes use only of historic data, and does so solely for illustrative purposes. 
All financial measures incorporate Moody's standard adjustments to inwme statement. cash flow statement. 
and balance sheet amounts for (among other things) underfunded pension obligations and operating leases. 

3. Mapping Factors to Rating Categories 

After identifying the measurement criteria for each factor. we match the performance of each factor and sub- 
factor to one of Moody's broad rating categories (Aaa. Aa. A. Baa, Ea, and B). In this report. we provide a 
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range or description far each (01 the measurement criteria. For example, we spec 
plus lnterestllnterest is generally acceptable for an A credit versus a Baa credit. etc. 

what lwei  of CFO pre-WC 

4. Mapping Issuers to the Grid and Discussion of Grid Outliers -. 

For each factor and sub-factor. we provide a table showing how a subset of the companies covered by the 
methodology maps within the specific factors and sub-factors. We recognize that any given company may 
perform higher or lower on a given factor than its actual rating level will otherwise indicate. These companies 
are identified as "outliers" forthat factor. A company whose performance is two or more broad rating 
categories higher than its rating is deemed a positive outlier for that factor. A company whose performance is 
two or more broad rating categories below is deemed a negative outlier. We also discuss Ihe general reasons 
for such outliers for each factor. 

5 .  Discussion of Assumptions, Limitations and Other Rating 
_ _ _ ~  Considerations _________ 

This section discusses limitations in the use of the grid to map against actual ratings as well as limitations and 
key assumptions lhat pertain It0 the overall rating methodology. 

6. Determining the Overall Grid-Indicated Rating 

To determine the overall rating, each ofthe factors and sub-factors is converted into a numeric value based on 
the following scale: 

Ratings Scale 

1 1 4 I 

Each subl;i~lur s numer c va1L.e 1s m u  plied b, an ass qneo v.t!rqril and lrirn s.mmt.d to prodxu a cotnpu> ie 
weighlrd-averagr score. The lotal sun  of the faclurs 6 inen mapimi to lhe ranges spcc#fm n the table beluv. 
and the inoir.ated alphit-ndmew rat ng s dclerm ned based on w w r e  Ine lolal store falls witlim the ranges. 

Factor Numerics 

h C 3  1.5 
Ad 1 1.5 2.5 

A\aZ 2.5 3.5 
Pia3 3.5 4.5 
A1 4.5 r 5.5 
A2 5.5 6.5 
A3 6.5 7.5 

Baal 7.5 < 8.5 
Baa2 8.5 9.5 
Baa3 9.5 ' 10.5 
Bal  10.5 < 11.5 

Ea2 11.5 s 12.5 

Ea3 12.5 < 13.5 

E1 13.5 < 14.5 
E2 14.5 < 15.5 
83 15.5 16.5 
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For example, an issuer with a composite weighting factor score of 8.2 would have a Baal grid-indicated rating. 
We use a similar procedure to derive the grid-indicated ratings in the tables embedded in the discussion of 
each of the four broad rating categories. 

The Key Rating Factors 
Moody's analysis of electric and gas utilities focuses on four broad factors: 

1. Regulatory Framework 
2. Ability10 Recover Costs and Earn Returns 
3. Diversification 
4. Financial Strength and Licluidity 

Rating Factor 1: Regulatory Framework (25%) 
~~ 

Why it Matters 

For a regulated utility, the predictability and suppolliveness of the regulatory framework in which it operates is 
a key credit consideration and the one that differentiates the industry from most other corporate sectors. The 
most direct and obvious way that regulation affects utility credit quality is through the establishment of prices or 
rates for the electricity, gas aind related services provided (revenue requirements) and by determining a return 
on a utility's investment. or shareholder return. The laner is largely addressed in Factor 2, Ability lo Recover 
Cost and Earn Returns, discussed below. However. in addillon to rate setting. there are numerous other less 
visible or more subtle ways that regulalory decisions can affect a utiI!ty's business position. These can mclude 
the regulators' atrility lo pre-approve recovery of investments for new generailon. transmission or dlstrlbutlon. 
to allow the inclusion of generation asset purchases in utility rate bases, to oversee and ultimately approve 
utility mergers and acquisitions; to approve fuel and purchased power recovery; and to institute or increase 
ring-fencing provisions. 

How We Measure I t  ifor the Grid 

For a regulated utility company, we consider the characteristics of the regulatory environment in which it 
operates. These include hour developed the regulatory framework is; its track record for predictability and 
stability in t e n s  of decision making; and the strength of the regulator's authority over utility regulatory issues. 
A utility operating in a stable. reliable, and highly predictable regulatory environment will be scored higher on 
this factor than a utility opera'ting in a regulatory environment that exhibits a high degree of uncertainty or 
unpredictability. Those utilities operating in a less developed regulatory framework or one that is characterized 
by a high degree of political ilitervention in the regulatory process will receive the lowest scores on this factor. 
Consideration is given lo the substance of any regulatory ring fencing provisions, including restrictions on 
dividends; restrictions on capital expenditures and investments; separate financing provisions: separate legal 
structures; and limits on the ability of the regulated entity lo support its parent company in times of financial 
distress. The criteria for each rating category are outlined in the factor description within the rating grid. 

For regulated electric utilities with some unregulated operations. consideration will be given lo  the competitive 
and business position of these unregulated operations'. Moody's views unregulated operations that have 
minimal or limited competition, large market shares, and statutorily protected monopoly positions as having 
substantially 18s risk than thlme with smaller market shares or in highly competitive environments. Those 
businesses with the latter characteristics usually face a higher likelihood of losing customers. revenues, or 
market share. For electric utilities with a significant amount of such unregulated operations, a lower score 
wuld be assigned to this factor than would be if the utility had solely regulated operations. 

Moody's views the regulatory risk of U.S. utilities as belng higher in most cases than that of utilities located in 
some other developed countries, including Japan. Australla. and Canada The difference in risk reliecis our 
view that individual state regulation is less predictable than national regulalton. a highly fragmented market in 
the U.S. results in stronger competition in wholesale power markets; U.S. fuel and power markets are more 

e For diversified gas companies, the "North Amencan Diversified Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution Company' rating methodoloqy is applled. 
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/iupportive of "tititie$. 
]Utility regulatory body 
' i s  a highly rated 
rovereign or strong 
independent replator 
with unquestioned 

Regulated Electric and Gas Utilities 

supportive of utilities. mmetimei less :way framework has 'way  the framework has unpredictable or 
Utility regulatory body supportive of utilities.  been applied, or 1 been applied. :adverse to utilities, 
Is a sovereign, sovereign Utility regulatory body framework i s  new and Regulatory environment Utility regulatory body 
agency, provincial. or may be a state unterted, but bared on i s  consistently lacks a consistent track 
independent regiltator Commirrion or well-developed and challenging and record or appears 
with authority over natimal, state, established precedents, politically charged. , unrupportive, 
mmt Utility requiation provincial or orb) junrdiction has There has been a uncertain, or highly 
that Is national in 
rcope. and transparent less supportive ,high nrk of 

indewndent regulator. history of independent history of difficult or :unpredictable. May be 

regulatory decidow, or ,nationalization or other regulation in other 

volatile; there is a low likelihood of extraordinary political action to support a failing company in the U.S.; 
holding company structures iirnit regulatory oversight: and overlapping or unclear regulatory jurisdictions 
characterize the U.S. market. As a result. no U.S. utilities, except for transmission companies subject to 
federal regulation. score higher than a single A in this factor. 

The scores forthis factor replace the classifications we had been using to assess a utility's regulatory 
framework, namely, Ihe Supportiveness of Regulatory Environmenl (SRE) framework. ouliined ~n our previous 
rating methodology (Global Regulated Electric Utilities. March 2005). which we are phasing out. Generally 
speaking, an SRE 1 score froin our previous methodology would roughly equate to Aaa or Aa ratings in this 
methodology; an SRE 2 score to A or high Baa: an SRE 3 score to low Baa or Ea. and an SRE 4 score lo a 6. 
For U.S. and Canadian LDCs. this factor corresponds to the 'Regulatory Support' and "Ring-fencing" factors in 
our previous methodology (North American Regulated Gas Distribution. October 2006). 

rectors. Regulatory 
environment may been or may be intervention in utility 
sometimer be 
rhatlenginq and political or leqirtative 

regulatory authority has 'riqnificant government 

challenged or eroded by operations or markets. 

Factor 1 - Regulatory Frame,work (25%) 
. .  
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rate increases or cost recovery. These statutory protections are most often found in strongly supportive and 
protected regulatory environments such as Japan, for example, where the utilities in that country receive a 
score of Aa for this factor. 

More typically. however, and as is characteristic of most utilities in the U.S.. the ability to recover costs and 
earn authorized returns is less. certain and subject to public and sometimes political scrutiny. Where automatic 
cost recovery or pass-through provisions exist and where there have been only limited instances of regulatory 
challenges or delays in cost rf!covery. a utility would likely receive a score of A for this factor. Where there 
may be a greater tendency for a regulator to challenge cost recovery or some history of regulators disallowing 
or delaying some costs. a utilily would likely receive a Baa rating for this factor. Where there are no automatic 
cost recovery provisions. a his,tory of unfavorable rate decisions, a politically charged regulatory environment. 
or a highly uncertain cost recovery environment. lower scores for this factor would apply. 

For regulated electric utilities that have some unregulated operations, we assess the likelihood that the utlllty 
will be able to pass on costs of its unregulated businesses to unregulaled Customers. Among the crileila we 
use to judge this factor includs the number and types of different businesses the company is in: its market 
share in these businesses; whether there are significant barriers to entry for new competitors; and the degree 
to which the utility is vertically integrated. Those utilities with several businesses with large market shares are 
generally in a better position to pass on their costs to unregulated customers. Those utilities that have lower 
market shares in their unregulated activities or are in businesses with few barriers to entry will likely be more at 
risk in passing on Costs, and tlius would receive lower scores. A high proportion of unregulated businesses or 
a higher risk of passing on costs to unregulated customers could result in a lower score for this factor than 
would apply if the business was completely regulated. 

For US. and Canadian LDCs, this factor addresses the "Sustainable Profitability' and "Regulatory Support" 
assessments in the previous L.DC rating methodology. While LDCs' authorized returns are comparable to 
those for their electnc counterparts. the smaller, more mature LDCs tend lo face less regulatory challenges 
Purchased Gas Adjustment mechanisms are the norm and they have made strides In implementing alternative 
rate designs that decouple revenues from volumes sold. 

Rate l ta r i f f  lorrriuln 
al lowI 

I unqwitioned full 
and timely Cost , recovery, with 
statutory pronnonr 
I" place to 
preclude any 
POssibillty of 
challenger torate 
tncrearer or C O I t  

recovery 
mechanisms 

hbilitv to Recover Costs and Earn Returns (25%)  

Rarrr!aifl io i i i iu la Ratei tar i f f  l e v  OWI R a t c l t a r i f f  ilivieiri 
generallv ill ow^ 18ill and cost recowry  and cost iecovely 
and timely cost o~tcomt ts  are fairly ~ outcomes are usually 
recovery. Fair predicta,ble (with ' predictable, although 
return an all j automatic fuel and ~ application of tariff 
invertmentr. ! purchav-d power ~ formula may be 
Minimal challeneer i recoven orovirionr in ~ reiativelv unclear or 

Ra t r , t a i l ' l  r c v i $ ~ i  i i l d  
(.os! recovery odtiomei 
are inconsistent. with 1 (cost rrcovely 
Tome history of Outcome$. RegUiatOR 
unfavorable regulatory may engage in 
decisions or ' second-guessing of 
unwitlinmess bv 1 roendine decisions or 

I:iffiiiiit or highly 
~ iunieitain rate and 

by regulators td ~ place &re ~ untested. Potentially ~ regulators to  make ~ deny rate increaser or 
companies' cost ' applicable), with a ~ greater tendency for timely rate changer to cost recovery needed 
arrumptionr; generally fair retwn regulatory address market by utilities to fund 
consistent track on investments. intervention. or ~ o l a t i l i t y  or hiqher fuel ongoing apeiationr. or 
record of meeting Limited instances of create, disallowance or ourchased oower hieh likelihood 01 
efficiency tertr. regulatriry rhatlenqer; 

although efficiency 
tests may be more 
challen!:ing; limited 
delays to rate M tariff 

~ 1"creaWI or cost i reC0"ePI. 

~ 

. ~ 

puiiticnlly inotivated 
interterrnCe ~n the 
ia!e/Ianlf rewew 
procerr. 

Tariff formula may 
not ewer return on 
invertmentr, only 
cash operating costs 
may be remunerated. 

ANDIOR 

. .. ~. ~ ~~ ~ 
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Rating Factor 3 - Diversification (l0V0) 

W h y  It Matters 
Diversification of overall business operations helps lo mitigate the risk that any one part of the company will 
have a severe negative impact on cash flow and credit quality. In general, a balance among several different 
businesses, geographic regions. regulatory regimes, generating plants, or fuel sources will diminish 
concentration risk and reduce the risk that a company will experience a sudden or rapid delerioration in its 
overall creditworthiness because of an adverse development specific lo any one part of its operations. 

How W e  Measure I t  For the Grid 
For transmission and distribution utilities. local gas distribution companies. and other companies without 
significant generation. the key criterion we use is the diversity of their operations among various markets, 
geographic regions or regulatory regimes. For these Utilities, the first set of vileria. labeled market 
diversification. affmnt for the full 10% weighting for this factor. A predominately T&D utility with a high 
degree Of diversification in terms of market andlor regulatory regime is less likely to be affected by adverse or 
unexpected developments in any one of these markets or regimes, and thus will receive the highest scores for 
this factor. Smaller T8D utilities operating in a limited market area or under the jurisdiction of a single 
regulatory regime will score io'#er on the factor. with those that are concentrated in an emerging market or 
riskier environment receiving the lowest scores. 

For vertically integrated utilitieis with generation. the diversification factor is broadened to include not only the 
criteria discussed above, but allso takes into Consideration the diversity of their generating assets and the type 
of fuel sources which they rely on. An additional but somewhat related consideration is the degree to which 
the utility is exposed to (or insdated from) commodity price changes. A utility with a highly diversifled neet of 
generating assets using different types of fuels is generally better able to withstand change:; in the price of a 
particular fuel or additional costs required for particular assets, such as more stringent environmental 
compliance requirements. and thus would receive a higher rating for this sub-factor. Those utiiities with more 
limited diversification or that ale more reliant on a single type of generation and fuel source (measured by 
energy produced) will be scored lower on this sub-factor. Similarly, those utilities with a high reliance on coal 
and other carbon emitting geni:rating resources will be scored lower on this factor due to their vulnerability to 
potential carban regulations and accompanying carbon costs. 

Generally. only the largest vertically integrated utilities or transmission companies with substantial operations 
that are multinational or national in scope. or whose operations encompass a substantial region within a single 
country, will receive scores in the highest Aaa or Aa categories for this factor. In the U S ,  most of the largest 
multi-state or multi-regional utilities are scored in the A category. most of the larger single slate utilities are 
scored Baa, and smaller Utilities operating in a single state or within a single city are scared Ba. A utility may 
also be scored higher if it is a combination electric and gas utility, which enhances diversification. 

The diversification factor was not included in the previous North American LDC methodology. Most LDCs are 
small and tend to have little geographic and regulatory diversity. However, they tend to be highly stable due lo 
their customer base and margins that comprise primarily of a large number of residential and small commercial 
customers that are captive to the utility. This customer composition tends to result in a more stable operating 
performance than those that have concentrations in certain industrial customers that are prone to cyclicality or 
to bypassing the LDC to obtairi gas directly from a pipeline. Pure LDCs are scored under the "Market Position' 
sub-factor for a full 100% under this factor. As with transmission and distribution utilities, no scores are given 
for "FuellGeneration Diversification" as this sub-fador would not be applicable. 
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Why I t  Matters 
Since most electric and gas ul.ilities are highly capital intensive. financial strength and liquidity are key credit 
factors supporting their long-term viability. Financial strength and liquidity are also important to the 
maintenance of good relationships with regulators. to assure adequate regulatory responsiveness to rate 
increase requests and for cost recovery, and to avoid the need for sudden or unexpected rate increases to 
avoid financial problems. Financial strength is also important due to the ongoing need lo invest in generation. 
lransmission, and distribution assets that often require substantial amounts of debt financing. Utilities are 
among the largest debt issuers in the world and lypically require consistent access to the capital markets to 
assure adequate sources of funding and to maintain financial flexibility. 

Although ratio analysis is a helpful way of campanng one company's performance to that of another, no singie 
financial ratio can adequately convey the relative credit strenglh of these highly diverse companies The 
relative strength of a company's financial ralios must take into consideration the level of business risk 
associated with the more qualitative fadars in the methodology. Companies with a lower business risk can 
have weaker credit metrics thsn those with higher business risk for ihe same rating caiegory 
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Given the long-term nature of many of the capital intensive projects undertaken in the tndustry and the need to 
obtain regulatory recovery over an oflen multi-year time penod, it is mportant to analyze both a utility's 
historical financial performanc~s as well as its prospective future performance. which may be different from the 
historic measures. Scores under this factor may be higher or lower than what might be expected from 
historical results. depending 011 our view of expected future performance. 

How We Measure It For the Grid 

In addition to assigning a scorc? for a utility's overall liquidity position and relative access to funding sources 
and the capital markets. we have identified four key core ratios that we consider the most useful in the analysis 
of regulated electric and gas utilities. The four ratios are the following: 

* 

r 

= 

m 

Cash from Operations (CFO) pre-Working Capital Plus Interest1 Interest 

Cash from Operations (CFO) pre-Working Capital I Debt 

Cash from Operations (CFO) pre-Working Capital ~ Dividends I Debt 

DebVCapitalization or Debt I Regulated Asset Value (RAV) 

The use of Debt I Capitalization or Debt I Regulated Asset Value will depend largely on the regulatory regime 
in which the utility operates. as explained below. These credit metrics incorporate all of the Standard 
adjustments applied by Moody's when analyzing financial statements, including adjustments for certain types 
of off-balance sheet financings and certain other reclassifications in the inwme statement and cash flow 
statement. 

These cash flow based ratios replace the earnings based metrics in the previous "North American Local Gas 
Distribution Company" rating methodology. reducing the impact on the grid results from non-cash items. such 
as pension expense. 

The ratio calculations utilized and published for the companies covered by this methodology (including the 30 
representative electric and gas utility companies highlighted) are historical three-year averages for the years 
2006-2008. Three-year averages are used m part lo smooth out some 01 the year to year volatility in financial 
performance and financial statement ratios. 

Measuremenf Criteria 

Liquidity 

Liquidity analysis is a key element in the financial analysis of electric and gas utilities and encompasses a 
company's ability to generate ,cash from internal sources. as well as the availability of external Sources of 
financings to supplement thes,e internal sources. Sources of funds are wmpared to a wmpany's cash needs 
and other obligations over the next twelve months. The highest "Aaa" and 'Aa' swres under this subfactor 
would be assigned lo those utilities that are financially robust under all orvirtually all scenarios. with little to no 
need for external funding and with unquestioned or superior access to the capital markets. Most utilities, 
however. receive more moderate scores of between -A" and 'Baa" in this sub-factor as most need to rely to 
some degree on external funding sources to finance capital expenditures and meet other capital needs. Below 
investment grade scores on the subfactor are assigned to utilities with weak liquidity or those that rely heavily 
on debt lo finance investment!;. 

CFO pre-Working Capital Plius lnteresfflnterest or Cash Flow Interest Coverage 

The cash flow interest coverage ratio is a basic measure of a utility's ability to wver the cost of its borrowed 
capital and is an important anslytical twl in this highly capital intensive industry. The numerator in the ratio 
calculation is a measure of cash flow excluding working capital movements plus interest expense, which can 
vary in signmcance dependin51 on the utility. The use of CFO pre-WC is more wmprehenslve than Funds from 
Operations (FFO) under U.S. Generally Accepted Acwunting Principles (GAAP) Since it also captures the 
changes in long-term regulatory assets and liabilities. However. under International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS), the two measures are essentially the same. The denominator in the ratio calculation is 
interest expense. which incorporates our standard adjustments to interest expense. such as including 
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capitalized interest and re-classifying the interest component of operating lease rental expense. In Brazil, the 
cash interest amount is adjusled by the variation of non-cash financial expenses derived from foreign 
exchange and inflation denominated debt. 

CFO pre-Working Capital I Debt 

This metric measures the casll generating ability of a utility compared to the aggregate level of debt on the 
balance sheet. This ratio is u!ieful in comparing utilities, many of which maintain a significant amount of 
leverage in their capital structllre. The debt calculation takes into consideration Moody's standard adjustments 
to balance sheet debt, such a!; for Operating leases. underfunded pension liabilities. basket-adjusted hybrids. 
guarantees. and other debt-like items. 

CFO preworking Capital - Ilividends I Debt 

This ratio is a measure of finalxial leverage as well as an indicator of the strength of a utility's cash flow after 
dividend payments are made. Dividend obligations of utilities are often substantial and can affect the ability of 
a utility to cover its debt obliga8tions. The higher the level of retained cash flow relative to a utility's debt, the 
more cash the utility has to support its capital expenditure program. Moody's expects that even the financially 
strongest utilities uvlll need to issue debt on a regular basis to maintain a target capital structure if their asset 
bases are growing. If a utility with an expanding asset base funds all of its capital expenditures with internally 
generated cash flow then, in the extreme, the utility's debt to capitalization will trend toward zero. 

DebffCapitalization or Debffliegulated Asset Value or RAV 

This ratio is a traditional measure of leverage and can be a useful way to gauge a utility's overall financial 
flexibility in light of its overall debt load. High debt to capitalization levels are not only an indicator 01 higher 
interest obligalions. but can also limit the ability of a utility to raise additional financing if needed and can lead 
to leverage covenant violations in bank credit facilities or other financing agreements. The denominator of the 
debt I capitalization ratio includes Moody's standard adjustments, the most important of which lor Some utilities 
is the inclusion of deferred taxes in capitalization. which tempers the impact of our debt adjustment. 

While debtlcapitalization is w ? d  predominantly in the Americas, other regions may use a variation of this ratio, 
namely, debtlregulated asset >value or RAV ratio. The regulated asset base is comprised of the physical 
assets that are used to provido regulated distribution services and the RAV represents Ihe ,value on which the 
utility is permitted lo  earn a relum. RAV can be calculated in various ways. using different rules that can be 
revised periodically, dependinla on the regulatory regime. Where RAV is calculated using consistent rules (i.e. 
Australia and Japan), debWRAV is viewed as superior to debt I capitalization as a credit measure and will be 
used for vlis sub-factor. Where RAV does not exist (i.e. North America and most Asian countries) or the 
method of calculation is subject to arbitrary or unpredictable revisions, we use debWcapilalization. 
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Liquidity 

il,li,,l~i,:lW" 1 "'a""lally t l . l d , , i l l l l y  
robu5t tinder a l l  inbust iiiidel rrrolli: under 
s ~ e n a r i o ~  with virtually a l l  most K e l i a r l O I  

funding, for external external 

no need far ~cenarios with with some 
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unquestioned ~ funding, funding, solid 
access to the , ruperior access I access to the 
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and excellent ~ markets, and markets, and 
liquidity. ~ very strong 1 strong liquidity. 

capital 

! 
~ 

: liquidity. 
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CFO pre~WC I 
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normally 
secured and 
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or m w e  
cover,antr. 

' 1 . 5 x  

CFO pre-WCi 
Debt ' , 40% 30% -40% ! 22% - 30% 1 3 % ~ 2 2 %  5 % -  13% 

~ 4- _______f.__ _- 
I I 

, 
~ CFO we-WC - ~ 
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I Dividends/ 
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i Debt/ 
- . _ ~  > 35% 25% - 35% 17% 25% I 9 % - 1 7 %  I 0 % - 9 %  0% 

65% 
> 90% 
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7 5% , 

7.5% I 

~_ 
7 5% 75% I 

Rating Methodology Assumptions and Limitations, and 
other Rating Considerations 
The rating methodology grid incorporates a trade-off between simplicity that enhances transparency and 
greater complexity that would enable the grid lo  map more closely to actual ralings. The four ratlng factors in 
the grid do not constitute an exhaustive treatment of all of the considerations that are important for ratings of 
companies in the regulated electric and gas utility sector. In addition. our ratings incorporate expectations for 
future periormance. while the financial information that is used to illustrate the mapping in Ihe grid is mainly 
historical. In some cases, our expectations for future performance may be impacted by confidential information 
that we cannot publish. In other cases. we estimate future results based upon past performance. industry 
trends, and other factors. In either case, we acknowledge that estimating future performance is subject to the 
risk of substantial inaccuracy. 

In choosing metrics for this mting methodology grid, we did not include certain important factors that are 
mmmon to all companies in any industry, such as the quality and experience of management. assessments of 
corporate governance, financial controls, and the quality of financial reporting and infotmalion disclosure. The 
assessment of these factors can be highly subjective and ranking lhem by rating category in a grid would in 
Some cases suggest too much precision in the relative ranking of particular issuers againsl all other ~ssuecs 
that are rated in various induslry sectors. 

Ratings may include additimal factors that are difficull to quantify or that only have a meaningful eflect in 
differentiating credit quality in some cases. Such factors include environmental obligations, nuclear 
decommissioning trust obligalions. financial controls, and emerging market risk, where ratings might be 

Augur1 2009 e Rating Methodology I Moody's Global InIrasM~Nre Finance - Regula14 Elemlc and Gas Utilities 
-~ . ~ 
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constrained by the uncertainties associated with the local operating. political and economic environment, 
including possible government interference. 

Actual assigned ratings may also reflect circumstances in which the weighting of a particular factor wlll be 
different from the weighting suggested by the grid. For example, although Factors 1 and 2 address regulation 
and cost recovery, in some instances the effect of a company's financial strength and liquidity in Factor 4 will 
be given greater consideration in an assigned rating than what is indicated by the weightinp in the grid. 

Conclusion: Summary of the Grid-Indicated R,ating 
Outcomes 
For the 30 representative utilities highlighted, the methodology grid-indicated ratings map to current assigned 
ratings as follows (see Appendix B for the details): 

* 30% or 9 companies ma61 to their assigned rating 

50% or 15 companies have grid-indicated ratings that are within one alpha-numeric ndch of their 
assigned rating 

20% or 6 companies have grid-indicated ratings that are within two alpha-numeric notches of their 
assigned rating 

- 

. ~~ 

A"zona Public Service Company 

CLP Holdings Limited 

Consumers Energy Company ~ EDP - Energiar do Brasil S.A. Korea Electric Power Corporation 

Florida Power Lt Light Company 

PGBE Corporation , The Elmpire District Electnc Company Tokyo Electric Power Company 

Piedmont Natural Gar Company, Inc. ' FiritEnergy Corp. 

The Southern Company ~~1 ~lndiarapolis Power 8 Light Company 

Xcel Enerqy Inc. 

Consolidated Ediron Company of New York 

Dominion Rerourcer, Inc. 

Eestl Energla AS 

Erkam Holdings Ltd 
~~ ~~~ 

. , . .  .~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~.~~~ ~ . ~~ 

Emers Incorporated Northern Illinois Gar Company - . ...~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~ 

i 

~~ 

! ~ ~~ 1 ~Kvurhu Electric Power Corn& 
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kppendix 8: Methc r Grid-Indicated Ratings 

sub-Faaor Weiqhtr 25% 25% 5% 5% 10% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 1.5% 
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saa2 Ba Baa 
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i Regdlaied Electric and Gas Utilities 
i 
! Appendix C: Cbbservations and Outliers for Grid Mapping 
~ 

~ ~~~~~~ ~. ~ ~~~~~ ~~~ . Results of Mapping Factor 1 _ _ _ _ ~  

. . .  
i . .  'It ;"' ' .  ' L . , ' 6.. .. 

Kyushu Eiecl.ric Powel Canpdny, lnioiporated ti* z Ail, 

Tokyo Electric Power Company, incorporated A a l  Aaa 

Florida Power & Light Coinpany A1 A 

CLP Holdings Limited A2 A 

Oklahoma Gar and Electnic Company A2 Baa 
Wirconrin Power and Lighst Company A2 A 

Consolidated Ediron Company of New York A3 Baa 
PECO Energy Company A3 Baa 
Piedmont Natural Gas Company. Inc. A3 A 

Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. A3 A 
Southern California Ediron Company A3 Baa 
The Southern Company A3 PI 
PGhE Corporation Baal Baa 
Xcei Energy Inc. Baal Baa 
American Electric Power 'Company, Inc. Baa2 Baa 
Arizona Public SeMclce Company Baa2 Ba 
Conrumerr Energy Company Baa2 Baa 
Dominion Resources, inc. Baa2 Ea3 

Eerti Energla A5 A11[8] Baa 

Korea Electric Power Cwxmtion A2l[6]  Baa 

Northern Illinois Gar Company A2 Baa 

Duke Energy Corporation Baa2 Baa 
Emera Incorporated Baa2 A 

The Empire D i r t r i d  Electiic Company Baa2 8.3 

Erkom Holdings Ltd Baa2/[13] Ea 
lndianapaiis Power 6 LigM Campany Baa2 Baa 
Cemig Dirtribui@o S.A. Baa3 Ba 
FirrtEnergy Corp. Baa3 Baa 
Westar Energy, Inc. Baa3 Baa 

-EDP.:F"e'4!EdOB'aPI ?.A:-- ~~ ~ . ~ B a l  ~ .~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~ Ba 

Observations and Outliers 

As a utility's regulatory framework is one of the most important drivers of ratings, there are no outliers far this 
factor among the 30 issueis highlighted for this methodology. 
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Results of Mapping Factor 3 

Xversifica til 

Imlporated 
Tokyo Electric Power Company. Incorporated 
EesU Enersia AS 
Rorida Pavar 8 ~imt Company 
Kma uecmc ~ w e r  corporation 
CLP Holdings LimiM 
N&em Illinois Gas Company 
Oklahoma Gas and Ele*rlo Company 
Wlsmnsln Power and Lght Company 

Consclldated Edlson Company of New York 
PECO Energy Company 
Piedmont Natural Gas Company, Inc 

Pmgress Ennrgy Camiinss. Inc. 
Southern Cal lh ia  Ediwm Company 
The South- Company 
PG(LE Corporauon 
xes1 Ennrgy 1% 

American Electric Power Company. Inc. 
Arizona Public SSNC~ Company 
Consumers Ener~y  Company 
Domlnlon Re~rcas .  Inc. 
Duke Enemy corporation 
Emera InmrporaM 
The Empire Dismtriot Eiecmc Company 
Eskom Holdings Ltd 
Indianapolis poww B Ltghl Company 
Cemig oismbui@ s A 

firSlEnergy Cop. 
Westar Energy. Inc 

Aa2 

Aaz 
Alll81 
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W 6 1  
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Ba 
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Ba 
Ba 

Baa 
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w 
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Baa 
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Baa 
Baa 
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Ba 
Baa 
Ba 
Baa 
Ba 
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Baa 
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M A  

M A  

A 
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Baa 
Baa 

A 
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Ba 

Baa 
B 

Be 

NIA 

Baa 
Ba 

EDP - Enerpias do Bras11 S.A. Bal Baa Baa Baa 

Observations and Outliers 

Of the 30 issuers highlighted, there are three outliers. induding PG8E Corporation as a positive ouUier. due to 
their high degree of g e m t i o n  diversiffcation and the lack of coal in their generation mix. and both Eesti 
Energia AS and The Southern Company as negative outliers. As an Estonian vertically integrated dominant 
elecbic utility, Eesti Energia is exposed lo considerably high cancentration risk as it operates in one of the 
SmalleSt CEE emerging markets. The concentration risk is further worsened by the mmpany’s high reliance 
on one fuel source as its generation is fully based on internationally rare oil shale. Furthermore. as the oil 
shale generation is relatively CO2 intensive? Eesti Energia is further exposed to the development of COZ 
allowance prices. The Southern Company is one of the largest wa I  generating ubiiity systems in the US.. with 
a high percantage of its generation fmm carbon fuels. 
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Results of Mapping Factor 4 

i 

,' ,' 

Tokyo Electric pavw Company. Incorporated 
Eesti Energla AS 
flwida Power d Ught Company 
Korea Electtic Power Corporatm 
CLP Hoidings Limited 
Nnmm llllnols Gas Compeny 
Oklahoma Gas and El- Company 
Wlmnstn Power and Light Company 
Consalldated E d h  Company of New Yo& 
PECO Ensrgy Company 
Piedmont NaNral Gas Company. tnc 
Pmgress E m y  Carolinas. Inc 
Southern CalHomta Edlson Ccmpany 
The Swthem Company 
P G E  Cowratlon 
xa1 En6Tgy In0 
Amenan Electric Pavsr Company. lnnc 
ArizonaPuMcSuvmCompany 
C o n s u m  Energy Company 
Domtluon Resourcas. IRC 
Duke Energy Corpotatm 
Emen Inramrated 
The Empire DeVtct Electric Company 
Eskom Holdings Ltd 
lndhnaplis Power d Light Company 
CemQ MsMbuiCgo S A. 
FlmtEnergy Mrp 
Westar Enemv Inc 
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Appendix D: Def in i t ion  of Ratios 

Cash Flow Interest Coverage 

(Cash Flow from Operations - Changes in Working Capital + Interest Expense) I (Interest Expense + 
Capitalized Interest Expense) 

__~.______ ~~ . CFO pre-WC Debt --____ 
(Cash Flow from Operations - Changes in W d n g  Capital) 1 (Total debt + operating lease adjustment + under- 
funded pension liabilities + basket-adjusted hybdds + securituations + guarantees + other debt-like items) 

CFO pre-WC - Dividends / Debt 

(Cash Flow from Operations .-Changes in Working Capital - Common and Preferred Dividends) I (Total debt 
+ operating lease adjustment + under-funded pension liabilities + basket-adjusted hybrids + securitizations + 
guarantees + other debt-like items) 

Debt / Capitalization or Regulated Asset Value 

(Total debt + operating lease adjustment + under-funded pension liabilities + basket-adjusted hybrids + 
securitizations + guarantees .+ other debt-like items) i (Shareholders' equity + minority interesl + deferred 
taxes + gwdwill write-off reserve + Total debt + operating lease adjustment + under-funded pension liabilities 
+ basket-adjusted hybrids + s.ecuritizations + guarantees + other debt-like items) or RAV 
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Appendix E: Inldustry Overview 
The electric and gas utility indusky cwsists of mmpanies that are engaged in the generation. transmission. and 
distribution of electricity andlor inatural gas. While many utilities remain veltically integrated with operations in all 
three segments, others have functionally or legally unbundled these functions due to legislatively mandated market 
restructuring or other deregulation initiatives and may be engaged in just one or t w  of these activities. 

The generation of electricity is the first Step in the process of producing and delivering electricily to end use 
customers and typically the most capital intensive, with the largest portion of the industry's assets consisting of 
generating plants and related hard assets. Electricity is generated from a variety of fuel sources, including 
coal, natural gas, or oil; nuclear energy; and renewable sources such as hydro, wind, solar. geothermal, wood, 

and waste. ! 
I 

Transmission is the high voltage transfer of electricity over long distances from its source, usually the location 
of a generating plant, to substations closer to end use customers in population or industrial centers. Although 
many utilities own and operati? their own transmission systems, there are also several independent 
transmission companies included in this methodology. 

The distribution of electricity is the process whereby voltage is reduced and delivered from a high voltage 
transmission system through !imaller wires to the end-users, which consist of industrial, commercial, 
government. or retail customers of the utility. Most of the utilities covered by this methodology are engaged to 
some degree in the distributioi? of electricity through "poles and wires" lo their end customers. The distribution 
of natural gas entails the tranrport of gas from delivery points along major pipelines to customers in their 
service territory through distritiution pipes. 

Regulation Plays i3 Major Role in the Industry 

Because of the essential nature of the utility's end products (electricity and gas), the public policy implications 
assodated with their provision. the demands for high levels of reliability in their delivery. the monopoly status 
of most service territories. andl the high capital costs associated with its infrastructure. the utility industry is 
generally subject to a high degree of government regulation and oversight. This regulation can take many 
forms and may include setting or approving the rates or other cost recovery mechanisms that utilities charge 
for their services (revenue). dr?termining what costs can be recovered through base rates. authorizing returns 
that utilities earn on their inve!;tments, defining service territories. mandating the level and reliability of 
electricity and gas service thal: must be provided and enforcing safety standards. From a credit standpomt, the 
regulators' ability to set and control rates and returns is perhaps the most important regulatory consideration in 
determining a rating. 

In the U.S., the most important utility regulator for most companies is the individual state agency generally 
known as the Public Utility Commission or the Public Service Commission. The commissions are comprised 
of elected or appointed officials in each state who determine, among other things, whether utility expenditures 
are reasonable andlor pNdenl and how they should be passed on to consumers through their utility rates. 
While some states have legislatively mandated certain market restructuring or deregulation initiatives with 
regard to the generation segnlent of their electricity markets, the majority of states remain fully regulated. and 
some states that had deregulated are in the process of 're-regulating" their electricity markets. 

The key federal agency governing utilities in the U.S. is the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). 
an independent agency that n?gulates. among other things. the interstate transmission of electricity and natural 
gas. The FERCs responsibilities include the approval of rates for the wholesale sale and transmission of 
electricity on an interstate basis by utilities. power marketers, power pools, power exchanges, and 
independent system operators. The Energy Policy Act of 2005 increased the FERCs regulatory authorily in a 
wide range of areas including mergers and acquisitions. transmission siting, market practices. price 
transparency. and regional transmission organizations. 
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In Europe, following the implementation of Specific policies relaling to the liberalization of energy supply within 
the European Union (EU), the electric utility sector has been evolving toward a mode! targetbng complete 
separation between network activities, regulated in light of their monopoly nature, and supply and productton 
of energy. fully liberalized and hence unregulated. As a reSUlt of this process. most Western European utilities 
Currently Operate either as fullly regulated entities in the networks segment. or largely unregulated integrated 
companies (albeit some may still maintain some regulated network activity). and are therefore excluded from 
the scope of this methodology. Nevertheless. lhere are countries in Europe where regulatory evolution and 
transition to competition remain at an earlier stage (Central and Eastern European countries and the Baltic 
States in PartiCUbl) andln arf: characterized by the remoteness and isolation of their systems (the islands in 
the Azores and Madeira regions for example). In these countries, Governments andlor Regulators maintain 
greater influence on the bulk o f  the utilities' revenues, thus supporting their inclusion in this methodology. 

In Japan, regulation has been an important positive factor supporting utility credit quality. Japan's regulator 
makes the maintenance of supply its primary policy objective, followed in priority by environmental protection 
and finally. allowing market conditions to work. This approach preserves the utilities' integrated operations 
and makes them responsible for final supply to users in the liberalized market. The Japanese government is 
gradually deregulating the utility industry and expanding the liberalized market. However, the pace of 
deregulation has been modemte so that the regulator can monitor the risks and the effects an the power 
companies. especially in the (:ontext of generation supply security. 

In Australia, stable and predictable regulatory regimes continue to underpin the investment-grade 
characteristics of the sector. So far. regulators - which operate independently f r m  the governments - have 
not adopted an aggressive stance to revenues and returns as they seek a balance between: appropriate 
returns for utilities; ongoing ihzentives for network investments; and appropriate prices for consumers. The 
supportiveness of the regimes. will become increasingly important over the medium term as the sector 
undertakes investments to expand network capacity and replace ageing assets to meet rising demand. 

In Asia Pacific (ex-Japan), regulation of electric utilities is overseen by government regulatory bodies in their 
respective countries. As such. the stability and regulatory framework can vary to a large extent by country with 
a few utilizing automatic cost pass through mechanisms while the majority operate with ad hoc tariff 
adjustments. However. power security remains a key policy objective and regulators continue to seek to 
ensure stability in regulatory and operating environments. Such regulatory environments are critical to 
altracting investments for both privatirations and for funding expanding electricity projects. Reform of the 
power industry in Asia remains slow paced and competition is well contained. Regulators have shown that 
they will reform in a prudent manner and allow tariff adjustment to minimize any material negative impact on 
the credit profiles of their pow,:r utilities. Such a suppwtive approach enhances stability and provides a stable 
regulatory regime which in turn remains a key driver in supporting the cash flows of Asia Pacific (ex-Japan) 
utilities. 

In Canada, regulation of electiric and gas utilities is overseen by independent. quasi-judicial provincial or 
territorial regulatory bodies. P,ccordingly, the transparency and stability of regulation and the timeliness of 
regulatory decisions can vary by jurisdiction. However, generally the regulatory frameworks in each 
jurisdiction are well established and there is a high expectation of timely recovery of cost and investments. 
Furthermore. Moody's cmsiders the overall business environment in Canada to be relatively more Supportive 
and less litigious than that of the U.S. Moody's views the supportiveness Of the Canadian busmess and 
regulatory environments lo be positive for regulated utility credit quality and believes that these factors. lo 
some degree. offset the relatively lower ROEs and higher deemed debt components typically allowed by 
Canadian regulatory bodies for rate-making purposes. As a resun of the relatively low ROEs and higher 
deemed debt levels that are generally characteristic of Canadian utilities, for a given rating category, these 
entities often have weaker credit metrics lhan their international peers. 
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In Latin America, there is a perceived lower level of regulatory supportiveness than in other regions. In 
Argentina. although the generation industry is deregulated. the government continues lo intervene in the 
process of setting prices and tariffs. In addition, collections from sales to the spot market have only been 
partial and have depended or) the government's discretion. Moody's views the current regulatory framework as 
a relatively high risk factor given the government's interference. the unclear regulations. the lack of support for 
the companies' profitabiliiy, and the lack of incentives for much needed long-term investment. Brazil's power 
generation companies could also be affected by unfavorable regulatory decisions, since about 75% of its 
electricity currently goes to the regulated market, but Moody's last year noted improvements in Brazil's 
regulatory environment, whicti led to several issuer upgrades. Brazil's regulatory model provides a more 
supportive environmenl for acceptable rates of return since Ihe current rules for electric utilities are more 
transparent and technically driven. Nonetheless, there is a lower assurance of timely recovery of wsts and 
investments in Brazil since the new framework has not yet experienced the slress of high inflation. exchange 
rate devaluation or electricity rationing. Recent distribution tariff review reductions have typically been in the 
high-single-digit range, which is considered modest. parijcularly compared to Moody's rated issuers in El 
Salvador (14% reduction) and Guatemala (45% reduction) both of which led to downgrades last year. The 
regulatory framework in Chile, in Moody's opinion, comes closest to the United States in terms of regulatory 
supportiveness. 
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Appendix F: Key Rating Issues Over the Intermediate Term 

-~ Global Climate Change and Environmental Awareness 

Electric and gas Utilities will continue to be affected by growing concerns over global climate change and 
greenhouse gas emissions, which are particularly importanl in the electricity generation segment which 
continues to rely on a large number of Wal and natural gas fired power plants. There have been significant 
increases in environmental expenditure estimates among utilities with significant coal fired generation in recent 
years as policymakers have mandated pollution control measures and emissions limitations in response to 
public concerns over carbon. These expenditures are likely to continue to increase with the imposition of new 
and sometimes uncertain requirements with respect to carbon emissions. Utilities may have to implement 
substantial additional reductions in power plant emissions and could experience progressively higher capital 
expenditures over the next decade. In the U.S., the planned construction of several new coal plants has been 
cancelled as a resun of opposition from regulators, political leaders. and the public or because cheaper 
alternatives appeared more compelling due to higher coal plant construction costs. 

Large Capital Exp,enditures and Rising Costs for New Generation 
and Transmission ____-.__ ~~~ . . ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ . . ~~~~ 

While the global recession may have reduced electric demand in certain regions in the short-term. longer-term 
worldwide demand for electricity is expected to continue to grow and many utilities will incur substanttal capltal 
expenditures for new generation, as well as for upgrades and expansions to transmission systems. In the 
U.S.. the Edison Electric Institute projects annual capacity additions among investor-owned utilities to increase 
to over 15,000 megawatts (M\N) in 2009 compared with less than 6,000 MW in 2006. Some ofthe new plants 
announced indude large. higMy capital intensive nuclear plants, which have not been built in the U.S. in many 
years. In Indonesia, the Fast Track program calls for the addition of 9,000 MW of coal-fired power plants while 
India plansto build eight ultra-.mega power projects (each under 4,000 MW). Similar large nuclear plants are 
being constructed worldwide in countries as diverse as Bulgaria, China, India. Russia, South Korea, Taiwan 
and Ukraine. Because of this construction boom, international demand for certain construction materials. plant 
components and skilled labor has driven up the cost of new nuclear. More recently. the global economic 
slowdown may relieve some of this cost pressure. 

Political and Regulatory Risk 

As the utility industry faces higher operating costs. rising.environmenta1 complmnce expenditures. large capital 
expendbres for new generatiai. as wdl as fuel and commodhl price risks. the need for rate relief and other 
regulatory suppart will continue to be a hey rating factor. In the US.. political intervention in the regulatory process 
following particularly large rate increase requests increased risk and negatively affected the credit ratings of utilities 
in Illinois and Mayand in recert years. In Europe, rising elemcity prices two years ago resulted in widespread 
Criticism of Utilities in several counbies. imxeasing regulatory and poldical risk for some of them. In Australia, the 
transifion fmm state based regulation to a national regulatory framework could pose a M e r a t e  level of uncertainty 
lo current regulatory thinking over the longer term. In Asia P a a c  (exJapan) and Latin America. the governments 
face Pamica1 pressure regardicq tariff adjustments given their need to balance d c o n o m i c  targets and 
inilationary concems against the obj&e of ensuring reliable elecbicity supply over the long term. 

Economic and Financial Market Conditions 

Although electric and gas utilil.ieS are somewhat resistant (although not immune) lo unsettled economic and 
financial market conditions due partly to the essential nature of the service provided. a protracted or severe 
recession could negatively affect credit profiles over the intermediate term in several ways. Falling demand for 
electricity or natural gas could negatively impact margins and debt service protection measures. Poor 
economic conditions could make it more difficult for regulators to approve needed rate increases or provide 
timely cost recovery for utilities. resulting in higher cost deferrals and longer regulatory lag. Finally. 
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constrained capital market conditions could severely limit the availabillty of credit necessary lo finance needed 
capital expenditures. or make such financing plans more expensive. 

Appendix G: Regional and Other Considerations 

Notching Considerations - Structural Subordination and Holding 
Company Ratings 

Utility corporate structures ORen include multiple legal entities within a single consolidated organization under 
an unregulated parent holding company. The holding company typically has one or more regulated operating 
subsidiaries and may have orle or more unregulated subsidiaries as well. Most utility families issue debt at 
several of these legal entities within the organizational family including the parent holding company and the 
utility subsidiaries. In such cases, our approach is to assess each issuer on a standalone basis as well as to 
evaluate the ueditworihiness of the consolidated entity. We also consider the interdependent relationships 
that may exist among affiliate!$ and the degree to which a management learn operates its utilily subsidiaries as 
a system. We then assess the degree of legal and regulatory insulation that exists between the generally 
lower-risk regulated entities aind the generally higher-risk unregulated entities. 

The degree of notching (or ral.ing differential) between entities in a single family of companies depends on the 
degree of insulation that exists between the regulated and unregulated entities. as well as the amount of debt 
at the holding company in cornparison to the consolidated entity. If there is minimal insulation or ring-fencing 
between the parent and subsidiary and lime to no debt at the parent, there is typically a one notch differential 
between the two to reflect stntctural subordination of the parent company debt compared to the operating 
subsidiary debt. If there is sulbstantial insulation between the two and/or debt at the parent company is a 
material percentage ofthe overall debt, there could be two or more notches between the ratings of the parent 
and the subsidialy. 

U.S. Securitization 

Since the late 1990s. legislatively approved stranded cost and other regulatory asset sec~ritization has 
become an increasingly utilized financing technique among some investor-owned electnc utilities In its 
simplest form. a stranded cost securitization isolates and dedicates a sfream of cash flow into a separate 
speual purpose entity (SPE). The SPE uses that stream of revenue and cash flow to provide annual debt 
service fw the securitized debt instrument. Securitizations were originally done to reimburse utilities for 
stranded costs following deregulation. which was primarily related to the actual lower market values of the 
legacy generation compared to its book value. More recently. securitizations have been done to reimburse 
utilities for storm restoration costs following two active hurricane seasons in the US. in 2004 and 2005, with 
additional securitizations planned following an active 2008 hurricane season, as well as for environmental 
equipment. In 2007, Baltimore Gas & Electric used securitization to fund supply cost deferrals. Securitization 
could also be used to help furid the next generation of nuclear plants to be built in the US. 

Although it often addresses a major credit ovehang and provides an immediate source of cash, Moody's 
treats securitization debt of utilities as being on-credit debt. In calculating balance sheet leverage. Moody's 
treats the securitization as be'ing fully recourse to the utility as accounting guidelines require the debt to appear 
on the utility's balance sheet. In looking at cash flow coverages, Moody's analysis focuses on ratios that 
include the securitized debt in, the company's total debt as being the most consistent with the analysis of 
comparable companies. Semitirations also entail transition or other charges on ratepayer bills that may limit 
a utility's flexibility to raise rates for other reasons going forward. While our standard published credit ratios 
include the securitization debl:, we also look at the ratios without the securitization debt and cash flow in our 
analysis, to distinguish this debt and ensure thatthe benef~s of securitization are not ignored. 

. ~ ~ ~.~ ~ . .. .. _ ~ _ _  
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Strong levels of government ownership in Asia Pacific (ex- 
Japan) provide raiting uplift 

Strong levels of government ownership dominate Asia Pacific (ex-Japan) wwer utilities and remain one of 
their key rating drivers. The current majority state ownership levels are expected to remain largely unchanged 
for the near to medium term. Ithereby providing rating uplift to a majority of the government-owned Asia Pacific 
(ex-Japan) utilities under the ,Joint Default Analysis methodology. 

Appendix H: Treatment of Power Purchase Agreements 
(" PPA's") 
Although many utilities own and operate power stations, some have entered into PPAs to source electricity 
from third parties to satisfy rel.ai1 demand. The motivation for these PPAs may be one or more of the following: 
to outsource operating risks to parties more skilled in power station operation, to provide certainty of supply, to 
reduce balance sheet debt, or to fix the cost of power. While Moody's regards these risk reduction measures 
positively. some aspects of Pl'As may negatively affect the credit of utilities. 

Under most PPAs. a utility is obliged to pay a capacity charge to the power station owner (which may be 
another utility or an Independent Power Producer - IPP); this charge typically covers a portion of the IPPs 
fixed costs in relation to the p<Dwer available to the utility. These fixed payments usually help to cover debt 
service and are made irrespedive of whether the utility requires the IPP to generate and deliver power. When 
the utility requires generation, a further energy charge, to cover the variable costs of the IPP, will also be paid 
by the utility. Some other similar arrangements are characterized as tolling agreements, or long-term supply 
contracts. but most have similar features to PPAs and are thus analyzed by Moody's as PPAs.4 

Factors determining the treatment of PPAs 

Because PPAs have a wide variety of financial and regulatory characteristics, each particular circumstance 
may be treated differently by IUoody's. The most conservative treatment would be to treat the PPA as a debt 
obligation of the utility as. by paying the capacity charge. the utility is effectively providing the funds to service 
the debt associated with the power station. At the other end of the continuum, the financial obligations of the 
utility could also be regarded as an ongoing operating cost, with no long-term capital component recognized. 
Factors which determine where on the continuum Mwdy's treats a particular PPA are as follows: 

m Risk manaqement: An overarching principle is that PPAs have been used by utilities as a risk 
management tool and Moody's recognizes that this is the fundamental reason for their existence 
Thus, Mwdy's will not automatically penalize utilities for entering into contracts for the purpose of 
reducing risk associated with power price and availability. Rather, we will look at the aggregate 
commercial position, evaluating the risk to a utility's purchase and supply obligations. In addition, 
PPAs are similar lo  other long-term supply contracts used by other industries and lheir treatment 
should not therefore be fundamentally different from that of other contracts of a similar nature. 

Pass-throuqh caclabilw Some utilities have the ability to pass through the cost of purchasing power 
under PPAs to their c,ustomers. As a result. the utility takes no risk that the cost of power is greater 
than the retail price it will receive. Accordingly Moody's regards these PPA obligations as operating 
costs with no long-term debt-like anributes. PPAs with no pass-through ability have a greater risk 
profile fcf utilities. In some markets, the ability to pass through costs of a PPA is enshrined in the 
regulatory framework, and in others can be dictated by market dynamics. As a market becomes more 
competitive, the ability to pass through costs may decrease and, as circumstances change, Moody's 
treatment of PPA obligations will alter accordingly. 

Price considerations: The price of power paid by a utility under a PPA can be substantially below the 
current spot price of ,?lectricity. This will motivate the utility to purchase power from the IPP even if it 

. 

* 

When take-or-pay contracts. outrwtdng agreements. IPPAS and Olher rights IO capacity are accounted for as leases under US GAAP or IFRS. they are 
treafed by Moody's as Such for a~lyt lcal  purposes. 

. . . ~ . .  ~ ~ ~.~~ ~ ~ .. 
Augu.4 2039 S Rating Mehodolagy . MoodYr Global - RiqUlaIed Elecmc and Gao USlltiss - ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ . ~~~ ~ ~_ -1 
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does not require it for its own customers. and to sell excess electricity in the spot market. This can be 
a significant source of cash Row for Some utilities. On the other hand, utilities that are wmpelled to 
pay capacity payments to lPPs when they have no demand for the power or when the spot price is 
lower than the PPA price will sutfer a financial burden. Mwdy's will particularly focus on PPAS that 
have mark-to-markel losses that may have a material impact on the utility's cash flow. 

Excess Reserve Car* In some jurisdictions there is substantial reserve capacity and thus a 
significant probability that the electricity available to a utility under PPAs will not be required by Ihe 
market. This increases the risk to the utility that capacity payments will need to be made when there 
is no demand for the power. For example, Tenaga. the major Malaysian utility, purchases a large 
proportion of its pow<?r requirement from lPPs under PPAs. PPA payment totaled 42.0% of its 
operating costs in FY2008. In a high reserve margin environment existing in Malaysia, capacity 
payment under these PPAs are a significant burden on Tenaga. and some acwunt must be made for 
these payments in its financial metrics. 

Risk-sharina: Utilities. that own power plants bear the associated operational. fuel procurement and 
other risks. These miust be balanced against the financial and liquidity risk of contracting for the 
purchase of power under a PPA. Mwdy's will examine on a case-by case basis which of these two 
sets of risk poses grf!atest concern from a ratings standpoint. 

Default provisions: In most cases. a default under a PPA will not cross-default to the senior facilities of 
the utility and thus it I S  inappropriate lo add the debt amount of the PPA to senior debt of the entity. 
The PPA obligations are not senior obligations of the utility as they do not behave In the same way as 
senior debt. HowevE!r, it may be appropriate in Some circumstances to add the PPA obligation to 
Moody's debt, in the same way as other otf-balance sheet items.' 

Accounting, From a financial reporting standpoint. very few PPAs have thus far resulted in IPP's being 
consolidated by the off taker. Similarly, very few PPAs are treated as lease obligations. Due to 
upwming accounting rule changes6. however, coupled with many contracts being renegotiated and 
extended over the next several years. we expect to see an increasing number of projects being 
consolidated or PPAs accounted for as leases on utility financial statements. Many of the factors 
assessed in the accounting decision are the same as in our analysis. i.e. risk and control. However, 
our analysis also wnlsiders additional factors that the accountants may not. such as the ability to pass 
through wsts. We will wnsider the rationale behind the accounting decision and compare it to our 
own analysis and maly not necessarily come to the same conclusion as the accountants. 

* 

. 

rn 

Each of these factors will be 'Neighed by Moody's analysts and a decision will be made as to the importance of 
the PPA to the risk analysis c I  the utility. 

Methods of accouinting for PPAs in our analysis 

Acwrding to the weighting arid importance of the PPA to each utility and the level of disclosure, Moody's may 
analytically assess the total dlebt obligations for the utility using one of the methods discussed below. . Ooerabna Cosl. II a mi l i l y  enters into a PPA for the purpose of providing an assured supp y and there 

is reasonable assurance that regulators will allow the costs to be recovered m regdated rates. 
Moody's may view Ihe PPA as being most akm to an operaling cost In this circumstance. inere most 
I kely will be no impuleo adluslment lo the debt obligatlons 01 the ulrlity. In the event operating costs 
are consolidated. we will attempt to decansol date tnese wsts from a ulilily s financia, statements 

AnnLal Obioation A In some swalions. Ihe PPA oolgst nn mat be eslmaled Dy rnt . I tc , ,  n~ [ne 
annua paymenls by a factor 01 s.x ( ir i  must uses, Tn s melhoo IS sumel ntes JSBO I) Ine 
wp.tal L J I ~ O ~  01 opera1 ng eases Tnis metnod may bc JSCO as an avpru~ riialoon w w r e  tne ,ana(,st 
determines lnal tne obl.gat#on .S s,gnil.canl 0 ~ 1  cannot cc qLanlf3u 01lie~nse ode lo m le0 
mlormation 

' See 'The Analysis of Off-Balance Sheet Exposures - A Global Penpedve'. Rating Methodology. July 2w4 
SFAS 167 "Amendments to FASB Interpretation No. 461r)' will be effective Q l  2010. 
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n Net Present Value: Where the analyst has sufficient information. Moody's may add the NPV of the 
sseam of PPA payments to the debt obligations of the utility. The discount rate used will be the cost 
of capital of the utility. 

Debt Look-ThrouQh: III some Circumstances. where the debt incurred by the IPP is directly relaled to 
the off-taking utility, tbtere may be reason to allocate the entire debt (or a proportional part related to 
share of power dedicated to the utility) of the IPP to that of the utility. 

Mark-to-Market: In SitUationS in which Moody's believes that the PPA prices exceed the spot price and 
thus a liability is arising for the utility, Moody's may use a net mark-to-market method, in which the 
NPV of the net cost 10 the utility will be added to its total debt obligations. 

Consolidation: In some instances where the IPP is wholly dedicated to the utility, it may be appropriate 
to consolidate the debt and cash flows of the IPP with that of the utility. Again, if the utility purchases 
only a portion of the power from the IPP. then that proportion of debt might be consolidated with the 
utility. 

rn 

m 

- 
In some circumstances, Moody's will adopt more than one method lo estimate the potential obligations 
imposed by the PPA. This ap,proach recognizes the subjective nature of analyzing agreements that can 
extend over a long period of time and can have a different credit impact when regulatory or market conditions 
change, In all methods the Moody's analyst will account for the revenue from the sale of power bought from 
the IPP. We will focus on the term to maturity of the PPA obligation, the ability to pass through costs and 
curtail payments. and the materiality of the PPA obligation to the overall cash flows of the utility in assessing 
the effect of the PPA on the credit of the utility. 

Moody's Related Research 

Industry Outlooks: 
m 

m 

m 

rn 

US. Regulated Electric Utilities, Six-Month Update. July 2009 (118776) 

U.S. Investor-Owned Electric Utility Sector, January 2009 (1 13690) 

EMEA Electric and Gas Utilities, November 2008 (112344) 

North American Natural Gas Transmission 8 Distribution. March 2009 (1 15150) 

Rating Methodologies: 

m 

s 

Unregulated Utilities and Power Companies, August 2009 (118508) 

Regulated Electric and Gas Networks, August 2009 (118786) 

Special Comments: 

m Credit Roadmap for Energy Utilities and Power Companies in the Americas. March 2009 (115514) 

To access any of these reports, click an the entw above. Note that fhese references are current as of the date Of publication 
of thls report and that more recent reports may be available. Ail reseamh may not be available to all clients. 
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Clotids Gathering 
The 43rd Edison Electric Institute Financial Conference convened Nov. 9-12, 2008, in 
Phoenix, Ariz. The storm clouds rolling through Phoenix on Sunday, the first day of the 
assembly, provided a gloomy backdrop, matching the subdued sentiments of investors, 
analysts and corporate officers. The uncertainties facing the electric ut i l i ty and power 
!leneration industry reflected the ongoing financial crisis and a deepening US. and 
!ilobal recession. Aside from credit market dislocations and worsening economic 
indicators, conference participants speculated about the potential policy directions of  a 
new Obama administration and Democratic majority i n  the U.S. Conqress in such areas 
as taxes and dividends, energy conservation and renewables, coal and nuclear power. 

IFive key themes that appeared repeatedly in management presentations were: 

'I. Weakening trends in unit sales of electricity. 

;!, Increased focus on liquidity positions and capital market access. 

:3. Higher cost of capital. 

4. Regulatory lag affecting the ability to  recover higher cost of capital. 

!i. Initiatives to  reduce discretionary capital spending and external financing needs. 

The outlook i s  considerably sunnier for the FERC-jurisdictional electric transmission 
wbsector, a business with cash flows that are immune to variations in sales volumes 
and insulated from regulatory lag. 

Ilepresentative Rick Boucher (Democrat, Virginia's 9th District) delivered the clear 
inessage a t  the plenaly session keynote on Monday that enactment of legislation 
I-estricting carbon emissions wi l l  be a priority of President-elect Obama's administration 
;and the U.S. Congress in 2009, second only to the top priority of stabilizinq financial 
inarkets and fixing the economy, no small task. Rep. Boucher sought the support of the 
iutilities present for his bi l l  to fund the development and deployment of carbon capture 
iand sequestration technology throuqh a nongovernment corporation that would receive 
i t s  funding from a lee collected upon sales of electricity. 

The biggest news story of the conference happened off-site. On Monday NOV. 10, NRG 
linergy Inc. (NRG, IDR 'E', Rating Watch Evolving) invited conference attendees to  an 
investor meeting to  discuss NRG management's rejection of a $6 billion stock-for-stock 
inerger offer from Exelon Gorp. (EXC, IDR 'BBB+'. Rating Watch Negative). On Tuesday, 
Nov. 11, EXC announced it would take i t s  takeover offer directly to shareholders, 
INithOUt any change in  the exchange ratio. The announcement of the hostile bid i s  a 
I-arity i n  the power sector. Fitch Ratings ptaced EXC's ratings on Ratings Watch Negative 
INhen the original offer for NRG was announced on Oct. 20, 2008. In Fitch's view, the 
change to a hostile bid has no incremental affect on EXC's rating or Negative Watch 
!;tatus. 
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Investing in an Ihpredictahle World 
Fitch's 20th Annual Global Power Breakfast theme was "investtng in an Unpredictable 
Wor1.d." Michael W. Howard (Senior Vice Presldent of Research and Development, 
Electric Power Research Institute [EPRI]) provided an overview of recent developments 
and expectations regarding Plug-in and extended range electric vehicles. Ellen Lapson 
and Glen Grabelsky, both Managing Directors with Fitch Ratings, discussed salient credit 
tren'ds affecting the power and %as sector, including the implications of the ongoing 
credit and capital markets on a sector that invests in long-lived and long lead-time 
infrastructure assets and relies heavily upon access to  new debt and equity markets. 

Lapson as moderator observed that Stable Rating Outlooks dominate Fitch's universe of 
issuers, but downgrades and Negative Outlooks have outpaced upgrades and Positive 
Outl'wks in 2008 year to date, a distinct change in trend from the more favorable ratios 
in 2(x)4-2007. The ratio of Positive to Neqative Outlooks i s  now 0.8:l; however, 87% of 
Rating Outlooks in this sector are Stable. 

Grabelsky discussed the major themes currently shaping credit in the power and gas 
sector, including the deleveraging in financial markets, decelerating growth in unit 
sale!; of power, high capital investment budgets, inadequate equity returns in some 
jurisdictions, and regulatory lag. A substantial decline in natural gas, coal and other 
cominodity prices since peaking at the end of June i s  a constructive development for 
the power and gas sector. However, Grabekky noted that the extreme volatility in gas 
prices poses a real problem for the sector, and despite the steep recent drop, the trend 
continues to  show progressively risinq troughs. Meanwhile, funding costs for new debt 
for ,a '888' utility, in the range of 9% and higher, are now bumping up against 
authorized returns on equity, which averaqe 10.25%-10.5% for the industry, and are as 
low as 9.1% in New York and New Mexico. He opined that if the cost of new debt 
remains at this level, significantly higher regulated returns wi l l  be required to  attract 
equity capital. 

Despite the challenges facing the electric utility industry, Grabelsky acknowledged that 
the sector benefits from relatively stable underlying cash flows vis-a-vis other 
industries and should benefit in relative terms as investors seek safer investments in a 
difficult macroeconomic environment. Utilities have demonstrated continued access to 
cominercial paper and term debt markets throughout the market turmoil, albeit at 
high,er cost, Lapson noted that the utility power and gas sector i s  better positioned 
today than in the sector crisis of 2000-2003, when many if not most companies had 
proftJund business problems due to failed diversification Strategies. Today, companies 
are more prudently capitalized and have simplified their businesses, but must adapt 
their business strategies to  the challenging financing environment. 

In a different vein, Mike Howard of EPRI provided an update on the nascent market 
for plug-in electric vehicles. Howard forecasted that by 2030, plug-in vehicles would 
aggregate 16 million cars on the road, or roughly 5% penetration. Howard said that 
the introduction of electric vehicles was unlikely to  drive incremental capital 
investments needs for new generation facilities at any time soon, but the impact 
could be more stressful on local distribution circuits and substations. The estimated 
annual load of a plug-in hybrid vehicle with a 40-mile range was estimated by Howard 
a t  2,500 kilowatt-hours (kWh) per annum, about the same as the load of three plasma 
Ns along with three set-top boxes. Electric utilities wi l l  need to get their distribution 
networks, meters, pricing and billing systems ready for drivers charging their cars at 
home, at work and on the road. 
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General Session 
Rep. Boucher discussed draft legislation expected to be introduced in the next Congress 
(Boucher-Dingell bill) to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by up t o  80% later this 
Century, and emphasized that the economic impact of such regulations would be more 
manageable if the implementation i s  consistent with the available control technology. 
Therefore, carbon dioxide reductions are back-end loaded under the proposed 
legislation to allow technology to catch-up with the proposed carbon reductions. 
Boucher has introduced another bi l l  to create a separate funding mechanism to finance 
carbon capture and sequestration technology, targeting development by 2020. This 
initiative recognizes the crucial role of coal-fired generation in meeting the nation's 
power requirements without undue reliance on natural gas. 

Rep. Boucher's request for comments on the discussion draft for the planned cap and 
trade bi l l  was a clear call to arms for the industry to actively loin the debate reqarding 
the energy policy and carbowrelated issues in particular. He pointedly noted that 
carbon regulation wil l be implemented either legislatively or administratively throuqh 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Unlike the EPA, a legislative approach i s  
more likely to weigh economic considerations. Rep. Bwcher favors a cap-and-trade 
approach along with a distribution of allowances, eschewing the auction approach, to 
reduce carbon emissions. Free allocation of allowances would be favorable for uti l i ty 
cash flows, but may not meaningfully reduce emissions. 

Rep. Boucher also indicated that President-elect Obama views the greenhouse gas issue 
as second in importance only to efforts to right the nation's ailing financial markets and 
economy. 

Rep. Boucher proposes creation of a one mill (that is, one-tenth of a cent) per kWh 
charge that would raise approximately S I  billion to fund the development of carbon 
capture and sequestration technology by 2020. This i s  a bil l  that has united the 
interests of utilities in coal-producing states, the coal industry and unions. 

Fitch notes that it is difficult to handicap at this time the likelihood of the 2009 
passage of either bill, given the significant economic challenges that will capture the 
immediate attention of lawmakers. if the new Democratic administration and 
legislative majority succeed in passing a carbon control regime, whether cap and trade 
or a carbon fee, the carbon costs would be credit neutral to those utilities able to pass 
through the associated costs in customer rates in a timely manner and could affect 
ratings of utilities m'th less efficient recovery mechanisms or nonregulated generators 
that cannot recover the costs in existing power purchase agreements or through higher 
market power prices. 

Smart Grid Panel 
The first panel on Monday, No". 10, 2038, directly followed Rep. Boucher's remarks and 
discussed the evolution and future of the smart grid. The panel was moderated by Ron 
lnsana (Managing Director. SAC Capital Advisors) and included Richard C. Kelly 
(Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer [CEO], Xcel Energy, Inc.), Philip 
Mezey (Chief Operating Officer, ltron North America), David M. Ratcliffe (Chairman, 
President and CEO, Southern Co.), Robert 5. Shapard (Chairman and CEO, Oncor 
Electric Delivery) and Barry T. Smitherman (Chairman. Public Utility Commission of 
Texas). 

The panelists did not provide a definition for "smart grid," and it was clear that the 
term had different meanings for each panelist. For the record, Fitch understands 
"smart grid" to mean a transmission and distribution system that uses advanced 
sensing, communication and control technologies to generate and distribute electricity 

3 
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mort? effectively and securely. The enhancements are expected to detect and address 
emeirging problems on the system before they affect service; provide extensive 
meaiurements, rapid communications, centralized diagnostics and feedback control; 
and :support interactions with customers or with sensors on customers' appliances. 

The panel participants generally agreed that investments in  a smart grid wil l facilitate 
energy efficiency as well as integrating more renewable energy mandates in coming 
years. Two panelists expressed the view that the cost associated with these 
inVe!;tmentS would be offset in part by operating savings. For other panelists, the 
benefits would come from better fulfilling consumer needs and expectations for high 
quality of service and interaction with their electricity supply and costs. We learned 
abouit cyber-security risks created by any new portal into the electric grid, as well as 
aboult privacy risks created by the uti l i ty havinq such detailed information about its 
customers' consumption patterns. 

Cartmn Regulation Panel 
Participants in the second panel discussion included Rep. Eoucher, as well as William D. 
Johnson (Chairman, CEO and President, Progress Energy, Inc.) Kevin McCullough (CEO, 
RWE innogy CmbH), James Miller (Chairman, CEO and President, PPL Corporation, and 
Richard Sandor (Chairman and CEO, Chicago Climate Exchange). Boucher reiterated 
that his proposed le is lat ion would provide the industry with the means to fund and 
develop new technolcqy to burn coal cleanly, as summarized above. 

Miller noted carbon capture would reduce plant efficiency and that the timing of the 
new technology remains uncertain. Johnson wondered i f  experimental technology 
available today would indeed be effective in large-scale application and about the cost 
t o  build the necessary infrastructure t o  transport and store carbon 

According to Sandor, sending the proper price signals regardlng e m w o n  credlts would 
be a crucial aspect of the overall solution, agreeing with Rep. Boucher that cap and 
trade i s  the best approach. Rep. Eoucher asked for uti l i ty and power company input 
and support on the discussion draft. He expects a final version of draft carbon control 
legislation to be introduced early next year and that the bills would move to the Senate 
in  the fall of 2W9. 

The panelists agreed that a rush to natural gas as the fuel of choice for new generation 
is problematic and should be avoided, but with coal out of favor and significant cost 
hurdles to  nuclear construction and permitting timelines, natural gas appears to be the 
de facto fuel o f  choice. From a credit viewpoint, Fitch agrees that the likely increased 
dependence on natural gas is troubling, given the extreme volatility and the rising 
trend in gas prices, as evidenced by progressively higher prices a t  each trough. 

Comnpany Strategies and .I'actics 
External Capital Requirements 
Liquidity and efforts to reduce external capital requirements were high on investor and 
management agendas. S l o w i q  growth of unit sales as the result of economic weakness 
shwld provide utilities with an opportunity to reduce planned capacity additions 
commensurately. However, in Fitch's new, decelerating growth i s  likely to provide 
relatively modest utility capital investment reductions, with the possible exception of 
certain historically high-growth states such as Nevada, Mzona and Florida, where the 
grea'test reversal in demand has occurred. For example, Finnacle West Capital subsidiary 
Arizona Public Service Co. (APS) has cut capital expenditures meaningfully. with the large 
majority of the saving reflecting a sharp slowdown in customer growth to an expected 1% 
rate in 2008 and 2009 from its historical 4% per annum customer growth rate. 

~ . . ~  ~ ~~ 

EEI 2008 Wrap-up: Cost of Capital Rising November 17, 2008 
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Fitch believes the majority of uti l i ty investment i s  focused on reliability, renewable 
energy and related transmission or environmental projects that are, for the most part, 
not discretionary. As a result, management i s  likely to defer, not cancel, long-lived 
projects. 

New investments in FERC-jurisdictional transmission facllities remam an attractive 
inVe!itment opportunities even in the face of constrained capital markets, and for the 
mOSl. part, companies intend to stay the course. However, we learned that some 
tran!imission projects may be delayed i f  their purpose was to connect new wind-fired 
capacity to the load centers: wind projects in the planning stage may not get built in 
today’s lower gas price environment. 

Management of PEPCO Holdings affirmed i ts intention to continue i t s  aggressive build- 
out ‘of transmission projects, despite the pwr market reception for PEPCO’s recent 
capital issuance. Northeast Utilities provided a new five-year forecast with significant 
tran!imission investment and an impressive projection of earnings growth. NSTAR ako 
experts i t s  earnings growth, projected at 6%-8%, t o  be driven by significant 
tran!imission investment opportunities: there are five competing projects under review 
by IS0 New England, each of which terminates in NSTAR’s service territory. Allegheny 
Energy, AEP and Dominion continue to pursue major transmission projects in the PJM 
region. However, permitting remains a time-consuming challenge. 

Nonregulated competitive generation subsidiaries may cut back their capital spending 
materially. Companies that announced reductions to discretionary capital expenditure 
in th,eir competitive businesses for 2009 include Ameren, FPL Energy, PPL Energy, and 
Public Service Enterprise Group. Some generators or in tqrated utilities plan t o  delay 
air-quality control investments to the extent that they were driven by Clean Air 
Interstate Rule (CAR) requirements that have been remanded to the EPA by the 
appemllate court, while other companies said that they must continue their 
environmental spending to meet state standards that remain in force. 

Regulatory Considerations 
Jurisdictional regulatory practices promise to be a key element in determining the 
ultimate impact on issuer creditworthiness given the sharp increase in the cost of 
capital as a result of the ongoing financial crisis. Utilities in states that have authorized 
reasonable returns on equity and adopted balanced regulatory mechanisms, including 
forward test years and automatic fuel and other tariff adlustment mechanisms are 
mort? likely to come through this period of stress without undue deterioration to  
current creditworthiness. 

In general, vertically integrated utilities in the Southeast U.S. tend to have more 
constructive regulatory environments. California electric utitities Pacific Gas h Electric, 
San Diego Gas Et Electric, and Southern California Edison have tariff decoupling 
meclianisms that insulate their credit from a downturn i n  sales as wetl as the potential 
for amnual adjustments t o  the return on equity (ROE) component in their rates. Cost of 
capital reviews are conducted on a three-year cycle but adjusted if a particular bond 
index yield increases by more than 100 basis points (bps) i n  a given year. If the index 
rate changes by more than 100 bps, the cost of debt is reset and ROE i s  adjusted to 
reflect half the change in the index. 

Conversely, the ratings of utilities operating in states with relatively low authorized 
ROE!; and significant regulatory lag are more likely to suffer future credit deterioration, 
in Fitch’s view. States with challenging regulatory environments include Arizona, 
Missouri, New Mexico, New York and Vermont. 
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Transition to market-based generation rates continues to be an issue in Ohio and 
Penn,sylvania. The Public Service Commission of Ohio i s  expected to  rule imminently on 
FirstEnergy Corp.3 Ohio operating electric uti l i ty subsidiaries' filed proposal under 
Ohio Substitute Senate B i l l  221, which could result in adoption of the company's 
Electric Security Plan (ESP) or a market-based plan effective in 2009. In Fitch's view, 
the adoption of an ESP is the more likely outcome. In Pennsylvania, Fitch anticipate 
that the policymakers may seek to extend uti l i ty rate caps, which are scheduled to 
terminate in 2010-201 1 for Metropolitan Edison, Pennsylvania Electric, Pennsylvania 
Power E Light, West Penn Power, and Philadelphia flectric Co. 

EEI 2008 Wrap-up: Cost of Capital Rising November 17, 2008 
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Credit FAQ: 

Top 10 Investor Questions For The  U.S. Electric 
Utilities Sector In 2009 1 
(Editor's Note: In the article publishedlan. 212, 2009, we erroneously stated that CenterPoint Energy Inc. had issued 
a common equity offering. In fact, CenterPoint Energy Houston Electric LLC had issued $500 million in bonds. A 
corrected version follows.) 

Standard &Poor's Ratings Services' forecast for the US. electric sector is for a stable ratings trend. The recession 
will continue to pressure cash flows and dehr balances, but we expect most companies to weather 2009. Our 
forecast is backstopped by expectations of responsive regulatory decisions and continued access to debt and equity 
markets, which should provide sufficient cuslhion to maintain stability for the majority of companies. Those 
companies that fare poorly in the regulatory arena and experience significant deterioration in cash flow metrics and 
creeping debt leverage are most vulnerable to downward actions. Substantial capital spending needs and the 
potential for incremental costs to implement the Obama Administration's energy priorities limit upward ratings for 
the sector. 

The following questions and answers are a rt:presentative sample of the credit issues that electric utilities will face in 
the coming year, including the weak economic environment, a drop in customer usage, delayed capital expenditures, 
costlier debt financing, and impending energy policy. 

Frequently Askcd Questions 
Do you expect electric utilities to continue to have access to capital markets throughout 2009? 
Credit ratings for the regulated electric sector incorporate our expectations that it can tap currently constricted 
capital markets. Challenging conditions that tested electric utilities' resiliency in 2008 included an unexpected 
contraction in short-term funding sources, loss of some banking syndicate members including Lehman Brothers 
Holdings, and an intermittent lack of investor appetite for even lower risk utility debt. Utility managements took 
some prudent financial steps in 2008, including increasing the size of credit facilities and prefunding debt maturities 
before the financial distress gained steam during the year. 

For 2009, the electric utility sector is well polritioned to benefit from possible investor demand for debt instruments 
issued by established market names with a good performance record and sustained investment-grade credit quality. 
Of couse, investors are demanding higher coupons to complete deals with tenors ranging between five and 10 years; 
notably covenant protection has not been required to date outside of existing first mortgage bond indentures. 
Standard & Poor's expects that the most liquid of instruments will continue to he utility first mortgage bonds, which 
are backstopped by the utilities' physical plant and robust recovery prospects. 

Although the economic slowdown may mute the need for debt issuance associated with building new plants, market 
activity is occurring. Some companies completed several debt offerings in January, including PacifiCorp's $1 billion 
issuance of first mortgage bonds with a 10-year tranche at 5.5% and a 30-year tranche at 6% and CenterPoint 
Energy Houston Electric LLC's $500 million general mortgage bonds with a five-year maturity a t  7%. In addition, 
Progress Energy Inc. and PEPCO Holdings Inc. have strengthened their balance sheets in recent months with 

Standard & Poor's RatingrDirect I Janualy 23.2009 
Sfaodard&Poor'r Allrighs i~re~d.Nonprinlordirreminauon~iulmaufSIWspermissan.SeeTsimrofUreDirrlaimPronrh~ lasipage 
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common equity offerings. 

What types of regulatory challenges are ,at the forefront in 2009? 
During this recession, regulators may come under pressure to dampen rate hikes. This creates a quandary for 
regulated electric utilities that plan their spending several years in advance. The companies' have initially responded 
to the recessionary slowdown by pulling back on 2009 spending. However, this can be viewed only as a stop-gap 
measure. Continued reliance on this strategy for a prolonged period could heighten rhe perception of reliability 
deterioration. Several companies expect rate decisions during the first quarter of 2009, including Union Electric Co. 
in Missouri, American Electric Power Co. In,:.'s Ohio units, Southern California Edisoo Co., and Idaho's IDACORP 
Inc., and we'll be looking out for how the companies deal with declining electricity sales due to the recession. 
Regulatory bodies that defer prudently incurred costs during a period of declining electricity sales could harm credit 
quality. 

During the past five years, regulated electric utilities and their ratepayers have benefited from historically low 
interest rates and cost of capital. Clearly, the pendulum swung hack toward the mean in 2008; current rates of 500 
basis points over Treasuries for 10-year 'BBB' debt (e.g., Metropolitan Edison Co.'s $300 million unsecured notes) 
reflect this market reevaluation. Most utilities are operating under an authorized cost of debt tha t  in some instances 
falls well short of actual debt pricing in toda:i's marketplace. Standard & Poor's expects thar  regulators will begin 
reflecting the "new" cost of debt in customei rates. Regulators' willingness to recognize the higher cost of capital 
through overall returns is important for cred1.t quality. 

The changes in Washington in 2009 provide the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) with an 
opportunity to reshape interpretation of energy policy. A re-emphasis on regulation in all industries may lead to 
more intervention by the FERC. 

How will the new Administration's potential energy policy affect credit ratings? 
At this stage, it is uncertain what credit challlmges electric utilities will face under a new energy plan. Lower prices 
for crude oil and other commodities, combin,ed with the depth of the recession, have likely pushed back the starting 
line. It will be interesting to see if  the Obama Administration will propose substanrial energy policy changes in its 
first 100 days, As the bartering in Congress begins, coal and new nuclear plants are endangered, and solar and wind 
are the rage. Comments by some Obama appointees indicate that coal, at least i n  a cleaner form,  and maybe a few 
new nuclear plants, may have a place at the table. 

What is certain is that the industry is changin.g. Companies are implementing alternative energy sources such as 
wind and solac to meet mandated renewable standards. How quickly utilities can recover the "green" that they 
spend to "go green" will largely determine how they maintain credit quality. These expenses include all ancillary 
costs, including those for transmission upgrades and additional peaking units needed to hack up renewable 
resources that are frequently intermittent in nature. 

Reducing carbon emissions in some form or manner, an Obama campaign promise, could affect ratings, depending 
on how ready, willing, and able local regulators are to allow utilities to pass along federally mandated costs to their 
customers. Companies were able to pass through previous costs for environmental standards to ratepayers, but a t  

amounts much lower than a potential carbon tax or trading scheme. Just how-and how long it takes+ompanies 
to implement their carbon emission reduction will also factor into ultimate credit quality. 
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H o w  important is liquidity for regulated electric utilities? 
As we saw in the fourth quarter of 2008, electric utilities benefit greatly from ample liquidity. Having the ability to 
meet maturities eases refinancing pressures alid exudes confidence to investors. This backsrop allowed clectric 
utilities to maintain access to the bond market during 2008 in all marker conditions. Strong Iquidlry positions are a 
factor that bolsters electric utilities' credit profiles. 

es faced significantly higher collateral calls in second-half 2008 due to sharply falling commodity 
prices. In some cases, collateral calls, combined with pending maturities, led to a somewhat urgent need to add 
additional liquidity facilities. It's important that those facilities are big enough to address future volatility in 
commodity prices. 

Companies whose fac 
In the past, utility credit facilities have been unsecured, but that may change in the future. In addition, banks are 
introducing pricing based on credit default swaps for some industries, including utilities. Standard & Poor's has 
commented that using instruments such as those swaps may actually compromise expected liquidity access in times 
of market stress. (See "Methodology And As:;umptions: Analysis Of Corporares' Swap-Indexed Bank Lines," 
published Dec. 16,2008 on RaringsDirect.) 

What is the status of deregulation throughout the US.! 
Deregulation can best be described as stalled. For instance, the transition period for most electric providers in 
Pennsylvania will cnme to a close in 2010. Scandard & Poor's expects that the rare increase in Pennsylvania will be 
manageable, averaging 10% to 15%, although double-digit increases during prolonged economic sluggishness could 
create pressure. Economic malaise in Ohio has ensnarled the completion of transition plans for providers, especially 
FirstEnergy Corp . '~  units. 

The recent travails of Constellation Energy Group Inc. have Maryland leaders considering whether to order the 
conversion of Baltimore Gas & Electric Co. back into a fully integrated regulated company. The difficulty IS char 
BG&E previously sold all its generating asset; as part of the original move to deregulation. Reassembling the 
regulated entity is a costly proposition, but reintroducing the utility's ability to self-huild could happen, 3s it has in 
places like Nevada and Connecticut. In 2008, Virginia abandoned deregulation. However, it's a much less painful 
process for Virginia Electric & Power Co. because it never sold its generating assets. 

What's the industry's growth strategy? 
Before the economy went down, the growth strategy for the industry was to build power plants that they could put 
into their "rate-base" (the value of property on which a utility may earn a specified rate of return according to a 
regulatory authority) and increase assets and income through regulatory decisions. Management often targeted 
annual growth of 8% to 9%. 

With robust capital spending likely postponed a t  least until 2010, earnings growrh for rhe interim period will be 
sluggish. A return to a more aggressive strategic direction that includes invesrmenr in nonregulated businesses and 
results in higher business or financial risk would pressure credit profiles. Often, the financing of these nonregulated 
ventures is with leverage levels more suitable for the regulated utility asset. 

H o w  much capital spending can utilities delay without straining inhastructure? 
With the slowdown and drop in customer dernand for electricity, companies can delay the start of some long 
lead-time projects. They can also postpone a ininimal amount of maintenance capital before jeopardizing service 

es expire later in 2010 and into 2011 will have to renew them at more burdensome terms. 

Standard & Poor's RatingsDirect I January 23, :ZOO9 
Standard & Poofs All rlghL! resewed. No reprlntardirremi~tlonwilOovIS&P'I permisrim SeeTermroiUreiDiu~meronthe larrpage 
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quality. Any reliability neglect--whether actud or perceived-will have a long-lasting affect on regulatory relations 
Also, maintaining older infrastructure requires capital outlay. 

Very little of the regulated transmission spending that companies have budgeted can be deferred considering calls 
from Washington for a "smarter grid" and th.e probable influx of renewable resources. Stricter carbon emission 
standards may also trigger a shutdown of older coal units, requiring spending for new, differently fired plants. 

Will regulated elecuics be  able to build large, base-load plants? 
Under the right circumstances, electric u t  

consideration for how they preserve credit quality is the regulatory approval process. In the case of  building new 

nuclear plants, we expect regulated electric ui:ilities to have an established regulatory compacr t h a t  allows rhem to 
recover costs throughout the building cycle. It's important for credit that utilities can recover these costs as they 
expense them. This eliminates prudency risk, customer rate shock, and excessive balance-sheet bloating, 

Accurate cnst estimates and negotiating contractor terms that fix a large portion of the construction expense will 
help keep balance sheets strong. The ability to abandon projects and recover expenses if mishaps, cost escalation, or 
regulatory angst occur is also beneficial to utility credit. 

How important is balance-sheet strength when determining electric utility credit quality? 
The electric utility industry is asset-intensive and relies heavily on debt. Balance-sheet strength is a distinguishing 
factor when Standard &Poor's assesses financial risk and determines credit quality. Our analysis attempts to 
portray the economic reality of the financial c:onditions and considers several items, including purchase power 
obligations, capital leases, hybrid equity instruments, pension liabilities, and regulatory assets. 

In a period of economic decline, the strength ,of recovery mechanisms and the timely recovery of costs, including 
those for bad debt and other deferrals, keep balance sheets flexible. Monitoring leverage balances and avoiding 
creeping leverage caused by slow receipt of cash flow and the simultaneous conversion of short-term debt into 
long-term debt is important to halance-sheet strength. 

Encouraging energy efficiency without recovery mechanisms burdens coverage ratio metrics. While customers are 
changing their consumption patterns, decouplling mechanisms allow utilities to recoup lost sales revenue. This helps 
mitigate cash flow pressures when usage goes down due to economic decline. 

Will industry consolidation ramp up in 21)09? 
Standard & Poor's continues to believe that s'clective industry consolidation is possible in 2009, bur wide-scale 
combinations are unlikely. Macquarie Infrastructure completed its deal for Puget Energy Inc. in about 16 months, 
which shows how long it can take to get regulatory approval to complete deals. 

Given the length of the regulatory approval process, it's a tall order for managements to commit the time, resources, 
and financial obligations in a dwindling economy. However, one variable that may weigh more favorably for 
mergers is battered stock prices in the industry. This makes the stock-for-stock financing alternative more attractive 
and may spur more deals, especially if growth, remains elusive. 

es will be able to build large rate-based plants. The primary 
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Key Indicators 

[I1 
Progress Energy Florida, Inc. 
ACTUALS 
(CFO Pre-W/C + Interest) i Interest Expense [2] 
(CFO Pre-WIC) I Debt [2] 
(CFO Pre-W/C - Dividends) / Debt 121 
(CFO Pre-W/C - Dividends) / Capex 121 
Debt / Book Capitalization 
EBlTA Margin 
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Moody's Rating 
Stable 

A3 
A2 

A3 
( P P  

( P p a a l  
Baa2 

P-2 

Stable 
Baa2 

(P)Baa3 
( P p a l  

P-2 

Phone 
212.553.7172 
212.553.3837 

LTMlQ09 2008 2007 2006 

3 . 5 ~  3 . 0 ~  4 . 7 ~  7.9x 

12.6% 9.8% 19.1% 38.6% 

12.5% 9.8% 19.0% 30.4% 

43.5% 32.7% 56.8% 116.5% 

56.1% 56.6% 52.3% 47.4% 
45.8% 15.7% 12.8% 14.0% 

[ I ]  All ratios are calculated using Moody's Standard Adjustments 121 CFO pre-WIC. which is also referred to as 
FFO in the Global Regulated Electric Utilities Rating Methodology, is equal to net cash flow from operations less 
net changes in working capital items 

Note: For definitions of Moody's most common raalio terms please see the accompanying User's Giiide. 

Opinion 

Rating Drivers 

Large pending rate case; traditionally supportive regulatory environment 
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Substantial capital expenditure program, despite nuclear plant construction delay 

Lower credit metric5 in 2008 should improve in 20,09 as fuel costs are recovered 

High parent company debt 

Liquidity affected by higher collateral postings for natural gas hedges 

Corporate Profile 

Florida Power Corporation d/b/a Progress Energy Florida, Inc. (PEF. A3 senior unsecured, stable outlook) is a 
vertically integrated public utility with approximately 1.6 million customers in the north central part of Florida and 
9,360 MW of generation capacity. It is one of two major utility subsidiaries of Progress Energy, Inc. (Progress, 
Baa2 senior unsecured. stable outlook). which is also the parent of Carolina Power 8 Light Company dlbla 
Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. (PEC. A3 senior ,unsecured. stable outlook). 

Recent Events 

111 May 2009. PEF announced a delay In the cons ructlon =heddle for 11s Levy County nuc ear project by ai least 
20 monIhs. with the Jnlls now not expected to De completed until the 2018.2020 tme frame 

In March 2009, PEF filed a petition with the Florida Public 
increase in base rates. 

Service Commission (FPSC) requesting a $499 million 

In January 2009, Progress Energy issued 14.4 million shares of common stock at an offerlng price of 537.5 per 
share, generating net proceeds of $523 million. 

SUMMARY RATING RATIONALE 

PEF's A3 Issuer Rating reflects an above average regulatory environment for electric utilities in the state of Florida; 
a historically high growth service territory that has been recently negatively affected by a housing and economic 
slowdown; and coverage melrics that have declinod over the last year due to fuel cost deferrals and collateral 
postings. The rating also considers a large pending base rate case filed during a period of slow economic growth in 
Florida, rising operating costs; large capital expenditure requirements for environmental compliance; and higher 
long-term debt to finance these expenditures. The company has relieved some near term capital expenditure and 
financing pressure with its recent decision to postpone the construction schedule for its new Levy County nuclear 
generating plant. 

DETAILED RATING CONSIDERATIONS 

- PEF has a large base rate increase pending, although the state of Florida has been a traditionally supportive 
regulatory environment for electric utilities that Ma,cdy's expects to wntinue 

PEF operates under traditional rate of return regulation and recovers fuel capacity and environmental costs 
through separate rate adjustment mechanisms. The utility currenUy operata under a rate setilement that runs 
through 2009 with base rates frozen. although there have been adjustments to base rates for new plants brought 
on-line. In March 2009, PEF filed for a $499 millioln increase in base rates based on a 12.54% return on equity. In 
a recent positive development. in May 2009. the FPSC approved an interim base rate increase, plus an additional 
563.1 million to recover the wsts of repowering its Bartow generating plant. Hearings on the remainder of the case 
begin in September with a decision expected by November 2009. The requested increase reflects recovery for 
investments in both its generating fleet and in its transmission and distribution systems. If the full amount of the 
base rate increase is approved by the FPSC, the new base rates would increase the average residential bill by 
approximately $15.00 per 1,000 kWh or 11%. PEF is also able to prospectively file for rate adjustments for 
expected changes in fuel costs and in April 2009, PEF reduced rates by 5206 miiiion (5%) due to lower projected 
fuel costs. 

Although the state of Florida has historically been an above average regulatory environment for electric utilities, 
there is a degree of regulatory uncerlainty regarding PEPS current rate case. The size of the rate case is 
substantial and comes at a time when the state's (3rowth has slowed. Furthermore, none of the current members of 
the FPSC were on the Commission at the time PEiF's last rate case was senled in 2005. Offsetting these risks to 
some extent was the interim relief granted to PEF, as well as the FPSC's recent decision in Tampa Electric's rate 
case. both of which have affirmed Moody's view that the regulatory environment for electric utjlities in Florida has 
remained relatively supportive. 

PROGRESS ENGERY FLORIDA 
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- The ut.lity is in the midst of a suoslantial capital expenditure program for environmental compliance and new 
generation. which has Deen somewhat reduced over the near term oy me delay in 1% nuclear construction plans 

PEF projected capital expenditures to be at least $1 3 - $1 7 bdllon annJally from 2009 throdgh 201 1 in ius 2008 
1 0 4  consistent with me elevated levels tne company exper'encea In 2007 and 2008. alinodgn tola s for 2009 and 
2010 w1.1 Ikely decrease by a few nunored milloor! dollars as a feSull of Ihe recently announceo delay I" .Is ndc ear 
pant constr.tct,on plans The company nas propwed recover ng S299 mmlon of ndclear cos15 ncdrred throLgn 
2009 Over a live year period throJgn 2014. PEF . 5  able to recover 11s enwonmenla eipend8lJres IhroLgn separate 
riders which help maintaln PEF's credtt m e l m .  Moody's expects PEF's construcl on spenu ng to be f nanced oy a 
combmation of debt a1 the utility and CaPllal ContribJrlons from the parent PEF s tom. deot lo capdallzaloon 
expected remain in the low to m,d-50% range going forward, d a d  ng Moody's slandara ad,ustments. 

By far me company's largest capital expenditure Iprolect .s the construction of a new two-unnt (1.105 MW per unit) 
nuclear fac.l;ty ,n Levy County. about ten miles from its Crystal Rver nuclear facilriy The new umts are es1,mated 
to cost a SJbslantial $14 btllion along w In $3 billion for transmission Jpgrades. and PEF s hoping to have one or 
more co-owners share in the conslruction costs. Although PEF has spent $243 mdnon on prBconstmction and 
construction spending tnrough 2008. signtficant cipilal expenditures will likely not be made until the post-2010 time 
frame 

On May 1.2009, PEF announced mat Ine conslr.&on schedule for Ine ne* nuclear Jnm nao bee0 deayed by ai 
leasl twenty months with a new on ne date 'n me 2018-2020 time frame The de ay resrllts from me company's 
determination thal the excavation an0 fomaaLon preparation work w.1 not oe aJlnor.zea untd the Nmear 
Regulatory Comm SSfOn Issues a comoined operetlng license (COLJ. vrnicn s not expected Jntll ale 201 1 01 tar  y 
2012. Although tne de.ay nas shllted some capila expendlures for the projecl out by ai least 20 months me 
project 51.11 poses a considerable long-term nSK and will require contmued supportive regulatory trealment and 
assdred. timely cost recovery provisions 

- Lower cam now coverage metria in 2008 caused tor the most pall by deferred fuel: metncs are expected to 
return closor to prior year levels in 2009 and 2010 

Cred:t metrcs declined s;gnihcantly In 2008 due to higher deferred fuel that will oe recovered in 2009 and shoJld 
lead to a recovery of cash flow coverage ratios. These ratios include CFO pre-working capital interest coverage of 
3 Ox and CFO pre-worcing capital to debt of 9.8% in 2008, down from 4 7x and 19 1%. respen'vely. in 2007. 
Results for the twelve months ending March 31, 2309 nave alreaoy shown some 'mprovement w,th CFO pre- 
wwk ng capital lnterest coverage increasmg to 3 :x and CFO pie-wormng cap4al Io deol ncreasing Iu 12 650 01ei 
me long-term. the J~IIII~'S coverage metrics will reinam pressJred by h gher opera1 ng cosls. as .veil as s yn locan1 
debt issuances ,n ootn 2007 and 2008 lo meet capilal expend l ~ r e  reqG.renienls PEF no con1 nLe Io c*Pewwe 
h gher levels of capila expendilues over me next several years. tnouyn mdcn 01 lne ncrameiila spena ny s 
environmental and w I, be recovered tnrough cost recovery clauses Moody s expects PEF's meb cs to retirn Lo 
.eveIs more appropr ate for an A rated utility with CFO pre-working capital interest coverage aoove 4 Ox and CFO 
pre-working capita. to debt above 20% over the in ermediate term, althougn me degree of improvemenl IS 
somewnat dependent on its rate case odcome 

- rbgn parent company deot 

PEFs overall risk profile has benefited from a lower business risk profile at parent company Progress Energy 
following tne dwesliure of several Jnregulated 0u:iinesses over tne last severa. years, wnich allowed the parent 
company to redJce debt by 51 7 oillion to $2 6 billion or approximately 25% of the total long-term debt of the 
consot.date3 entity. However. in March 2009. Progress again increased the eve1 of debt at me parenl company oy 
ssjing $750 m:ll,on 01 senior notes 10 fund utility (nostly PEF) capital expend tures thcougn equ ty conlr Du1 ons. 
mcreas;ng parent company debt lo $3 35 bi lion. 0. approx miltely 30% of the tolad consolioatea deot of me 
Progress Energy organiza1,on Mfsening some of [ne nsk of this additqonal deol was the tssuance 01 $523 m.1 on 
of equ ty (net proceeds) in January 2009. wh ch Moody's v-ewed as credit Positive The h gh leve uf de01 at Ine 
parent company ,s tne predominant reason Deninc the relatively wide notch ng Deween Ihe dnsecdred ral ng of 
Progress ai Baa2 and 11s ulil ty suosid aues at A3 

Liquidity Profile 

PEF has been re.,ant on Ihe parent company for Iiqu.dity support over the last several months because of 
Jnus2at.y high co ateral requiremenis related to naural gas hedges. AS a result of a slgnihcant decline in natural 
gas prlces since thase hedges were execJled. PE: has been required to posl cash collateral of $535 million as of 
Marcn 31, 2009, up from $335 miliion a1 December 31. 2008. Rather than fully Ltilizing PEF's own $450 million 
credit lacility to meet tnese collateral requirements, Progress Energy had $500 million drawn on 'ts own credit 
facility as of Marcn 31. 2009 and has temporan y advanced fdnds 10 the ~ t '  ~ t y  to meet these collateral 
reqiremenls As a r e s d  PEF had $514 mill,on 01 noles payable lo aff i  ;ated compan.es ouln Ine parenl arid 
PEC, on 41s balance sheet as of Marcn 31, 2009, I-p from $72 m.11 on at Decernoer 31,2008 Proyrrss an1 c PBIPS 
lhat co, alera requirements a1 PEF will decrease by the ena of 2009 as lhrse nedges ocgm Io :uII on P,Gy,~ss 
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Energy also made a $155 mllilon equity contribution to PEF during the first quarter of 2009. for the most part for 
PEPS large ongoing construction program. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 - ( T R S - ' 8 )  

PEFs 5450 million bank revolving credit facility expires on March 28. 201 1, which supported $130 million of 
commercial paper outstanding as of March 31, 2009. The credit facility does not contain a material advene change 
clause that could preclude new borrowings, and lias one financial covenant. a maximum debt-to-capital wvenant 
of 65%. At March 31,2009, the company was in (compliance with the financial wvenant with a calculation of 
57.9%. Long-term debt due at PEF over the next twelve months is limlled to a $300 million fint mortgage bond 
maturity on June 1.2010. PEF had $20 million of cash on hand as of March 31,2009, about equal to the $19 
million it held at December 31, 2008. 

The company expects to finance higher capital expenditures with a combination of internally generated funds, 
long-term debt issuances. andlor equity wntributions from the parent company. The utility can supplement these 
sources with access to Progress Energy's money pool. which allows the parent to more efficiently allocate cash 
among its two regulated utility subsidiaries 

Progress Energy maintains a $1.13 billion revolving credit facility expiring May 3, 2012 that supports the parent 
company's commercial paper program. The facility includes a covenant that limits the company's debt to capital 
ratio to 68%. and does not include a material adverse change representation for new borrowings. The company 
was in compliance with this covenant at March 31. 2009 with a debt to capital ratio of 57.1% 

Rating Outlook 

The stable rating outlook reflects a supportive regulatory environment. Strong cost recovery provisions, and our 
expedation that cash flow wverage ratios will improve to prior year levels as fuel costs are recovered. collateral 
requirements decline, and new base rates are implemented. The stable outlook also reflects the company's 
decision to delay its nuclear construction program by at least 20 months, which will reduce near-term capital 
spending requirements and financing needs. 

What Could Change the Rating -Up 

An upgrade is unlikely while the utility has a major rate case pending and is undertaking a major new nuclear 
construction project. An upgrade could be considered, however, if there are significant mitigants to offset the risks 
inherent in such a large and complex nuclear construction project, including preapproval of recovery for nuclear 
capital expendilures, the sharing of risk with contractors or other parties; and the inclusion of wowners or other 
partners. An upgrade wuld also be considered if there is a recovery of cash flow coverage metrics from currently 
low levels, including a ratio of CFO before working, capital plus interest to interest above 5 . 0 ~  and CFO before 
working capital to debt above 25%. The rating is somewhat wnstrained by the high level of debt at the Darent 
company level. 

What Could Change the Rating -Down 

A downgrade wuld be considered if there is an adverse change in the regulatory environment in Florida which 
could limit full and timely recovery of costs, especially the cost of new nuclear generation; a continued increase in 
leverage; new, unanticipated capital expenditure r(?quirements; if financial coverage metrics do not recover from 
2008 ieveis and CFO before working capital plus interest to interest remains below 4.0% and CFO before working 
capital to debt remains below 20% for a sustained period. 

Rating Factors 

Progress Energy Florida, Inc. 
297000 3 
Select Key Ratios For Global Regulated Electric: 
Utilities 

>6 >5 3.5-6.0 3.0- 2.7-5.0 2-4.0 c2.5 <2 

CFO pre-WIC to Debt (%) [ l ]  >30 >22 22-30 12-22 13-25 5-13 < I3  C5 

CFO pre-WIC - Dividends to Debt (%) [ I ]  225 >20 13-25 9-20 8-20 3-10 <IO <3 

c40 <50 40-60 50-70 50-70 60-75 >60 >70 

5.7 
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SECURITIES. MIS DEFINES CREDIT RISK AS THE RISK THAT AN ENTITY MAY NOT MEET ITS 
CONTRACTUAL, FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS AS THEY COME DUE AND ANY ESTIMATED FINANCIAL LOSS 
IN THE EVENT OF DEFAULT. CREDIT RATING'S DO NOT ADDRESS ANY OTHER RISK, INCLUDING BUT 
NOT LIMITED T O  LIQUIDITY RISK, MARKET \rALUE RISK, OR PRICE VOLATILITY. CREDIT RATINGS ARE 
NOT STATEMENTS OF CURRENT OR HISTORICAL FACT. CREDIT RATINGS DO NOT CONSTITUTE 
INVESTMENT OR FINANCIAL ADVICE, AND ClREDlT RATINGS ARE NOT RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
PURCHASE, SELL, OR HOLD PARTICULAR SECURITIES. CREDIT RATINGS DO NOT COMMENT ON THE 
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Progress Energy Florida - Rate Case 
Adjusted Credit Metrics 
($in millions) 

(FFO+ Interest)/lnterest 
Total FFO 864 942 908 
Total Interest 303 351 318 

(FFO + Interest)/lnterest 3.9 3.7 3.9 

FFO/Debt 
Total FFO 864 942 908 
Total Debt 4.786 5,999 5,433 

FFO/Debt 18.1% 15.1% 16.7% 
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1,172 1,250 1,216 842 920 886 
303 351 3 18 303 351 318 

4.9 4.6 4.8 3.8 3.6 3.8 

1,172 1,250 1,216 842 920 886 
4,786 5,999 5,433 4,786 5,999 5,433 

24.5% 20.8% 22.4% 17.6% 15.3% 16.3% 
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New Nuclear Generation: 
Ratings Pressure Increasing 

Summary - Maody's is considering taking a more negatwe view for those ~ssueis 
seeking tu build new nudear power plank 

Rationale is premised an a material increase in business and operating risk 

Longer-lm value pmpos8jon appears intan, and, once operating, nuclear 
plank are *wed favotabiy due lo teir em-cs and nozarbon emission 

* 

m 

fCQ1pi"t 

m Hislaically, m s t  nudearduidng udliies suffered ratings dmgrdes- 
and sametimes sew-ik building lhese fadlitks 

phver genera6-m for Ihe first lime in years 

Nevertheless. most uiiliies n w  seeking lo buld nudeargeneratian do not 
appear IO be adjusting meirfinandal policies, a mda negative 

First federal appmvals are at least two years away, and emomic. politicai 
and palicy equations auld easily change before m e n  

Progress continues slawly ~1 Federal Loan Guarantees, which will provlde 
a Iwr -1  swm d funding but will only modestly mwate increasing 
bUSlneSS and merating risk profik 

Pallnershps, balance sheet strenglhen'hg balstering lwidii reserves and 
'back-to-basia' approaches la core operations could help wouldde 
nuclear utilities maintain their ratings 

. POMCal and prky  mdhm are spurring appli&ons fw new " d a r  

m 

u 

m 

m 
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New Nuclear Generation. Ratinqs Presstire Increasing 

Overview 
It has now been three decades :;in= the last, serious nuclear COnStrUctim cyde. The 1979 accident at 
Pennsylvania's Three Mile IsIan85 nudear power plant appears to have permanently affected the nation's views 
about building new nuclear powq?r generation. As a result, substantial new regulatory pmcedures were 
implemented. Devebpment and wnstrucbion msk soared. recovery was challenged and for many issuers, 
financial deterioratkn and ratings downgrades followed. For some, ratings rewvery took years. 

But while nudear power remains; a thorny political and policy issue today, me wncept of building new facilities 
has gradually reawakened in recant years. offering a buffer agalnsl foreign energy dependence, unpredictable 
wmmodity prices, and heavily polluting fuel sources. As a result, several of the largest US. power companies 
in recent years have announced plans lo pursue new nuclear generation. 

This may eventually bwst the wuntry's Options far power generation. But from a credit perspective. the risks 
of building new nucleargenerali'm are hard to ignore, entailing significantly higher business and operating wk  
profiles, with wnslruction risk, huge capital ~051s. and Continual shifts in national energy policy. Proieci risks 
are somewhat more clear today than during the last build cycle, in the 1970s. Since we now have a track 
rewrd that measures nudear power's operating performance; strong plant ewnomics due lo iow fuel w s t ;  
proven effldent and safe operating capabilities; new and refined regulatory procedures: and more certainty 
over reactor designs before construction begins. 

Less clear today is the effect that energy efficiency pmgrams and national renewabla standards might have on 
the demand for new nudeargen#eration. National energy p o k y  has also begun eyeing lower carbon emissions 
as a key desire for energy pmductiowthearetilby a huge bene* for new nudear generatian--but the price 
tags assdated with these development eRorts are daunting, especially in light of today's economic turmoil. It 
isn't dear what effect Such shifts, or changes in technology, will have for new nuclear power fadlities 

Credit wnditions are yet another question. Few, if any. of the issuers aspiring to build new nuclear power have 
meaningfully strengthened their balance sheets, and far Several companies. key financial credit ratios have 
actually declined. Moreover, reclsnt broad market turmoil calls into question whether new liquidity IS even 
available to suppart such capital-intensive projects. (The U S Nuclear Reguiatow Commisslan's (NRC j first 
Construction and Operating Licenses. or COLs. are expected to win approval 4" roughly 24-36 months. afler 
which investment in these projetls could well increase significantly.) 

Moody's is considering applying a mote negative view for issuers that are actively pursuing new nuclear 
generation. History gives us rearm to be wncemed about possible signifmnt balance-sheet challenges, the 
lack of tangible efforts today lo alefend the existing ratings. and the Substantial execution risk involved in 
building new nudear power facil'ities. 

Nuclear's "bet-the-farm" risk 
The NRC says about 14 wmpariies to date have submitted COL applications. proposing numerous new 
nuclear reactors far power generation. The first of these COL's is expected to be approved beginning in mid- 
201 1. Many of the COL license applications include partners. but the next table lists the primary holding 
campany entiy behind each pro,ied. and our view Of the activity level associated with the endeavor 

From a credit perspective, companies mat punue new nudear generation will take on a higher bwiness and 
operating risk profile, pressuring credit ratings over the intermediate- to long-term. Even so. we also believe 
companies will ultimately revise their corporate-finance policies to begin materially Strengthening balance 
sheets and bolstering available liquidity capacity at the stalt of the construction cycle. In addition, we believe 
regulators will generally wntinut! to suppolt me longterm financial health of the utilities they regulate. and will 
authorize recovery of investmenk and costs over a reasonable timeframe. 
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Changesin rating 

We view new nuclear generations plans as a "bet the f a n '  endeavor for most companies, due lo the Size of the 
investment and length of time needed to build a nuclear power facility. While we continue to view operating 
nuclear units positively. we increasingly Sensa ulat mne of the issuers actively pursuing these endeavors have 
taken any material a d o m  to strengthen their balance sheels. As a resun, it has become increasingly likely 
that the pursuit of new nuclear p w r  projects will lead to some near-tern rating actions or oUUWk changes. 

This table highlights the Credit mebicS Some of the issuers lhal appear most aggressive in their nuclear 
development plans. 

Table 2: Selected utilittes actively pursuing new nuclear generation 

Sauth Carolina Public Sewre 
Authority (Santee Cwper) Munlopsl Aa2 

G W B ~  Power IOU A2 
MYnlapllt ElecUlc Whonty of 

Po*er IDJt" CMpe,dtlW Baal 
CPorpia Mbnicipal A1 

Wlethorpe Cmpwative Baal 

Stable 53,715 $1,586 234% 

Stable 58.156 58.412 97% 

Stable 13,390 Srn 439% 

Stable 51,398 57M 186% 

Stable $3,910 $1,239 316% 

Sa" Antonio Cps 
City of Austin 
NRG Enemv 

Municipal Aa1 
Municipal A1 

Unrewiated Ba3 CFR 

Stable 53.m 52,200 164% 
Positive S1,6W S1.2W 133% 

135% -~ _. RUR-up 59,275 56.885 

+," I m,ll,o"s 
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Plant construction can pressure metrics 
The Sheer size, cost and complexity of new nuclear constr~ctlon projects will invease a utility's 01 power 
companfs business and operating risk Profile, leading to downward rating pressure. The length of a nudear 
construction effolt also entails lengthy regulatory reviews and potential delays in recovering investments, 
changing mark31 conditions. shifsng Pditicai and policy agendas, and technological developments on both the 
supply and demand side. 

Given these long-term risks, a umpany's financlal policy becomes especially critical to its overall credit profile 
during construction. In general, we believe a company should prepare for the higher risk associated with 
construction by maintaining. if not strengthening. its balance sheet, and by maintaining robust lewis of 
available liquidity capacity. 

This is cruclal. because our preii'minary analysis Suggests that credit metrics will detenorale meanlngfuily 
without Significant mitigating factors or Other stmctural provisions. As Cash oufflows materially begin to outpaw 
inflows. leverage is expected lo increase and metric* related to cash flaw are expected to decline. A 
weakening financial pmfile, coupled with increasing business and operatins risk. Should resuit in credit 
deterioration. 

Precedents offer limited insight 
Much has changed sin- the la511 major nudeargeneration construction cycle (1965.1995). The industry has 
learned from experience, mcluding up-front regulatory oversight of development and investment; streamlined 
federal NRC appmvai procedures: and enhanced construction cycles and techniques. 

in addition, new environmental rt!gulatians, specifically lhose aimed at reducing cadon dioxide emissions; 
appear weii positioned for near-tt?n implementation. These environmental developments Should otherwise 
bolster the case for new nuclear generation. as It is vlewed as one of the only large scale generation 
technology with a no-carbon footprint. 

We are not questioning me arguments in favor of new large-scale nuclear generation. We observe, however. 
that nuclear projects require mas,sive investments, and the long-ten recovery of which presents a primary risk 
factor for Issuers adively trying to build new nuclear power plants. Historically. in fact. many of the large 
nuclear utilities experienced some Anancial distress while building their plants. Material rating downgrades 
remain just as distinct a possibilily tcday 

Issuerexperience varied during Ihe last U S  nudear build cycle. which we define as 1965.1995, This table is 
not meant to be allinclusive (it excludes several iswers. such as Portland General and its Trojan nuclear 
plant. Aiihowh almost ail &suers experienced rating downgrades to varying degrees. and not all of the 
downgrades may have been directly reiated to nuclear development, it was clearly either a primary or 
contributing factor in most cases 
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Table 3: Precedent rating actions for utilities involved in nuclear development 
~ 

1981.1991 

1974-1979 

1981-1991 

1968-1990 

1972-1978 

1972-1978 

1969-1974 

1981-1992 

1972-1986 

197CI988 

1973-1979 

1980-1988 

1983~1988 

1981-1987 

wn.1984 

1975-1990 

1987-1994 

1984-1989 

1973-1979 

1971-1971 

1968-19BO 

1VBZ-lV86 

ivn-1990 

.1971.1984 

1971 -1 992 

IV68-lV88 

1973-1985 

1970-1976 

1971-1990 

1975-1988 

3981~1988 

1971.1991 

1982-1986 

1970.1987 

1975-1981 

1976-19PO 

1980-1991 

1973.1987 

1978-1986 

1969-1975 

1979-1985 

1979-1985 

A2 FMB 

U FMB 

Aa2 FM8 

As2 FMB 

Aa2 FMB 

Al FMB 

Aaa FMB 

Baa155 

*a2 FMB 

Ad2 FMB 

Al FMB 

UFMB 

Baal FMB 

U FMB 

Aa2 FMB 

Baa2 FMB 

A2 FM8 

Al FMB 

A 1  FMB 

*a2 FMB 

U FMB 

Baaz FMB 

*a2 FMB 

N F M B  

*a2 FMB 

A s  FMB 

*a2 FMB 

*a2 FMB 

Aa2 FM8 

Aa2 FMB 

A1 FMB 

Aaa FM8 

Aa2 FM8 

*a2 FMB 

Al FMB 

*as FMB 

Baa2 FMB 

A12 FMB 

Baa2 FMB 

*a2 FMB 

A2 FMB 

*a2 FMB 

4 

I 

5 

I 

I 
2 

1 

3 

6 

3 

7 

2 

6 
3 

9 
2 

I 
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Toledo € d i m  1977 1988 Baal  FMB Baa1 1 

Unlan Electric 1980 1988 A 1  FMB Baal  1 

VI~lnla Etectdc and Power 1971.1981 *a2 FMB Al 1 

Wllcmtln Publlc IeMce 1969.1975 hl FMB A1 1 

Metrics show no meaningful improvement 
Among electric utilities4oth "on-nuclear and nuclear vertically integrated companies-many key financial 
credii metriw have remained reasonably steady in recent times. While a stable financial profile reflecls our 
sense of the seclor's relatwe stability and predictability, we are becoming increasingly concerned that the 
nuclear utilities do not appear likely lo see any meaningful improvement over the near to intermediate term. 

Because companies that build nsw nuclear generation will increase their overall business and Operating risk 
profiles, we believe they Will need to compensate wilh near-term financial policies that pR)ducB strong financial 
cmdii ratios. While a mnslrucliv~? regulatory relationship will help mibgate near-term credil pressures. we will 
remain on guard far ptential wnstruction delays and wst overruns that could lead lo future rate shock andlor 
disallowances of cost recovery. IGiven the lengthy w n ~ t ~ ~ t i o n  time needed far nuclear praiects, there is no 
guarantee that lo morrow'^ regul~tory political, or fuel environments will be as supportive to nuclear wwer as 
today's. 

Table 4: Credit comparisons of nuclear and non-nuclear utilities 

Debt I EBITDA 

Debt I Revenuer 
CFO I Debt 

ICFO Pre WICI  I Debt 

EBrrDA.1 Interest *"re 
FFO I Debt 

(CFO Pre-WIC + Interest) I Interest 

(CFO PE-WIC-DMdRldr) I Capex 

(CFO PR WIC Dlvldenhl I Debt 

Expenre 

1.8 

82% 

11% 
14% 

16% 

6.4 

5.5 
78% 
17% 

3 2  

80% 

12% 

23% 
25% 

6.5 

55 
71% 

17% 

1.1 

79% 
22% 

22% 

14% 

6.4 

5.1 
64% 
17% 

1 8  

81% 

18% 

11% 

14% 

6.0 

51 
6u% 

17% 

1 0  

84% 

16% 

27% 
27x 

6.6 

5.8 
89% 

20% 

1 0  

81% 

16% 

16% 
27% 
6.7 

59 
83% 

lu% 

1 1  1 3  

811 86% 
i6a 24% 

16% 15% 

16% 14% 

6.4 6.3 

59 6 0  
76% 6% 

1.3% 2u% 
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We can apply the same general finanual-profile views to the parent companies that are now pursuing new 
nuclear construction 

Table 5: Credit conditiowrs of parent companies seeking to build nuclear power 
generation 

Debt I Capitalization 
Debt I EBiTDA 
Debt I Revenuer 

CFO I Debt 
(CFO Pre-WIC) I Oebt 
FFO I Debt 
EBmlA I Interest -re 
(CFO Pre-WIC + lotwert) I Interest 
EXp"Se 

(CFO Pre-WIC.DImdendr) I Cawx 

55% 

3 8  

131% 
17% 
18% 
19% 
4.5 

4.2 

101% 

54% 

3 6  

121% 
18% 
19% 
20% 

4.7 

4 4  

109% 

54% 

3 2  

123% 

18% 
20% 
20% 

4.8 

4.4 

87% 

56% 

1 2  

126% 

16% 

1 8% 
19% 

4.3 

4 2  

75% 
(CFO Pre-WIC-Dividends) I Debt 14% 15% 15% 13% 

Benefits of near-term recovery are limited 
New nuclear power construction appears to enjoy strong poiitical and regulatoly suppoll in a number of 
jurisdidons, especially in the Southeastern slates, where there is m w  legislation afoot la promote it. This 
support typically involves the regulators in the decision-making process on the business side; regular reviews 
of the SPO~SOB' capital budgelss: and real-time remvely of financing and other charges assmated with the 
co"slNctio" procsss. 

Nevertheless. regulatory dsks will persist over the longer term, and we increasingly thlnk it unlikely mat 
everything will work out as intended. We are concerned with the she of the inveslments being made even 
before the NRC grants a COL: m,e ongoing potential risks fmm displacement technology developments over 
the course of the construction periad: and the recovery of sizeable Sunk costs. should an issuer abandon a 
pmject in the future. 

These longer-term dsks are difficult to quantify today. but the possibility of abandoning a mn~trudion project 
should not be fully dismissed. retprdless of the low probability of such an occurrence today We remain 
concerned that should an issuer walk away from a nuclear project, for whatever reason. its multi-billion 
investment may not be fully iecovered, or it may be amortized over a long-term period This muid introduce 
some material financial distress lor almost any issuer. 

Public Power and Cooperatives are positioned with 
flexible cost recovery mechanisms but rate pressure is 
expected 
A number of municipally owned and not-for-pmfit mperatives are partners in several new nudear 
development pmjeas. Several ofthese issuers have already begun raising significant a m m b  of debt to 
finance heir share of the upfmnt development costs associated wiih these projects. 
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Public power utiliies have begw lo take proactive approaches lo their participation in these prajeds to 
mitigate me burden. The Municipal Electric Authwity of Georgia. for example, buiit a sizable resew in BXCBSS 

of 5700 million and found ofl taken for Some of b initial ownership share to miliiate me financial burden of its 
ownership in the Voglle 3 and 4 nuclear project. San Antonio CPS has begun to educate I s  wetomer base 
and to examine b rate process lo begin lo fund construction in advance of the construction schedule. 

Nevemeless, despite their more! levered balance shwels. we still consider the municipals and cmperatives 
better-positioned than me inveslor-owned utilities. because of their self-regulating rate aulhorilies. 

Yet one of the challenges associated mlh pursuing a new nuclear project is the size of lhe inveslmenl. These 
entities4ike lheir investor-owned counterpart-isk the prospect that their customers Mil be unable lo 
absorb steadily increasing rates, Ongoing economic turmoil in the U.S. amplifies this risk over the near lo 
intermediate term and municipals and woperatives do not have an ability to raise equity capital 

Is size an issue? 
One possible Solution might be lor utilities to create partnerships for building new nudear generation. thereby 
diluting mir risk through varbus Sharing mechanisms. Even s a  of the largest utility and power companies in 
our sector pale in wmparison lo the largest indusbial customen, and to the foreign power companies. Some of 
which -Id be Slmng candidates for such parherships: 

Table 6: Relative size comparison of other energy companies 

Lame energy companies 
Electricity de France (EdF) Aa3 $82,985 187,833 1279.618 

Euon Mobit Aaa 556,596 5425,071 5295,024 

BP plc k 1  558,861 5161,143 $250,816 

U.S. u m m s  
Exdo" Baal 518,069 518,859 5,?.524 
Southern A3 520.276 517,127 $49,380 

Duke Energy Baa2 516,721 513,207 553,968 

SCANA corporation Baal 54,972 $5,319 $11,567 

NRG Energy Bal  CFR $9,275 $6.885 $25,071 - . ;" s r n i l l ~ 0 S  

Conclusion 
The likelihood that Moody's will lake a more negative rating position for most issuers actively seeking lo build 
new nudear generation is increasing. Wah only about 24 months remaining before the NRC begins issuing 
licenses for new projects and major investment begins, few of Ihe issuers we currently m l e  have taken any 
meaninghrl steps to sbengthen their balance sheets. Considering these new pmjeds lend to raise an issuds 
business and Operating risk profiles, the utility's overall credit pmfile appears weaker. 

Most issuers still have some Bmt? to revisa lheir financing policies. Even so, we am mcerned that the turmoil 
in the financial markets, wntinuttd uncertainty associated with Federal loan guarantees, and the general tenor 
associated with bank credi facilities and liquidity will make such revisions more dimcult in me future. 
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in order to defend existing ratinm or lo limit negative raling actions. we wiii look for inveslor-amed utilities to: - 
m - 
m 

In addition to this 'back to basic? focus m core operations and management. we muid *wed municipal and 
cooperar~e utilities to inuease upfront rates lo mnsumers. in Order to build liquidity cushions and prevent 
rate shocks. 

Fmm a risk mitigation perspective. the prasped of Seeking business pame-arlicuiarly major multinational 
energy c w n i e s  with some experience in lhe nuclear a r e m i g h t  also be wodh exploring as a gmd way 
lo preserve liquid@ and cash flow, while still reaping the benefits of new nuclear power generation. 

create Strategic partnership!;, to share costs and risks; 

inwease reliance on equity ias a wmponent to financing plans. 

moderate lheir dividend poli83les to retain cash Row; and 

adopt a "baCk-tebasiCS' focus on wre eiectdc utility operations, posing less distmction for management 
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Appendix A: Historical rating actions 

I975.1987 U FMBdormDrsdcd to Bsa2 h 1976. 8 4  h Far(q 
1982. f0llM"M by Mlw "In* -&3 I" 
1983. 1984. 1985, 1% 

Mrma Pvbllc SerYl~e 1981 I993 A2 FMB downgraded to A2 h 1982. Baa2 In 1984. Pa10 Verdr 
Baa3 In 1989. upyaded to Baa2 h1992 

1974-1919 AlFMB nmffr naiti- G ~ S  e EI 

Cleveland Electrlc lllurnlnaflng 1981 1993 M 2 F M B d ~ ~ g r a d e d t o A l i n l 9 8 1 . * 1 i n I 9 8 4 .  Periy 

Cmmm*ealm Edlron 

CmnRflCUt Llghf 6 Power 

Cmrolldsted E d l m  Co of NY 

Baa2 in 1985, Baa3 m 1993 

Baal I" 1987 
1968 1pw 

1972 1978 

1972 1978 

M 2  FMB domraded to  Al m lw, A3 In 1984, 

Aa2 FMB downgraded to N m 1974 

Al FM8 dormgraded to Baal m 1974 

Dresden I m a d  c l t h  I lion I 
LaSalk 18yM I Braldwwd 

Con" Yankee I Yanhee Rawe 

Indian Point 

canrumen EneW 1969 1974 Aaa FMB downgraded to Aa2 m 1972 Pail5ad.5 

l9B5-1592 Baa3 Sr. Sec. upgraded to Baal In 1985, Fermi 
downgraded to Baa2 lo 1987 followed by 
w m d s  to Baal m 19% A3 In I991 

Duke Energy Cardlnar 

DuqueUr L W t  1974 1988 *a2FMBdOrm~~edt~A2hl979, * I ln1981.  B e s w r V a l l ~  

Entergy Arkansas 1971 1979 e3 FMB downgraded to  h a 2  I" 1974 Arkan- Nuclear 

Entwgy Gulf Sum 1980 1988 Al FMB downgraded to Baal h 1982, Baa3 In R l v e M d  

I972 1986 M 2  FMB downgraded to N in 1973. umraded to  Dconee I McGulre I Cauwba 
A1 1982,AdIn 1983andMZIn1984 

Baal m l 9 8 4 m d B a a 2 I n l W  

1984, foUowbywadetoBaa2m 1985and 
downgrade to Ba2 In 1986 and to Ba3 In 1987 

I981.1987 A2 FMB downgraded to A3 and 9 m n  to Baa2 m 
1982, davngraded to Ba2 In 1983, followed by 
upgrads to  Bad2 and agab to Baal In 1986 

Grand Gulf 

nonda Power h Llghf 

Gearp(a P-r 

Hourton Light h Power 

HIWS mwr 

1972 1984 AaZ FMB downgraded to A2 In 1974, fdlored by 

Baal FMB vpgraded to Baal In 1982, hwngrded 
to Baa2 I" 19117 

A2 FMB downgraded to A2 In 1989, lpqraded to 
A2 in 1993 

1 9 a  and Baa3 In 1989 

Turkey P a n t  I Sf Lwle 

HaM I 

Iovfh T 

unto" 

upgrader to A1 In 1982 and MI in 1984 

U FMB hwngraded to A3 In 1986, to  Baa2 In 

lndlana Michigan Power 1973 I979 A2 FMB dawngraded to Baa2 m 1975 COOk 
Iowa ElecWc Llqht 6 Power 

Jersey Central Power h Llghf 

Kaniar Gar 6 Electric 

1973 I977 

1968 1980 

1982 1986 

M 2  FMB downgraded to A2 (n 1974, to Boa2 In 

A2 FMMB downgraded Io Baa2 m 1972 and Ea2 m 

Baa2 FMB downgraded to Baa3 m 1981 upgraded 

Duane h l d  

Wrter Cr& i Three Mile island 

Wolf Cyeek 

1975. followed bv lpgade to AI in 1977 

1980 

to Baa2 an 1986 
Long Island Lighting 

fallo&d by upgrade to Ba3 m 198;. Bal'm 
1989 and Baa3 m 19W 

New Enpland Power 1971 1992 M 2  FMB domraded to Aa3 h 1982. A1 In 1988 M Yankee I Seabmok 
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Overview 
Fitch Ratings' "U.S. Electric and Gas Financial Peer Study" presents 
comparative financial ratios, as of Dec. 31, 2008, for 170 companies divided 
into five peer groups. The peer groups consist of utility parent companies 
(UPC), integrated electric utility operating companies (IUC), electric and gas 
utility distribution companies (UDC), midstream gas companies (MID) and 
competitive generating companies (CGC). A more detailed explanation of 
the five categories appears in the table on page 3. Within each peer group, 
+L ----=- iel ..,,.. hx, +k;, i Or A ~ ~ . , , I +  ,Inn\ 
L l l F  cv"l~""'c'",c 5'yyvcy w ,  .,,.,. .... ""...I .,.,) \ 

The data indicates that leverage measures for state-regulated utilities 
increased moderately in 2008. The rise was evident for both the IUC and 
UDC peer groups and i s  reflective of higher capital expenditures, primarily 
for infrastructure improvements, and in the case of the IUC group, 
environmental upgrades, as well as increased working capital requirements, 
largely related to higher fuel and power procurement costs, which peaked in 
August 2008 and have since subsided, and increases in accounts receivable 
and uncollectible accounts. Despite the rise in leverage, interest coverage 
ratios were only moderately lower, indicating the majority of utilities were 
able to fund at reasonable rates with l i t t le change in the embedded cost of 
debt despite difficult capital market conditions. The rise in capital 
expenditures should moderate in 2009 as a number of utilities have 
responded to recessionary pressures with reductions in capital spending 
plans in 2009 and beyond, but wi l l  remain at elevated levels that wil l 
continue to place upward pressure on leverage. The reduction in commodity 
prices since the August 2008 peak should ease working capital requirements 
if sustained throughout the year, although lower commodity prices could 
increase collateral postings for companies reliant on long-term power 
purchases. 

For the third consecutive year, credit quality measures for the CGC group 
improved in 2008, albeit more modestly than prior years. Fitch attributes 
the improved financial performance to higher realized margins on energy 
sales for the majority of 2008, and hedging activities that locked in 
favorable pricing, which more than offset a decline in power prices in the 
fourth quarter. Fitch expects 2009 to be a challenging year for the CGC 
group, and the sector outlook i s  negative. Fitch anticipates that lower 
demand for electricity in 2009 as a result of the US. and global economic 

2 

slowdown, combined with a continuation of lower natural gas prices, will 
lead to lower energy margins. The impact on individual companies will 
depend to a large degree on their hedging positions. Companies that are 
unhedged or have substantial hedges rolling off in 2009 will be more 
adversely affected than those companies with hedges that were put in place 
during the first half of 2008 and extend beyond 2009. 

Credit quality of the MID peer group also improved in 2008, largely due to 
the strong commodity prices that persisted for much of the year before 

measures in 2CO9 are likely to be adversely affected by a continuation of 
lower natural gas prices expected for the remainder of 2009. 

Using the Data 
This study i s  intended to be used as an analytical tool to compare the 
relative financial performance of companies within, and between, rating 
categories. The peer study i s  not intended to be predictive of rating 
changes, since financial ratios i n  isolation do not determine credit ratings. 
Fitch's credit criteria incorporate a variety of other quantitative and 
qualitative factors. In addition, ratings are also materially affected by 
linkage to affiliates, different levels of business risk and other qualitative 
factors. While the peer study includes a table showing median financial ratios 
for each rating category within the five peer groups, these should not be 
construed as target ratios for the rating categoly. The medians reflect a single 
point in time, and in many cases are based on a small sampling. 

In reading this report, it i s  important t o  note that the financial ratios, other 
than return on average common equity, are calculated on an adjusted basis. 
As in previous peer studies, Fitch adjusted the financial ratios to exclude 
nonrecurring items such as restructuring charges, asset impairments and 
nonrecurring gains and losses. Financial ratios have also been adjusted to 
exclude the effect of issuing uti l i ty tariff bonds, sometimes referred to as 
transition bonds or rate reduction bonds, where the instruments are serviced 
through a dedicated revenue stream (see note on page 19) .  Of the 170 
companies included in the peer study, 37 are affected by these adjustments. 
These companies are footnoted. In many instances, debt i s  also adjusted to 
include off-balance-sheet debt or debt equivalents or to exclude non- 
recourse debt. It is also important t o  note that Fitch's definition of EBlT and 
EBITDA excludes non.operating income. 

<-,,&." ..<' i" I l r ^  '-.,Ab. .̂.*lt̂ l Ci".il.* +- +k" rcr "I^.." r r ^ A i t  "..-I;&,, 
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Several other adjustments were made in calculating the financial ratios. 
Interest expense i s  calculated before any credit for allowance for borrowed 
funds used during construction (AFUDC) andlor capitalized interest. Funds 
from operations (FFO) i s  defined as cash from operations, as reported, 
before changes in working capital. Debt ratios include on-balance-sheet 
leases, including those that may be reported as other liabilities and only 
detailed in footnotes. For further explanation of the financial ratios in this 
report, please refer to the definitions on pages 18 to 19. 

Lastly, financial ratios are adjusted to reflect the equity credit attributed to 
hybrid securities, which may be reported as either debt or preferred stock. 
(For more information, please refer to Fitch’s criteria report, “Equity Credit 
for Hybrid @Other Capital Securities,” dated June 25, 2008, and available at 
www.fitchratings.com.) 

~~~~ ~ ~~~ 
~~~~ _____- ~~~~ ~.~~ 

~~~ 

Peer Group Descriptions 

Peer Group Acronym Explanation 
Utility Parent Companies UPC The utillty parent companies peer group includes both pyre hddlng companier and parent operating companies with one 01 more diversified 

subsidiaries. The burin- rixk profiles of Utility parent companies RmYn widely disparate, whlch often accounts fw the rating dixrepanv among 
com~anlei  With similar ratim. On the tow end Of the risk spectrum are utillty parent companies that mwn one or more pure distribution companies 
with no commodity price risk. such as NSTAR and Consolidated Ediron, 1°C. At the high end of the risk r w t r u m  are parent companies that derive a 
ricnificant rronlon of earnings before infererf and taxer (EBITI from mmresulated bunnerrer, wh>Ch generally have sreater earnins Vohfilitv. 

integrated Electric utility Operating companier IUC lnt&ed &ric utility companies are those that Continue to own both electric generation arrels mdi distribution ietwwk withina single I& 
entity. The distribution network may provide electric service only or may be a combinallon of electric and gal. while the distribution newarks 
continue to  be state-regulated, that i s  not necesarily the care for generation assets. In some ,unidiCtioni, the generation awe have been 
derequhted. but have not been transferred to a Separate subsidiary. 

The utility distribution peer group includes a mix of electric, gas and combined eleNlc and gas delively ryrtemr. The electric distribution companies 
in this peer gmup include pure detively companies with no supply obliqation and others that may retain the prwlder Of hit r e w t  (WLR) 
obligationi. Within this group. companies that retain the POLR obllgation and have flxed Ian fh  have the highest risk profile. Gar distribution 
companies that are not pure delively IyItemi generally have commodity Pail.throush meChanirmr. The pa-through will urually reduce the ievei of 
business risk. 

mtable exceptbn i s  DCP seplicei Mldrfream LLC, which gathers, pmcesrer and produce5 nafurai gal and tranrwts. market$ and rtorer natural sa5 
liquids. 

The cmpetit ive generatlng companies are entifie. that derive the majority of EBlT from whaleraie electric generation, Including affiliates Of requlated 
utilities, or other non-regulated businerrel. 

Utility Distribution Companies UDC 

Mld5tre.m Gas Companier MID Midstream gar companies ate generatty interstate pipeline companies that are regulated by the Federal Energy Rqulatoly Commirrion IFERC). One 

Competitive Generating Companiel 

source: Fltch Rafinsr. 

CGC 

~ ~ _ _ _  ~~~ . . .  
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Corporates 

Midstream Companies 
IUofDw.31.1m) 

4.0 
1.0 
1 6  
2.5  
2 1  
I '  
3 . 3  

2 1  
2 1  
2.5 

4.4 
6.1 
4.7 
1.0 
6.4 
4.7 

..9 
3.9 
4.3 
3.4 
3.1 
5.9 
4. I 

3.8 
6 . l  
4.4 
4.0 
5.5 
..4 

5.6 
1.5 
4.7 
I., 
1.5 
6.2 
1.6 

4.1 l5 . I  6.6 
2.4 15.1 2.8 
4.1 11.8 6.3 
5.0 (9.6 5.3 
2.0 14.2 2.9 
4.t 19.6 5.1 

3.1 29.8 3.4 
3 I 27.4 1.7 
2.8 10.7 1.1 
4.2 ,6,9 5.9 
1.4 21.9 4.6 
i.0 41.1 2.3 
3 . 1  Z8 . t  1.1 

53.6 
36.9 
59.7 
61.7 
16.9 
51.6 

41.6 
39.3 
16.6 
51.7 
3 4 3  
4 6 3  
a . 9  

.6.4 4 . 9  7.6 10.6 
si., ( 2 i i . l j  46.0 i 3  i 

63.1 42.9 12.1 40.1 
14.0 80.4 28.3 18.2 
11.1 52.9 12.7 42.1 
.6.4 52.9 31.7 13.1 

17.1 
60.7 
63.4 
17.0 
65.7 
49.8 
59.1 

111.1 47., 16.3 
29.6 45.9 7.4 
61.6 50.2 15.1 
67.7 10.7 13.2 

125.4 31.6 1.5 
89.4 20.6 19 1 
64.7 18.11 14.1 

1.8 3.4 1.9 1 6 4  6.1 76.1 1.0 II .8  80.3 (5.5 122.01 
1.9 1.1 5.0 I t . ?  8.5 59.5 - 2 I . I  54.9 12.9 158.11 
1.9 3.4 1.1 14.1 7.3 67.11 1.1 19.4 67.6 Z9.1 I a . 4 )  
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~~ 
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FitchRatings 
Know~oun RISK Corporates 

Hybrid Debt and Equity Adjustments 
(A I  Of  Der. 31, 20081 

Cmpany Name security TYPC (I MI.) 
AEP Tcxar Central Company Cvmulatfve Preferred Stock 6 
AEP Tcxai Norlh Company C ~ m ~ l a f i ~ e  Preferred Stock 2 
Alabama Power COmpany cumulative Preferred Stack 342 
Alabama P w r  CDmmnY Pnfemxe stock 343 

Cmula f i~e  Preferred Stock 195 
I 8  

. .  
mere" corporation 
@palachian Power Cmpany 
Atlantic City ELLCVlC Company 
Anrfa Carp. 
Baltimore Gas and Elemi< Cmpaw 
Balmare Gar a04 Ekt r ic  Company 
bl l imore Gar and Electric Company 
Carolina P w r  h Liqhf Cmpany 
Central Hudraon Gas h ElLCtIIc COW 
Central Illinois Light Company 
Central lillMI. PUt i iC service company 
Central mine Power company 
ClLCORP I ~ L .  
CMS Enemy Corporation 
Cmed Fmannnp 111 
Lonnectciut Light and PowerCo. 
Connecflml Natural Gar 
Consolidated Ediran Co. of NY 
Coniolidated Ediron, Inc. 
ConsMiation Energy, Inc. 
connellafla" tnergy, 1°C. 

ConrteIiaLion Energy, 1°C. 
Conrte l la l !~  Energy, iw. 
Conrumen Energy Company 
Daytan Pawerand Liqhf 
Dominion Rerourcn 
Oorninioo Rerovrcn 
Oominion RCSOY~CR 
opt. 1°C. 
OTE Energy Company 
Ediran Infemaflonal 
Ediro" lnleiMlianal 
El Pam Coiporaflan 
Empire DiifnLf Elerlllc Company 
Energy East 
tnlergy Arkamas. 1°C. 

Enlerpy Corp. 
Eniergy Corp. 
Enter%" Gulf Staler. 1°C. 

6 
113 
40 

150 
258 
59 
21 
19 
50 
14 
19 
194 
204 
116 

1 
213 
213 
190 
258 
450 
1.m 

44 
23 

8W 
268 
2s7 

23 
289 
787 
120 
750 

50 
21 

116 
31 I 
5W 
10 

% Equlty 
Credit 

75 
75 
75 

100 
7s 
75 

75 
75 
75 
75 
75 
75 
75 
75 

- 

1~ ,, 

company N m e  
Enlergy Louiiiana, LLC. 
Entergy Misinlppi. InC. 
Entergy New Orban% Inc. 
Enrerprire Prodyc& Oparatlnq. L.P. 
Exelon Corp. 
Exelon corp. 

< < ^ _  
I .""_, .",c,.I.,~, 
FPL Gmup Capital 

security Type 
cumulative Preferred S t d  
Cvmulaflve Preferred Sfock 
Cumulative Preferred Slack 
Junior Subordinated Nota 
cvmulative Preferred 5 t d  
Twit Preferred h u l l f i e  

Junior Subordinated Debenfurel 
Nom-Cumulative Pnlerence Stock 
Non-Cumulative PrefeRed Stock 
Prefermce Stock 
CumvlaIM Preferred S t w k  
Cumulafi~e Preferred Stock 
Cumulative Preferred S t d  
Cumvlstlve Preferred Stock 

- 

r /..LX L.-,".~dc."nb _"....".".... ........ I ~."- 

75 NRG Energy, 1°C. 
75 NSTAR 
0 NITAR Electric Co. 

75 Ohm PowerCompany 
75 Parilic Enterprise3 
75 Paclflc Gas and E l e m <  
75 Parlflcorp Cumulaflve Preferred Stock 
7s PECO Enemy Co. Cumulative Preferred Sfak 
75 
75 PEPCO Hatdings Cumulauve Prefemd 5fak 

100 PNM ReYlumn 1°C. Cumulative Prefemd Stock 
75 PPL Capital Funding. Bc. Junior Subordinated Nats 
I 5  PPL Eiertric Ufilit in COT. Cumulaf>ve Preferred Stock 
75 PPL Electric UlllitiCI Corp. Preference Stock 
75 Progrerr Enerpy Inc. Cumulafrve Preferred Stock 
75 PIEhG Cumulative Preferrrd Stack 
75 Pubilr Sewice Company af NwMPx~C~ Cumulative Preferred Stock 

I W  Publtc Sewice Company of Oklahoma Cumulative Preferred Stock 
75 Public SeMce Enterpdw Gmup 1°C. Cumulative Preferred Stock 

PECO Twit 111 6 PECO Tmrt IV Twrf Preferred Securitls 

*mount 
OutNndlnp X Equlty 

($MIL) 3 1w 75 
M 75 
20 75 

1.233 75 
87 75% 

_- 7% 
2,384 75% 

221 1W% 
45 lW% 
98 75% 
46 75% 
8 75% 
60 75% 
IS 7s 

3!; 75% 

30 75 
128 75 
345 1W 
21 1 1W 
21 1 1W 

33 75 
10 75 
116 75 

5 75 
1.m 75 

43 75 
43 75 
17 75 
en 75 

258 75 
4, 75 
87 75 

184 75 
6 75 

112 75 
500 75 

51 75 
250 1w 
93 75 
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Corporates 

Hybrid Debt and Equity Adjustments (Continued) 
(AIofDec. 31.2WBl 

Company Name 
S m  Dleqo Gal b Elerttic Company 
KANA Carpration 
SCANA Corporation 
S m p n  Enemy 
South Carolina Electric 6 Gar (0 .  
South Carolina E k f l l C  b Gar Co. 
southern Cai~,(lm,a m m n  
southern California Ediran 
Iouthern California Gar Company 
swthem company 
Southern Company 
Southem Company 
Swthern Union Company 

SecuritvTypc 
cumulative Preferred Stock 
C ~ m ~ l a f l w  Preferred Stock 
Preferred Stwh 
Cumulative Preferred Stock 
cumulative Preferred Slack 
Preferred Storh 
iumuiari"e Preierred jL"Lk 

Preference SfOCX 
Cumulafwc Preferred Stock 
Cum~lafwe Piefeiied Stock 
Preferred S t a k  
Preference Sfoch 
Junior Subadinated Note5 

Note: Equity credit baled on Fitch rritena. 
Source: Fitch Ratinsr. campany reporb. 

*mount 
O u u f m d i ~  X Equltv 

(I Mil.) 2 Company Name 
79 7s southern Union company 

7s southwestern Electric Power Cmpany 106 
7 1W T e w o  Pafinerr. L.P. 

79 75 Union Electric Campany 
1W 75 Virqinia Electtic Power Co. 

1w Washington Gar Light Cmpany 
75 <.I-...I <"? 

800 !w WGL Haldinsr, In<. 

17s 75 Wirmnan Electric Power Company 
Cumulahw Preferred Stack 

M 2  1w Xcel Enemv In(. Cvmvlafive Preferred S L a k  
Junior Subordinated Nates 

7 
..I,. "I .....,, / .-" ,<" 

22 75 Williams Companies In<. 

45 1w Wirconm Energy Corporation 

S W  7s Xcel Energy Inc 

S.wriol Type 
Preferred S t a k  
CumulaftvF Preferred Stock 
Junior Subordinated Noles 
CUmUbflw Preferred Stock 
Cumulative Preferred Stock 
Curn~lative Preferred Stock 
C.l-Vllf-r pmmrred stnr* 

h w n t  
OutsttandlnS X Eqdty  

115 100 
5 75 

3w 7s 
113 7s 
257 75 
28 75 
I !  75 
28 75 
53 7s 
30 7s 
30 75 

105 75 
ux) 75 

(I MI.) 2 

~~~ ~ . . _. ..~ ~ ~ ~ 
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Corpot-ates 

Corporate Ratio Defiidtions 
Earnings Before Interest and Taxes (EBIT) interest Coverage 
Numerator: Operating income before nonrecurring items plus above-the-line 
state and federal income taxes, if applicable. 

Denominator: Gross interest expense including distributions on hybrid 
securities, before credit for capitalized interest andlor debt component of 
allowance for funds used during construction (AFUDC). For parent 
companies, subsidiap preferred dividends are also added to interest 
expense. 

Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and 
hor t izat ion (EBITDA) Interest Coverage 
Numerator: Operating income before nonrecurring items plus above-the-line 
state and federal income taxes, if applicable, plus depreciation and 
amortization. 

Denominator: Gross interest expense including distributions on hybrid 
securities, before credit for capitalized interest andlor debt component of 
AFUDC. For parent companies, subsidiary preferred dividends are also added 
to interest expense. 

Funds From Operations (FFO) Interest Coveraqe 
Numerator: Net cash flow from operations, as reported, before changes in 
working capital plus gross interest expense including distributions on hybrid 
securities, before credit for capitalized interest andlor debt component of 
AFUDC. 

Denominator: Gross interest expense including distributions on hybrid 
securities, before credit for capitalized interest andlor debt component of 
AFUDC. For parent companies, subsidiary preferred dividends are added to 
interest expense. 

Numerator: Total long- and short-term debt, including capitalized lease 
obligations and the debt component of hybrid securities, plus off-balance- 
sheet debt or debt equivalents, less uti l i ty tariff bond debt plus current 
portion of long-term debt and capitalized lease obligations. 

18 

DebtlEBlTDA 

~ ~~ ~ 

Denominator: Operating income before nonrecurring items plus above-the- 
line state and federal income taxes, if applicable, plus depreciation and 
amortization. 

FFO/Debt 
Numerator: Net cash flow from operations, as reported, before changes in 
working capital. 

Denominator: Total long- and short-term debt, including capitalized lease 
oblisations and the debt component of hybrid securities, plus off-balance- 
sheet debt or debt equivalents, less uti l i ty tariff bond debt, plus current 
portion of long-term debt and capitalized lease obligations. 

Debt/FFO 
Numerator: Total long- and short-term debt, including capitalized lease 
obligations and the debt component of hybrid securities, plus off-balance- 
sheet debt or debt equivalents, less uti l i ty tariff bond debt, plus current 
portion of long-term debt and capitalized lease obligations. 

Denominator: Net cash flow from operations, as reported, before changes in 
working capital. 

Debt as % of Total Capitalization 
Numerator: Total long- and short-term debt, including capitalized lease 
obligations and the debt component of hybrid securities, plus off-balance- 
sheet debt or debt equivalents, less uti l i ty tariff bond debt plus current 
portion of long.term debt and capitalized lease obligations. 

Denominator: Total long- and short-term debt, including capitalized lease 
obligations and the debt component of hybrid securities, plus off-balance- 
sheet debt or debt equivalents plus the equity portion of hybrid securities 
plus common equity. 

Hybrid Equity as % of Total Capitalization 
Numerator: Equity portion of hybrid securities. 

Denominator: Total I ons  and short-term debt, including capitalized lease 
obligations and the debt component of hybrid securities, plus off-balance- 
sheet debt or debt equivalents plus equity portion of hybrid securities, plus 
common equity. 

~~~~ 
~~ ~ 
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FitchRatings KNOW YOUR RISK Corporates 

Corporate Ratio Definitions (Continued) 
Common Equity as % Total Capitalization 
Numerator: Total common equity. 

Denominator: Total long- and short-term debt, including capitalized lease 
obligations and the debt component of hybrid securities, plus off-balance- 
sheet debt or debt equivalents, plus equity component of hybrid securities 
plus common equity. 

% Internal Cash Generation 
Numerator: Cash from operations, as reported, before changes in working 
capital, minus preferredlpreference and common dividends. 

Denominator: Gross capital expenditures plus investments in nuclear 
decommissioning funds. 

Operating Margin 
Numerator: Operating income before nonrecurring items plus above-the-line 
state and federal income taxes, i f  applicable. 

Denominator: Total operating revenue. 

Return on Average Common Equity 
Numerator: Earnings available for common shareholders 

Denominator: Beginning-ofyear common equity plus end-of-year common 
equity divided by two. 

Note: The above ratios are adjusted t o  exclude the effect of issuing uti l i ty 
tariff bonds, sometimes referred to as rate-reduction bonds or transition 
bonds. The adjustments aiiect the caicuiations o i  EBi i ,  EBiTDA, interest 
expense, debt, FFO and internal cash generation. The income statement 
adjustments have the effect of reducing EBITDA by the amount of payments 
to the uti l i ty tariff bond trust, which i s  roughly equivalent to the interest 
and principal payments on the uti l i ty tariff bonds, and EBlT and interest 
expense by the amount of the interest payments on the bonds. The full 
amount of the utility tariff bonds are also excluded from debt in calculating 
leverage ratios, and FFO i s  reduced by the debt amortization. 

~ _ .  _ _ ~  
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Page 2 of 5 [OI-NOV-~OO~] Request For Comments: Imputing Debt To Purchased Power Obligations 

,Reviewing Existing Criteria--And A Few Refinements 
From time to time, Standard 8 P o o h  has revisited the methodology employed for making the financial 
adjustments that incorporate the obligations created by PPAs in its credit evaluations. This article 
discusses the most recent refinements. It also includes a discussion of additional areas that are under 
consideration as potential future refinements to our ratings methodology. While we expect very modest, if 
any, rating changes to result from these modifications, the proposed modifications are being disseminated 
in this article in the interest of ensuring the ongoing transparency of our rating methodology. 

Standard 8 Poofs published its original PPA criteria in 1991, and provided updates in 1993 and 2003. 
During this time, the industry has eslablished a very strong track record of demonstrating the viability and 
effectiveness of the various recove?/ mechanisms that state regulators have established for costs 
associated with contracted generation capacity. Recovery mechanisms have largely performed as 
intended, and related write-offs haw! proven lo be very low. These results justify the continued application 
of risk factors that serve to temper, often substantially. the amount of debt imputation. Ensuring meaningful 
comparability in the financial commi!:ments among utilities that are building and those that are purchasing 
capacity to satisfy load obligations is; the rationale for our imputation of debt and debt service for PPAs. 
PPAs essentially represent substitutes for direct, debt-financed. capital investments. in a sense, a utility 
that has entered into a PPA has contracted with a supplier to make the financial investment on its behalf. 
The analytical goal of our financial adjustments for PPAs is to reflect the fixed obligation in a way that 
depicts any credit exposure that is added by the presence of PPAs. That said, a PPA also shifts various 
risks to the supplier, such as construction ri ik and most of the operating risk. AS a result, the principal risk 
borne by a utility that relies on PPAs; is the recovery of the financial obligation in rates. While it is the utility 
that must of course make these payments, however, to the extent that regulators and, in Certain cases, 
legislatures. have structured recoveiry to assign the burden to ratepayers, the utilities' risk diminishes. 

Refinements To The Methodology 
With only modest liberalization of tht? treatment of PPAs. we are perpetuating the current ratings criteria~ 
Current guidelines for utilities whose! capacity payments are recovered in base rates provides for the 
application of a 50% risk factor to the NPV of the capacity payments. This approach will continue. The 
NPV is calculated using the utility's {average cost of debt (excluding securitization debt), rather than the 
standardized 10% discount rate used previously. For purposes of adjusting cash flow measures, implied 
interest expense is calculated on the imputed debt amount. This is accomplished by applying the average 
cost of debt to the relevant yeafs imputed debt level. 

To date, where PPA capacity costs 'were recovered through a fuel adjustment clause (FAC). as compared 
with base rate recovery, a risk factor of 30% has been generally used in lieu of the 50% risk factor. We 
view the recovery of the capacity component of a PPA through a FAC as providing greater certainty and 
timeliness than recovery through a base rate mechanism. (The base rate mechanism generally has 
greater potential for under-recovery due to variations in volume sales and fluctuations in fuel prices over 
time.) Based on the effectiveness 01 FAC mechanisms, we will adjust modestly the risk factor of 30% down 
to 25%. 

We recognize that there are certain jurisdictions that have true-up mechanisms that are more favorable 
and frequent than the review of bas? rates, but still do not amount to pure FACs. Some of these 
mechanisms are triggered when Certain financial thresholds are met or after prescribed periods of time 
have passed. In these instances, a idsk factor between the revised 25% FAC risk factor and the 50% risk 
factor will be employed in calculating adjusted ratios 

In those instances where recovery of PPA-related capacity costs is guaranteed by a legislative 
mechanism, the level of the risk fador will be determined by the timeliness provided by the legislative true- 
up mechanism. The strength of the mechanism can result in risk factors as low as 0% because 
legislatively prescribed recovery mechanisms are viewed as providing utilities with a greater level of 
protection than that provided by regulatoly orders. 

There are a number of utilities to which Standard & Poor's does not impute any PPA-related debt. 
Specifically, Standard & P w f s  doe:$ not impute debt for supply arrangements if a utility acts merely as a 
conduit for the delivery of power (e.<j.. because it has been transformed into a pure transmission and 
distribution utility by regulators or le,gislation that has directed the divestiture of all generation assets). For 
example. in New Jersey, the vertically Integrated utility companies were transformed into pure 
transmission and distribution utilities;. The state commission, or an appointed proxy, leads an annual 
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aLction in wnich suppa.ers old to serle the State's retatl customers. and a e  uiiilties are protected from 
sLpplier default. In hew Jersey, the power supply tunction of the state's Ltditles has essentially been 
redLced to the delivery of power and the coliection of revenues from retail cdslomers on benalf of the 
suppl;ers. Tnerefore. whale Standam 8 Poor's has contlnued to impute deb1 to New Jersey's utilities for 
qbal fying facility and exempt who esale generator contracts to whch the uti ities are parties, we do not do 
so for other electric.ty SJPP.~  contracls where tnc utilltieS mere y act as conduits between me winners of 
me regLlator's sdpply adction ana the end-Lser, retall c-stomers 

Fma iy, Stanaard 8 Poor s 1s aoandc nlng tne practice of not mip.1 ng deut for contracis w In Ierms of tnrec 
years or less In addilion Io aoanoorlng oJr hislorica three-year ruic ne are conlernp al.ng applpng an 
evergreen mecnanisin for shun-tern conlracts BecaJSe expiring ContraCIs mJSl be rep ace0 wltn e.ther 
deal-financed capac I/ adoitions or icp acemenl PPAs for regL.ateo  ti 11 es to meel loau sewing 
obligations. Standara 8 Poor's must .oo< beyond tne term nation of near.lerm ana intermed.ate-term 
contracts to approximate the fixed o 1.igations that w. I succeed the curen1 contracts in evaldaling a J i , i tv  s 
financial prof .e. 

The process of proviosng evergreen treatment lo outstanoing contracts .s irnprecse. Uncertainlies 
SJrrouno me level of capacity prices that snoulo be assume0 and tne dbration for which contracts should 
be extended lo reflecl tne load-seNilg obligation Therefore, we welcome input on evergreen-related 
issues as we refno these aspects 01 the cr'ter a over the next 45 d a p  

Adjusting Financial Ratiios 
Standard 8 Poor's determines the debt equivalence that it will add lo a utility's balance sheet as a result of 
being a party to a PPA by calculating the NPV of the annual capacity payments over the life of the contract 
because it is the capacity payment that represents the vehicle that funds the recovery of the supplier's 
investment in the generation asset. 

Where the PPA contract price is stat,ed as a single, all-in energy price, Standard 8 P o o h  will use a proxy 
capacity charge, stated in dollars per kilowatt-year, and multiply that figure by the number of kilowatts 
under contract. This number will be updated from time to time to reflect prevailing costs for the 
development and financing of the m.arginal unit, a combustion turbine. This is a departure from the 
historical practice of simply halving all-in energy payments and assuming a one-to-one ratio of energy to 
capacity payments. This new elemeint of the rating methodology will also be applied to generation with 
extremely low variable costs whose price is stated as an all-in energy price, such as nuclear and wind 
generation. 

The discount rate used in calculating an NPV. imputed debt, and imputed interest expense is the utility's 
average interest rate on its outstanding debt (excluding securitization related debt). Standard 8 Poor's 
multiplies the NPV of the stream of capacity payments by the appropriate risk factor, which will generally 
be 25% for capacity payments that are recovered through fuel adjustment clauses and 50% for capacity 
payments that are recovered in base rates. This amount is added to a utility's reported debt lo calculate 
adjusted debt. Similarly, Standard 8 Poor's imputes an associated interest expense by multiplying a given 
year's NPV of PPA-related capacity payments by the risk factor and the company's average interest rate 
on outstanding debt. The resulting number is added to reported interest expense to calculate adjusted 
interest coverage ratios. 

Key ratios affected include: 

Balance sheet debt is increased by the calculated NPV of the stream of capacity payments. after 
the application of the risk faclor, which is added to the numerator and denominator in calculating an 
adjusted debt-to-capitalization ratio; 

simultaneously treated as a reduction in power purchase expenses and added to interest expense 
for the calculation of the adjusted funds from operations (FFO) to interest ratio; and 
The FFO to total debt ratio is adjusted by adding the NPV of capacity payments, after the 
application of the risk factor. to debt in the denominator and an implied depreciation expense is 
added to FFO. 

The implied Interest expense derived from applying the average interest rate to the NPV figure is 

The depreciation expense adjustment, the last element of the principal financial adjustments cited above, 
represents a new element within the context of financial adjustments for PPAs (though it has been a l o n g  
standing component of the analyiicril adjustments for leases). Adding an implied depreciation expense to 
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FFO is another element thrt aligns the analytical treatment of PPAs with the concept of purchased power 
as a substitute for self-build. The depreciation expense adjustment is a vehicle for capturing the 
ownenhip-like allributes of the contracted asset and has the effect of mitigating some of the ratio impact of 
debt imputation. 

The mechanics of these adjustment; are illustrated in the table 

Ad jus tmen ts  To Ratios 

(Mil. f) rear1 r-2 year3 
Funds ham operations 

Intereel expense 

DirecHy issued debt 

Sharehddem' equily 

fixed capacity mmmilmentr 

NPV of nxed capacity sornrnltment. 
UEing B 6.5% dlsmunt rale 

Applying a 25% risk factor 

Unadjusted ratios 

FFOlinlereSl(x) 

FFOitolal debt (41) 
DebtIcapilalizatian (R)  

Ratios adjusted for debt i rnputa8on 

FFOiinlerert (x)' 

FFORoIai debt (%HI 
DebUcapitalivltion (515 

2.500 

650 

10,000 
3.000 

500 

4.079 

1,020 

4.3 

25 

53 

4.6 

23 
55 

500 5w 

Year4 Year5 Thereaner 

4.000 5M) 500 

'Adds implied interest to the numerator and denomin 
me numeralm and adds implied debt to total debt §Adds implied debt Io both the numerator and the denominator. 

.Also ad48 implied deprecialion to the numerator. Wdds implied :iation to 

Clearly, the nigher the nsk factor, m e  greater the effect on adjusted financial ratios. The lvPV of tne PPA 
will typica8,y decrease as lhe maturily of the contract appmacnes. bJt on a portfolio basis. the overall hPV 
may rema n somewnat slalic as old wntrans roll off ano new ones are executed. 

Conclusion 
Aosenr leg s.auve assurance of recovery. or an oblsgal.on that s I ll le more than a f i o ~ c  ar, ro 0 lor a 
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continued dse of rism fanors The modest revisions to our methodo,qy seek 10 perpetuate oJr use of 
financial adjustments that reflect tnc legislative and regulatory protections that mitigate regulate0 L18.illes' 
exposure to the f ixed obligations created by PPAs 
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Major Rating Factors 
Strengths: 

Regulatory environment is supportive of credit quality; 
Strong plant operations with above-average capacity and utilization factors; 

Sound liquidity position including few meaningful maturities through 2010. 
and 

BB&/Stable/A-Z 

Weaknesses: 
Customer growth declined significantly as a result of the slowdown in the economy; 
Debt leverage is high leading to aggressive consolidated financial profile; and 
Significant capital expenditures to meet load growth and environmental requirements may pressure consolidated 
financial profile unless costs are recovered on a timely basis. 

Rationalc 
The ratings Florida Power Carp. (d/b/a Progress Energy Florida Inc., PEF) reflect the consolidated credit profile of 
its parent, Progress Energy Inc. (Progress). 

PEF is Progress' second largest subsidiary contributing about 45% of cash flow and providing electricity ro 1.64 
million customers in central and northwestern Florida. While the service territory has historically demonstrated 
attractive demographics and exhibited aboveaverage customer growth, the recent economic slowdown has 
significantly reduced the number of new customers during 2008 to less than 1%. The customer base consists of 
residential and commercial customers that contribute 70% of sales, industrial customers at 8%, and wholesale sale 
customers a t  15%. Total generating capacity is 9,400MW with coaVsteam providing 38% of energy needs, nuclear 
13%, gas 26% and purchases 21%. 

The company is operating under a favorable, four-year rate agreement that started in the beginning of 2006 and 
ends in 2009 and which provides for an incentive-based framework, with revenue sharings going two-thirds to 
ratepayers and one-third to PEF if certain revenue thresholds are met. The agreement did not include a base rate 
increase, but base rates were adjusted by $813 million in January 2008 to account for the inclusion of the Hines Unit 
4 in rate base. Standard & Poor's views the agreemenr, along with other past rulings, such as recovery of past 
under-recovered fuel and environmental costs, and the continuation of the current storm cost surcharge to fund a 
$130 million storm reserve as supportive of credit quality. In March 2009, the company filed for a $499 million 
base in March 2009. Of that amount, PEF raceived approval to raise rates by $70 million starting July 2009 
(compared to the initial request of $76 million) to recover investment in the Bartow repowering project and an 
increase sufficient to earn the minimum allowed ROE of 10%. The balance of $423 million, to go into effect 
January 2010, if approved by the fall of 2009, reflects recovery of investment to be completed through 2009 in the 
company's generation and distribution system. 
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PEF also requested the use of calendar year ;!010 as the rate case test year. As part of its fuel cost ,recovery effort, 
PEF received approval in April 2009 to redu'ce fuel cost deferrals by $206 milllon. Finally, PEF requested approval 
to defer recovery of $198 million of $395 million in nuclear pre-construction costs incurred through 2008, and to 
recover $173 million in 2009. In May 2009, the company requested recovery of $446 million of nuclear 
pre-construction costs reflecting the amount deferred from 2008 as well as costs incurred in 2009. As part of the 
filing, PEF requested recovery of the amounts over five years with $236 million to be recovered in 2010. The 
deferrals of the nuclear pre-construction cost:s reflect the need to balance cost recoveries in light of the slowdown in 
the Florida economy. Nevertheless, timely recovery of all costs, including fuel and capital expenditures, is important 
to support the company's overall credit quality. 

PEF's plan to pursue the construction of two new nuclear units at the greenfield Levy site in Florida have been 
pushed hack by at least 20 months as a result of the need 10 delay some pre-constructton work until the company 
receives the combined construction and operating license. As a result, the new in-service date for the  two units is 
now 2018-2020. The regulatory framework in Florida supports new construction with recovery of pre-construction 
and licensing costs, financing costs during ca'nstruction, annual prudence reviews that avoid the opportunity to look 
back at completed investment, and the abilit:y to recover costs for a cancelled project. Progress has selected the 
Westinghouse APlOOO design, with each unii: having 1,100MW of generating capacity. 

Consolidated capital spending is significant over the next few years to address environmental compliance, new 
generation, uprates at existing plants, and system growth and maintenance. Total capital spending is expected to be 
about $2.0 billion in 2009, $1.9 billion in 2010, and $1.65 billion in 2011, excluding nuclear fuel and new nuclear 
capital expenditures. Progress has an aggressive financial risk profile and for the 12  months ended March 31, 2009, 
credit protection measures improved modestly compared to the 2008 levels, reflecting increased depreciation and 
improved fuel cost recoveries. In order to support the consolidated financial profile, Progress issued about $540 
million incommon shares in January 2009. For the 12  months ended March 31,2009, adjusted funds from 
operations (FFO) was $2.0 billion leading to adjusted FFO to interest coverage of 3.2x, adjusted FFO to total debt 
of 13.5%, and adjusted debt leverage of 61.0%. 

Short-term credit factors 
The short-term rating on PEF is 'A-2' reflecting the company's corporate credit rating as well as its stable 
cash-generating operations. 

PEF's liquidity is viewed on a consolidated basis with that of its parent, Progress, which is adequate. As of March 
31, 2009, the consolidated lines of credit totaled $2.03 billion, with $450 million available at each of the utility 
operating subsidiaries (fully available at PEC:, $320 million available at PEF) and expiring in 201 1, and $1.13 billion 
at the holding company expiring in 2012 wii:h about $600 million still undrawn. Progress also had $632 million in 
cash and short-term investments. None of its bank facilities has rating triggers. There are no maturities in 2009, 
$400 million in 2010, and $1 billion in 2011.. 

Outlook 
The stable outlook on PEF reflects the outlook of its parent, Progress. The outlook on Progress reflects the 
company's focus on stable, regulated electric utility operations along with an aggressive financial risk profile. 
Standard & Poor's expects that the large capital spending program will be funded in a balanced manner. In 
addition, ratings stability at the current level incorporates expectations of continued regulatory recovery of expenses 
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in a timely manner which will lead to a gradual improvement in credit protection metrics. However, if credit 
protection measures do not improve over t b r  intermediate term such that adjusted FFO to interest coverage exceeds 
3.2x, adjusted FFO to total debt exceeds 14'% and debt leverage declines to 60%, the outlook may he revised tn 
negative. In light of the company's aggressive financial risk profile and large capital spending program, a higher 
rating is currently not under consideration. 

Accounting 
Progress's financial starements are prepared under US. GAAP and audited by independent auditors Deloitte & 
Touche LLP who issued an unqualified opinion for 2008. 

Standard & Poor's makes several adjustments to Progress's consolidated reported financial numbers. As of the end 
of 2008, Standard & Poor's adds about $930.3 million as debt equivalent corresponding to power-purchase 
agreements, with $57.4 million in interest expense, and $69.6 million to depreciation. The adjustment for 
operating-leases adds $183.9 million in debt equivalent, $11.6 million to interest expense, and $23.8 million to 

depreciation. 

Progress has adopted SFAS No. 158 which requires companies as pension fund sponsors to recognize on their 
balance sheet the funded status of the plans, Standard & Poor's adds $978.3 million as off-balance-sheer debt to 

reflect the pension funding shortfall. 

Standard & Poor's views Progress Energy's 5271 million of trust-preferred securities and $93 million of preferred 
and preference shares as of Dec. 31, 2008, as having intermediate equity content, ascribing 50% of each amount to 
debt and the remaining 50% to equity for ra.tin computation purposes. The total amnunt of the hybrid security is 
immaterial to the company's capital structure. 

In 2008, the adjustment for asset retirement obligations (AROs) totaled $248.3 million in off-balance sheet debt, 
with $79 million added to interest expense a.nd $55.9 million deducted from adjusted funds from operations. 

Tahla 1 

- lnduslw Sector: Enerav 

Progress 
BBBt/Stat ating as of May 29.2009 

Energy Inc. SCANA Corp. Duke Energy Carp. FPL Group Inc. Southern Co. 
k /A-2  BBBt/Stable/NR A-/Positive/A-2 NStable/-- NStableiA-1 

--Average of past three fiscal yean-- 

[Mil.$) 
Revenues 9.296.7 4.834.3 14.217.3 15.356.7 14.591.1 

Net income from cont. oper. 660.0 323.3 1.630.0 1,293.7 1.549.8 

Funds from operations IFF01 1.949.3 729.2 4,149.1 3,490.9 3.352.8 

Capital expenditures 2,1129 723.8 3.878.1 1.932.2 3,231 4 

Cash and short-term investments 251.3 202 3 1.5189 481 7 239 1 

Debt 12.364.8 4,320.4 11,3127 12,0686 17,431.0 

Preferred stock 1977 56.7 0.0 838.0 881.8 

Equity 8.696.0 3.007.0 23.11 1.8 11.620.0 13,225.8 

Debt and equity 21.060.8 7.327.4 40.424.5 23.688.6 30.662.9 

Standard &Poor's RatingsDirect I June 15,2009 
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Table 1. 

Adjusted ratios 

EBlT interest coverage (XI 2 4  2 8  3 1  31' 3 4  

FFO int cov 1x1 3 6  3 7  4 9  6 0 4 5  

FFO/debtl%) 15.8 169  24 0 28 9 192 

Oiscretionaly cash flowldebl (%I 19.61 16.51 19.01 3.8 17.1) 

Net cash flow Icapexi%l 60.9 72.3 73.9 145.0 66.2 

Total debtldebt plus equity (%I 58.7 59.0 42.8 50.9 56 9 

Return on common equity (%) 6.9 10.3 6.7 11.7 12.4 

Common dividend payout ratio (un-adj.l(%) 94.9 64.3 78.7 50.8 78 8 

'Fully adjusted [including postietiiement obligalionsl. 

Table 2. 

Industtry Sector: Electric 

--Fiscal "ear ended Dec. 31.- 

2008 2001 2006 2005 2004 
Rating histoly BBBtIStablelA-2 BBBtIStablelA-2 BBBIPositivelA-2 BBB/Stable/AZ BBBINegativelA-3 

(Mil.$) 
Revenues 4.731.0 4.749.0 4.639.0 3.955.0 3.525.0 

Net income from continuino ooerations :35.0 317.0 328.0 260.0 335.0 

Cash and shon-term investments 190 23 0 23 0 2180 120 

Debt 5 1877 2 43179 28187 31198 2691 8 

Adjusted ratios 
EBlT interest coverage 1x1 2.7 2.8 4.1 4.2 5.0 

FFO int. COY. 1x1 2.8 4.1 7.7 4.4 5.6 
FFOIdebt 1%) 9.5 18.3 40.2 15.9 21.2 

Discretionary cash flowldebt (%I 125.51 (8.71 (0.91 14.8) (6.9) 
Ne1 Cash Flow ICapex 1%) 35.5 63.2 125.0 83.9 71.9 

Debtidebt and equity 1%1 63.2 58.9 50.9 55 4 54 4 

Return on common equity l%l 8.1 10.7 12.2 10.2 148 

Common dividend payout ratio lun-adj.)(%I 0 0 0  71.8 0 46 5 

*Fully adiusted (including pastretirement obligation4 
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Table 3 

~~ 

--Fiscal year ended Dec. 31,2008.- 

Florida Power Corp. dm/a Progress Energy Florida Inc. reponed amounts 

Operating Operating Operating 
income income income Cash flow Cash flow 

Shareholders' (before (before (alter Interest from hom Dividends Capital 
Debt equily WI O W  D&AI expense operations operations paid expenditures 

Reponed 4.769 0 3.4330 9860 986 0 6800 2080 51 0 51 0 2 0  1,595 0 

Standard & Poor's adjustments 

Operating 28 7 5 9  1 7  1 7  1 7  4 2  4 2  2 4  
iPaCPC ..... 

.. 
1 0  I1 01 I1 ai I1 01 Intermediate 17.0 11701 ~~ 

hybrids 
reported as 
equity 
Postretirement 31 5.3 - 120.01 (20.01 120.01 17.6 17.6 .. 
benefit 
obligations 

Accrued 51.0 
interest not 
inciuded in 
reponed debt 

Capitalized - .. .. -- 28.0 (28.0) 128.01 (28.01 
interest 
Share-based 7.0 .. 
compensation 
expense 
Power purchase 696.3 82.0 82.0 40.0 4 0 0  42.0 42.0 ~~ 

agreements 

Asset .. .. 17.0 17.0 17.0 17.0 (15.01 115.0) 
retirement 
obligations 
Reclassification .. .. 
of nonoperating 
income 
(expenses) 

Reclassification 
of 
working-capital 
cash flow 
changes 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

.. .. 

.. - .. .. .. .. 94.0 

.. .. .. .. 487.0 .~ 

Total 1.108.2 (17 0) 84.9 87 7 1327 87 7 19.8 506.8 11 ai  I25 61 
adjustments 

Standard & Poor's adjusted amounts 

Operating 
income Cash flow Funds 
(before Interest from from Dividends Capital 

Debt Equity D&Al EBITDA EBlT expense oparations operations paid expenditures 
Adiusted 5.877.2 3.416.0 1.070.9 1,073.7 812.7 295.7 70.8 557.8 1 .o 1.569.4 

'Florida Power Carp. dMa Progress Energy Florida Inc. reponed amaunts shown are taken from the company's financial Statements but might include adjustments meda by 
data pmvideis 01 reclassifications made by Standard & Poor's analysts. Please note thal two reponed amounts [operating income before D&A and cash flow from operations) 
are used to derive mole than one Standard & Pooi'sddjusled amount loperating income before D&A and EBITOA. and cash flow from operations and funds from operations. 
respectivelyl. Consequently. the first Section in some tables may feature duplicate descriptions and amourill 

Standard & Poor's RatingsDirect I June 15.2009 
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Florida Power Carp. M a  Progress Energy Florida bic. 

Corporate Credit Rating BBBt/Stable/A-i 
Commercial Paper 

local Currency A-2 

Preferred Stock15 Issues) B B B ~  
Senior Secured 110 Issues1 A~ 

Senior Secured I1 Issue1 AINegative 

Senior Unsecured I1 Issue) WOeveloping 
Senior Unsecured 12 Issues) BBBt 

Corporate Credit Ratings Hidory 

15Mar-2007 BBBt/Stable/A-2 
25Jul-2006 EEB/Positive/A-Z 

23-NQV-2005 BEB/Stable/A-Z 

25Oct-2004 BBBiNegative/AJ 

14oct-2004 EEB/NegativelA-2 

Financial Risk Profile 

Debt Maturities 

2W9 $0 
20109400 mil 
2011 $1.0 bil. 
7n17 S9.m mil 

~~ 

Aggressive - 

Related Entities 

Carolina Power & Light Co. W a  Progress Energy Cinrolinas Inc. 

Issuer Credit Rating 

Commercial Paper 

Local Currency 
Preferred Stock I1 Issue) 

Senior Secured 19 Issues) 

Senior Secured I1 1 Issues) 

Senior Secured (3 Issues) 

Senior Unsecured I1 Issue1 

Florida Progress Corp. 

Issuer Credit Rating 

Preferred Stock11 Issue) 

Senior Unsecured (2 Issues1 
Progress Energy Inc. 

Issuer Credit Rating 

Commercial Paper 

Local Currency 
Senior Unsecured (8 Issues) 

EBBtiStablelA-2 

A-2 

BBB- 
A~ 

AJNegative 
BBEt 

BB& 

BEEt/Stable/NR 

BBE- 

BBB 

BEEt/Stable/A~Z 

A-2 

BEE 
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Major Rating Factors 
Strengths: 

Regulatory environment is supportive of credit quality; 
Attractive markets with above average cuscomer growth; and 
Strong plant operations with above averagc capacity and utilization factors. 

BEEtiStableiA-2 

Weaknesses: 
Consolidated financial risk profile is aggressive; and 
Significant capital expenditures to meet 1oa.d growth and environmental requirements may pressure consolidated 
financial profile unless costs are recovered on a timely basis. 

Rationalc 
The ratings Florida Power Corp. (d/b/a Progrmsss Energy Florida Inc., PEF) reflect the consolidated credit profile of 
its parent, Progress Energy Inc. (Progress). 

PEF is Progress' second largest subsidiary contributing about 45% of cash flow and providing electricity to more 
than 1.7 million customers in central and northwestern Florida. The service territory has attractive demographics 
and has historically exhibited above-average customer growth. However, the recent economic slowdown has 
significantly reduced the number of new customers during 2008. The customer base is largely residential and 
commercial that contribute 71% of sales, industrial customers 8%, and wholesale sale customers 13%. Total 
generating capacity is 9,400MW with coal/stt:am providing 42% of energy needs, nuclear 13%, gas 21% and 
purchases 23%. 

To meet future load growth needs, PEF completed the 461MW Hines Unit 4 combined cycle facility, is pursuing an  
uprate at its Crystal River Unit 3 nuclear plant of 180MW a t  a cost of $382 million to be completed by 2012, and is 
considering the construction of two new nuclear units a greenfield site in Levy County. PEF will file a combined 
construction and operating license for the new nuclear plants in 2008 with anticipated in-service date of around 
2016. Standard & Poor's expects that if PEF proceeds with the project, it will do so in a manner that maintains the 
current credit-protection measures. 

The company is operating under a favorable, four-year rate agreement that started in the beginning of 2006 and 
ends in 2009 and which provides for an incentive-based framework, with revenue sharings going two-thirds to 
ratepayers and one-third to PEF if certain revenue thresholds are met. The agreement does not include a rate 
increase, but base-rate revenues increased by about $52 million in 2008 with the inclusion of the Hines Unit 4 in 
rate base. Standard &Poor's  views the agreement, along with other past rulings, such as recovery of past 
under-recovered fuel and environmental costs, and the continuation of the current storm cost surcharge ro fund a 
$130 million storm reserve as supportive of credit quality. The company plans to request recovery of the costs 
related to the approved 5382 million, 180MTV uprate at the Crystal River nuclear plant through Florida's energy 
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bill and the FPSC's new nuclear cost recovery rule instead of through a fuel clause adjustment mechanism. The 
regulatory framework in Florida supports construction of new nuclear plants with recovery of pre-construction and 
licensing costs, financing costs during construction, annual prudence reviews that avoid the opportunity to look 
back at completed investment, and the abilir, to recover costs for a cancelled project. 

Consolidated capital spending is significant over the next few years to address environmental compliance, new 
generation, uprates at existing plants, and sy,stem growth and maintenance. Total capital spending is expected to be 
about $2.4 billion for 2008, $2 billion in 2009 and $1.65 billion in 2010, excluding nuclear fuel. Progress has an 
aggressive financial risk profile and for the 1 2  months ended March 31,2008, credit protection measures weakened 
modestly compared to the end of 2007, reflecting higher cash taxes and lower fuel cost recoveries. As a result, 
adjusted funds from operations (FFO) was $1.58 billion leading to adjusted FFO to interest coverage of 3.2x, 
adjusted FFO to total debt of 13.2% and adjusted debt leverage of 57.7%. 

Short-term credit factors 
The short-term rating on PEF is 'A-2' reflecting the company's corporate credit rating as well as its stable 
cash-generating operations. 

PEF's liquidity is viewed on a consolidated bnsis with that of its parent, Progress, which is adequate. As of March 
31, 2008, the consolidated lines of credit totaled $2 billion, with $450 million fully available at each of the utility 
operating subsidiaries and expiring in 2011, and $1.1 billion at  the holding company expiring in 2012 with about 
$906 million still undrawn. Progress also had $400 million in cash and short-term investments. None of its bank 
facilities has rating triggers. 

There are no material maturities at the holding company until 2011 and manageable maturities at  the utility 
subsidiaries totaling $877 million in 2008, $400 million in 2009 and $406 million in 2011. 

Outlook 
The stable outlook on PEF reflects the outlook of its parent, Progress. The outlook on Progress reflects the 
company's focus on stable, regulated electric utility operations along with an aggressive financial risk profile. 
Standard &Poor's expects that the large capital spending program will be funded in a balanced manner and will 
lead to moderately stronger credit protection measures over the intermediate term. However, if credit protection 
measures do not improve over the near term such that adjusted FFO to interest coverage exceeds 3 . 6 ~  and adjusted 
FFO to total debt exceeds 16%, the outlook will be revised to negative and ratings may be lowered. In light of the 
company's aggressive financial risk profile and large capital spending program, a higher rating is currently not under 
consideration. 

Accounting 
Progress's financial statements are prepared under US. GAAP and independently audited by Deloitte & Touche 
LLP, which issued an unqualified opinion for 2007. 

Standard & Poor's makes several adjustments to Progress's consolidated reported financial numbers in conducting 
its analysis. As of the end of 2007, Standard & Poor's adds about $1.02 billion as debt equivalent corresponding to 
power-purchase agreements, $64.5 million in interest expense, and $68.8 million to depreciation. The company's 
operating-lease exposure is also material, equaling an additional $191.7 million in debt equivalent. The two 
adjustments increase the company's consolidated debt by 12% and interest expense by 13%. 
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Progress has adopted SFAS No. 158 which rquires companies as pension fund sponsors to recognize 011 thrir 
balance sheet the funded status of the plans. The adoption of SFAS No. 158 had no material effect on the company's 
financial statements. Standard & Poor's addis $397.8 million as off-balance-sheet debt to reflect the pension funding 
shortfall. 

Standard & Poor's views Progress's $271 million of trust-preferred securities and $93 million of preferred and 
preference shares as of Dec. 31, 2007, as having intermediate equity content, ascribing 50% of each amount to debt 
and the remaining 50% to equity for ratio computation purposes. However, the total amount of the hybrid security 
is immaterial to the company's capital structiire. 

In 2007, investments in decommissioning trust were higher than asset retirement obligations, resulting in no 
additional debt imputation for the year. 

Table 1 

Industry Sector: Energy 

--Average of past three fiscal years- 

Progress Energy Inc. SCANA Corp. Duke Energy Corp. FPL Group Inc. Southern Co. 
Rating as of May 22,2008 88B+/Stable/A-2 A-/Negative/NR A-/Stable/NR A/Stable/-- NStabWA-1 

(Mil. $1 
Revenues 9,610 3 4.653 7 15.396 9 13,8297 13,577 6 

Net income from cont. oper. 644.7 314.7 2.048 0 1,099 2 1.5094 

Funds from operations (FFO) 1,903.0 751.8 3.841 4 2.864 5 3.414 7 

Capital expenditures 1,738.5 549 5 3,142.3 1,739 8 2.659.6 

Cash and short-term investments 463.0 132.3 1,554.3 480.0 170.8 

Debt 11.952.5 3.835.0 17.1 12.3 11.124.3 15.995.6 

Preferred stock 213.0 56.8 0.0 503.0 1,046.8 

Equity 8.486.1 2.838.1 21,515.0 10.524.1 12,340.4 

Debt and equity 20.438.6 6.673.1 38.627.3 21.648.3 28.336.0 

Adjurted ratios 
EBlT interest coverage 1x1 2.2 2.4 3.6 2.9 3.6 

FFO int. cov. (XI 3.7 4.1 4.4 5.2 5.0 

FFOldebt 1%) 15.9 19.6 22 4 25.8 21 3 

Discretionary cash flow/debt 1%) 15.31 12.21 15.4) 08 15 51 

Net cash flow I capex 1%) 74.0 101.7 81.8 129.4 84.2 

Total debt/debt plus equity 1%) 58.5 57.5 44.3 51.4 56.4 

Return on common equity 1%) 7.5 11.0 9.5 11.0 13.5 

Common dividend payout ratio (un-adj.) 1%) 93.9 61.8 61.9 54.3 74.6 
'Fully adiusted [including partretirement obligations) 

Standard & Poor's AatingsDirect I May 28.2008 
Stindard E POOIE. All rights resewsd. NO reprint 0, dirremination wimout S,Ws permission. See Terms of UrelDisciaimer on the last page. 
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Florida Power Corp. d/b/a Progress E n e r n  Florida lnc. 

Table2 

Industry Sector: Electric 

--Fiscal war ended Dec. 31.- 

:!a07 2006 2005 2004 2003 
Rating history BBB+lStabIe/A-Z BBBlPos tlve/A 2 BBBlStablelA 2 BBBINegativelA-3 BBBlStabIelA-2 

[Mil. 0) 
Rev en u e s 4,749.0 4,639.0 3.955.0 3.525.0 3,152 0 
Net income from continuing operations 317.0 328.0 260.0 335.0 297.0 
Funds from operations IFF01 788.5 1.131.9 495.0 570.7 434.8 

Cash and short-term investments 23.0 23.0 218.0 12.0 10.0 
Capital expenditures 1,246.0 717.0 587.4 575.6 559.0 

~ ~~ 

Debt 4.0:33.5 2.818.7 3.119.8 2,691.8 2.521.2 

Preferred stock 17.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 

Equity 3,019.0 2.721 .O 2,510.1 2.260.8 2,043.0 

Debt and equity 7,112.5 5.539.7 5.529,8 4.952.5 4.564.2 

Adjusted ratios 

FFO int COY 1x1 4 1  7 7  4 4  5fi 5 0  

EBlT interest coverage 1x1 2 8  4 1  4 2  5 0  5 3  

FFOIdebt 1%) 19.3 40.2 15.9 21.2 17.2 

Discretionary cash fiowldebt 1%) 1:g.l) 10.9) 14.81 16.9) I1 1.6) 

Net Cash Flow I Capex 1%) 163.2 125.0 83.9 71.9 41.1 

Debtldebt and equity 1%) !57.6 50.9 55.4 54.4 55.2 

Return on common equity 1%) 10.7 12.2 10.2 14.8 13.2 

Common dividend payout ratio (un-adi.1 1%) 0.0 71.8 0.0 46.5 68.8 
~~~~~ 

'Fully adjusted lincluding postretirement obligationsi 

Table 3, 

--Fiscal Year ended Dec. 31.2007- 

Florida Power Corp. d/b/a Progress Energy Florida Inc. reported amounts 

Operating Operating Operatinn 
income income income Cash flow Cash flow 

Shareholders' (before (before (after Interest from from Dividends Capital 
Debt equily D&Al D&AI O M )  expense operations operations paid expenditures 

Reported 3 2 1 8 0  3.036 0 952 0 952 0 5860 1730 799 0 799 0 2 0  1.2580 

Standard & Poor's adjustments 
Operating 30.1 .. 22.5 4.7 4.7 4.7 17.8 17.8 .. 
leases 

Intermediate 17.0 117.0) .. .. 1 .o (1 oi 11.01 I1 ai 
hybrids 
reported as 
equity 

leases 

Intermediate 17.0 117.0) .. .. 1 .o (1 oi 11.01 I1 ai 
hybrids 
reported as 
equity 

Postretirement 48.1 
benefit 
oblioations 

.. .. .. 114.0) (14.01 (14.01 .. 23.4 23.4 

www.standardandpoors.com/ratingsdirect 
Standard & Pooir. All lights RSewsd. NO reprint 01 diSseminaIiOn widmu1 S,LPr permission. See Terms of Ureflisclaimer on the last page 
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Florida Power Corp. d/b/a Progress Energy Florida Inc. 

Table 3. 

.... "I"". 

.. 22 0 .. .. Share-based .. .. 
compensation 
expense 
Power purchase 780.3 .. 
agreements 

Reclassification .. .. .. .. 48.0 .. 
of nonoperating 
income 
(expenses) 
Reclassification .. .. .. 
of 

94.9 94.9 49.6 49.6 45.3 45.3 .. .. 

.. .. .. .. 

- .. .. .. 184.01 .. .. 

working-capital 
cash flow 
chanaes 

Total 875 5 (17 01 1034 1076 8 8 3  6 7 3  73 5 110 51 I1 01 112 01 
adiustments 

Standard & Poor's adjusted amounts 

Operating 
income Cash flow Funds 
(before Interest from from Dividends Capital 

Debt Equily D I M )  EBKDA EBlT expense operations operations paid expenditures 
Adjusted 4.093.5 3.019.0 1.055.4 1.059.6 614.3 240.3 872.5 788.5 1.0 1.246.0 
'Florida Power Carp. d/b/a Progress Energy Florida Inc. reponed amounts shown are taken from the company's financial statements but might include adjustments made by 
data providers or reclassifications made by Standard & Poor's analysts. Please note that 

Florida Power Corp. d/b/a Progress Energy Florida hi:. 
Corporate Credit Rating 

Commercial Paper 

Local Currency 
Preferred Stock 

Local Currency 
Senior Secured 

Local Currency 
Senior Unsecured 

Local Currencv 

BBWStableIA-2 

A-2 

BBB- 

A- 

RRR 

Corporate Credit Ratings History 
1 >Mar-2007 BBBtlStabIelA 2 
25Jul-2006 BBBlPositivelA 2 

23-Nov-2005 BBBlStablelA-2 

2>0ct-20@4 BBB/Negative/A-3 

19-Oct-2004 BBB/Negative/A-Z 

29-Aug-2003 BBB/Stable/Ad 

Financial Risk Profile Aggressive 

Standard & Poor's RatingsDirect I May 28,2008 
Srandaid & Poor's. Ail iighPS resewed. NO reprint or d immiomon wimout S W s  permisrion. See Terms of Uieloirciamr on the lait p a ~ e  
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Florida Power Corp. d/b/a Progress Energy Florida Inc. 

~- 
Debt  Matur i t ies  

2008 $532 mil. 
2009 $0 
2010 $300 mil. 
201 1 $300 mil. 
2012 $0 

Related Enti t ies 

Carol ina P o w e r &  Light Co. d/b/a Progress Energy Cnrol inas Inc. 

Issuer Credit Rating 

Commercial Paper 

Local Currency 
Preferred Stock 

Local Currency 
Senior Secured 

Local Currency 
Senior Unsecured 

Local Currency 
Florida Progress Corp. 

Issuer Credit Rating 

Preferred Stock 

Local Currency 
Senior Unsecured 

Local Currency 

BBB+/Stable/A-Z 

A-2 

BBB- 

A- 

BBB 

BBB+/Stable/NR 

EBB- 

888 
Progress Energy Inc. 

Issuer Credit Rating BBBt/StabIe/A-Z 
Commercial Paper 

Senior Unsecured 
Local Currency A-2 

Local Currency BE8 
'Uniess otherwise noted. all ratings in this repolt are global scalf! ratings. Standard &Poor's credit ratings on the global scale are comparable across countries. Standard 
&Poor's credit ratings on a national scale are relative 10 obligors 01 obligations within that specific countv. 

www.standardandpoors.com/ratingsdirect 
Standard & P o o k  All right$ resewed. No reprint or dissemination without S W r  permission. See Terms of UrelDisclaimer on the last page. 
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Copyright 0 2008 Standard &Poor's. a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies. lnc. IS&P). S&P and/or its third parry licensors have exclusive proprietaly rights in the data or 
information provided herein. This datahniormation may Only be u s e l  internally for business purposes and rhail not be used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes. 
Dissemination. distribution 0, reproduction of this datalinformation in any form is strictly prohibited except with the prior wrinen permission of S&P Because of the 
possibility of human or mechanical error by S&P. its affiliates 01 its third party licensors. S&P. its affiliates and its third party licensocs do not guarantee the accuracy 
adequacy. completeness or availability of any information and is not responsible for any errors or Omissions or io, the results obtained from the use of such information S&P 
GIVES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT hlOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE 
OR USE. In no event shall S&P, its affiliates and its third parry Iiceniiors be liable for any direct, indirect. special or consequential damages In connection with subscriber's or 
others use of the datalinformation contained herein. Access to the data 01 information contained herein is subject to termination in the event any aqreemant with a third- 
parry of information or software is terminated. 

Analytic services provided by Standard & Poor's Ratings Sewices (Ratings Services) are the result of separate activities designed to presewe the independence and objectivity 
of ratings opinions. The credit ratings and ObseNationS contained herein are Solely Statements of opinion and not Statements of fact or recommendations to purchase. hold. or 
sell any sawiities or make any other investmen1 decisions. Accordingly. any user of the information contained herein should not rely on any credit rating or other opinion 
contained herein in making any invesfment decision. Ratings are based on information received by Ratings Services. Other d 
information that i s  not available to Ratings Services. Standard & Poor's has estabiished policies and pmedures to maintain the confidentiality of non-public information 
received during the ratings process. 

Ratings Services receives compensation for its ratings. Such compensation is normally paid either by the issueis of such sacuiitias or third parries panicipating in marketing 
the securities. While Standard &Poor's resewas the right to disserriinate the rating. it receives no peymam for doing so, except for subscriptions to its publications. 
Additional information about our ratings fees is available at www.standardandpoors.coml"s,atingsfees. 

Any Passwordslusar IDS issued by S&P to users are Singla user-dedicated and may ONLY be used by the individual to whom they have been assigned No sharing of 
passwordsluser IDS and no Simultaneous access via the same parswordluser IO I S  permitted. To reprint. translate. or use the data or information Other than as provided 
herein, contact Client Senicas. 55 Water Street. New York. NY 10041: 111212,438.9823 or by e-mail to: research_reguest~standaidandpoo~~.~om. 

on8 of Standard E Poor's may have 

Cowright 0 19942W8 Standard & Poor's. a division of The McGrarv-Hill Companies. All Righfs Resewed. 
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Projected 2010 Interest Rate Indices 
August 2009 

3-month LIBOR Forecast 
(as of August 2009) 
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